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Opposite Page, (l-r, t-b): Sammy, Sumon 
and Dan show off the name brand athletic 
clothes; Tali--Would we have fashion at 
Uni without her?; ling and Rupi show how 
cool Asians dress; The Sophomore girls 
show off trends of the year--Laila flaunts 
peasant clothes, Meera wears pink, 
Rebekah has the tank top and cardigan set, 
and Tara has big cargo pants. This Page: 
Celeste shows off the straps she made on 
her backpack; Rob struts his pure power 
shirt; Traci epitomizes the GAP style; 
Peter and Derek are sad that they have 
style; Ana 's hair style of the year. 

This page was brought to you by Becca Tabb, who is very fashionable. Sadly, she 
did not appear on this page because it would /rave seemed rather odd to put herself 
on her own fashion page. Also, don't feel offended if you oren 't on here. It doesn't 
mean you're not stylish. it just means there ·.v not room for everyone. 
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Arsenic and Old Lace 
This year's fall show was a comedy of murders. Written by Jo
seph Kesserling, Arsenic and Old Lace involved the lives of two 
old ladies (played by Philippa Soskin and Amanda Taub) and all 
those unfortunate enough to enter into their house. Once their 
nephew (played by David Smyth) finds out about this sweet old 
aunt's habit of putting some of their visitors out of their misery, 
the craziness begins. His girlfriend (Helen Estabrook) waits for 
him to marry her, but he is caught up in too much. Another nephew 
enters the scene(JackMonahan) with his assistant (Jeremy Hobson) 
plotting new evil plans. The police and neighbors get involved 
and make this an unforgettably hilarious night. Directed by Bar
bara Ridenour with a creatively designed set by Lisa Evans, all 
three shows played to full houses, and a good time was had by all. 

Clockwise from top right: Jack gets ready to torture 
and kill David; David looks on suspiciously as Ella 
introduces herself to Philippa; Helen and Matt look 
very confused while David tries to explain 
something; Helen, tells her fiancee, David, what 
the deal is; Amanda offers Sam wine, with 
additives; Everybody, especially Jack, is enthralled 
by Beth's story. 
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Student Productions 
The audience of this year's student productions were 
entertained by three original shows. The night began with 
A Timely Escape, written and directed by Ella Rotman, 
a clever show involving time travel, a futuristic know
it-all (Melinda Taub), and a dorky U of I student (Nick 
Sansone). Midnight in a Perfect World, by writer/direc
tor Jack Monahan, showed us what it takes to find love. 
Finally, the audience was amused by Princess Alexandra, 
written and directed by Amanda Taub, a witty fairy tale 
about a headstrong princess (Beth Slattery) and her dif
ficulties trying to find a way to marry her commoner 
boyfriend (Scott Strand). 

(l-r, t-b): Marc shows off his stuff to Emilia, 
Tal, and Diane, and they are impressed by 
his pink pants; Errol turns up the charm as 
Toby glares at Crystal; Beth and Scott 
remember what they 're supposed to do at 
the end of the fairy tale; Nick, Melinda, 
Virginia, Meredith and Toby intently watch 
the computer; Nick hits on Melinda. 
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Spirit Week boosted morale at 
Uni through theme days, an 
assembly and playing music 
between classes. In addition to 
the traditional Class Color 
Day, Twin Day, Pajama Day, 
and School Colors Day, stu
dents paraded around as their 
favorite celebrity on Wednes
day. Also new to spirit week 
this year were floats that were 
prepared by each class and 
shown during the assembly. 
The Senior and Subbie classes 
tied for the "spirit stick," the 
prize of the Spirit Week com
petitions. 

Clockwise from above: Ms. 
Bant and Ms. Ridenour go 
back to the farm; Banana 
woman Molly Lewis; What 
are Philippa and Natalie 
going to go to do when they 
graduate ? Go to Disney
world!; Derek, Noah and 
Doug show off their secret 
symbol; The faculty judges 
give the 'Mozd/senior float 
straight6's! 
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Clockwise from left: Joe is 
such a little rascal!; Ms. 
Davis-Smith, Ms. Morford, 
Ms. Bosch and Ms. Micele 
say NO to Grossman; 
Hormozd and the senior float 
take a break during the 
parade; Two freshman 
bandits have a show-down in 
the first floor hallway; Dan 
and Lian--Hello, Nasty; Rob 
mimics his favorite teacher on 
twin day. 



Clockwise from above: Two subbies 
are dazed and confused after a long 
night; Justin and Helen are so cute; 
Kelly Schwenk eats the breakfast of 
champions; Ms. Wells relaxes during 
Midnight Meditation; Philippa, Katie 
and Kavi get tangled while playing 
Twister; Beth and Jack catch a few Z 's 
in the lounge. 
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Clockwise from left: Two words for John Murdoch-- Yeah Baby!; Tara, Rebekah 
and Fanzi are the three princesses of the sophomore class; Ilina shows her wild 
side to observer Diane; Joanna-the-jester entertains Melissa, Shawn and Anna; 
The freshman guys strut their stuff for sophomore Jennifer Bartlett; Hormozd 
instructs Mr. Beesley on the proper technique of dancing the Scatman; Leila (Posh), 
Ligia (Baby), Carol (Sporty), and Kyle (Scary) show us who they wannabe. 
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Clockwise from above: Yi Ding reaches 
enlightenment; Kelly, Ilina and Liesel 
display their poised, dignified side; 
Amanda paints a-- umm --passover egg; 
Sara and Chris Chen get comfy 'n 'cozy; 
Jeremy gives the photographer a 
patronizing glance; Miss Alan, You have 
just won two free tickets to the school 
play "Guys and Dolls. " 
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Clockwise from left: Amy relives the 
happy, bubble-filled days of her youth; 
Errol may seem like a mild-mannered 
English student, but when danger 
threatens, he's Flannel Man!; Forget 
deer, Nick does a classic mouse in the 
headlights; Laila reminds us how to have 
school spirit; Ayesha raises sophomore 
drama to new heights; Is Tory the latest 
victim of the dreaded Lounge Death 
Plague, or did she just forget her 
morning coffee? Only time will tell. 
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Student Council 

Student Council held weekly meetings to discuss issues involving student life. The Student Council 
officers, guided by their sponsors Rick Murphy and Marilyn Upah-Bant, made decisions and planned 
future school events. This year Student Council hosted the first dance of the year, a flashback to the 80's. 
They also helped coordinate class volunteer projects, hosted the X-week events, hosted the ice-cream 
social, and organized the Disorientation picnic. In charity and community efforts, they organized the 
Food For Families drive, held the annual blood drive, and rang bells for the Salvation Army. Oh, yeah, 
and they made a rockin' haunted house at the Halloween Dance! 

Seniors: Jeff Helfrich, Pres; Kate Schrepfer, 
VP; Matt Wilhelm, Sec/Treas 

Sophomores: Matt Woodbury, Pres; Beth 
Slattery, VP; Ben Leff, Sec/Treas 

1\Jt ,,, , 
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Execs: Peter Brokish, parliamentarian; Rupi 
Sodhi, Sec/Treas; Philippa Soskin, Pres; ling 
Lu, VP; David Yang, SFAC liaison 

Freshmen: Devin Kinney, Sec/Treas; John Zech, 
Pres; Kyle Harrington, VP 

Subfreshmen: Kelly Schwenk, VP; Bob 
Monahan, Pres; Tal Zangvil, Sec/Treas 



(l-r; t-b) Claire Weigel, Meredith Main, Nate Mathews, Bryan Lung, 
Mr. Bergandine, Jennifer Iversen, Crystal Zych, Ginny Tucker; Rebecca 
Tabb, Betsy Braden, Julianne Kuck, Joanna Cranston, Andreanna Lau, 
Matt Wilhelm, Ty Esler 

SFAC 
SFAC, the Student Faculty Advisory Committee, 
is an offshoot of Student Council. SFAC dealt spe
cifically with issues that affect both students and 
faculty, such as the noise in the hallways during 
8th period. SFAC shares funds with Student Coun
cil. They helped the P.E. department pay for the 
new heart-rate monitors. SFAC also gave the en
tire student body candy bars on Happy Thursday. 

1-r, t-b: Scott Strand, Mr. Zodhiates, Jimmy Prell, Liese[ Hess, Melissa 
Wei, Allison Beck, Chris Otto, Amanda Taub, Natalie Ceperley, Rebekah 
Kunkel, Baz Wraight, Melinda Taub, Ami Choi, Emilia Garvey, Amanda 
Ochs, Celeste Le Compte 

Christian Service Club 
Christian Service Club, led by Mr. Bergandine, was 
one of the new clubs this year. Founded by Meredith 
Main and Ty Esler, the group (which is not limited to 
Christians) looks for volunteer opportunities in the 
community. A few of the organizations at which the 
group volunteered were Empty Tomb and the Refu
gee Center, among others. "The purpose of the club 
is to get students involved in volunteer projects," said 
member Morgan Reeder. 

t-b, 1-r: Audrey Wells, Pat Morris, Nate Mathews, Bill Sutton, Linda 
Morford, Andy Mitas, Matt Sutton, Peter Fahrner. Not pictured: Ayesha 
Choudhury, Betsy Braden 

Unique 
Uni's literary magazine was led for the second year 
in a row by editors Amanda Ochs and Celeste Le 
Compte and assistant editors Jimmy Prell and Liese! 
Hess. Student members met once a week at lunch to 
review and critique student submissions of poetry, 
prose, and artwork. The chosen submissions are then 
published. For the second year, a supplement was 
published at the beginning of the semester in addi
tion to an end-of-the year book. As Liese! Hess says, 
" Unique is a great way for students to express their 
creativity for the whole school to see." 



This year the Gargoyle has a dual 
mission: to train students in jour
nalism writing styles and to teach 
the students to report outside the 
classroom. Advisor Dave Porreca 
said "the students do a good job," 
but "the class is small," so the edi
tors and the staff can't come out 
with as many issues as they would 
like to (a predicted 1-7 issues will 
come out this year).Second year co
editor Art Kolchinsky made a few 
changes in the traditional layout. 
"We're going back to newsprint this 
year," says Dave. "Last year we 
published on high quality paper, 
which was stiffer and more expen
sive, so there had to be fewer is
sues." We're going to try to have a 
good mix of news and sports sto
ries and opinion pieces." Dave also 
says that this year they were plan
ning to have a greater emphasis on 
long, detailed stories, rather than 
more, shorter pieces. "The class is 
pretty cool, but there's a lot of stress 
about getting stuff out on time," 
says gargoylist Charles Terry. 

Clockwise from upper left: Dave ... uh ... edits; 
James, Art, and Joe eagerly crowd around a 
computer (but Joe just sort of fakes con
sciousness); Ryan and Jan try to come up with 
hilarious captions; attention lab monitors!! 
Celeste--eating illegally in the Mac Lab; this 
picture was taken right as Dave realized Nate 
was doing his homework in class; Nell gazes 
blankly at the computer, while Nate provides 
her with useless information. 



Thirteen people worked together to 
make this year's yearbook come out 
on time. Of our three editors, two, 
Scott Strand and Helen Estabrook, are 
new at their jobs, but both of them have 
quality yearbook experience, while 
Katy Love, our senior editor, is here 
for her third year. Said advisor Joel 
Beesley: "We're trying to allow for 
more student only work; you do all of 
your photography, layout, and writing 
yourself. This should help make year
book more of a learning class. We're 
proud of being the only completely 
computer-produced yearbook that 
Walsworth, our publisher, produces." 
The class is very dedicated to the job 
and getting the yearbook out in time, 
and we learned life lessons on not let
ting each other down and doing our 
part. The smaller class size allowed 
each student to work harder and learn 
more, but of course, many yearbookers 
still ended up spending some grey days 
in the Mac Lab before a deadline. 

Top to bottom, left to right; Joel Beesley, Brian Chou, Phillip Rowell, Scott Strand, Ben
jamin Smarr, Michelle Byrne, Masha Gelfand, Morgan Reeder, Helen Estabrook, Katy Love, 
Rebecca Tabb, Katie Sutton, Susan Sefranek, Melinda Taub 

Clockwise from left: Becca, Scott, Melinda, and Brian busily organize underclass portraits; 
Michelle and Melinda finish their pages; Katy, Helen, and Scott pose after winning the 
"Bu./fest Editors Around" award; Michelle, Morgan, Susan and Brian enthusiastically lis
ten to Mr. Beesley's introductory lecture. 
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Irish Club 
Irish Club continued into its second year under the 
new leadership of presidents Alex Tarr and Jack 
Monahan, and vice-president Marc Alexander. Irish 
Club had plenty to talk about this year, thanks to the 
peace talks in North Ireland, and involved themselves 
in many activities, including speaking to UMEC 
about current events in Ireland, holding the ever 
popular Irish Club dinner, and studying Gaelic art 
and folklore. They also joined Spanish Club in send
ing aid to Central America to help with the damage 
from Hurricane Mitch. 

(l-r, t-b) David Stone, Reed Martin, Brian Smith, David Smyth, Amy 
Chew, Ami Choi, Ryoko Oono, Judy Liu, Jimmy Prell, Daniel 
Weissman,Kim Ly, Sarada Uppuluri, Michelle Feltes, Diane Plewa, 
Masha Gelfand. Not pictured: Zhubin Gahvari 

Football Club 
Football Club members, led by Hormozd Gahvari, car
ried on the perpetual tradition of weekly scrimmages 
at Uni Field. Every Thursday, rain or shine, these de
voted, aggressive players continued to make up for 
the absence of an official Uni football team. Anu 
Paruchuri, the only female in Football Club, said, 
"Only Mr. Sutton passes me the ball, but it's still fun 
anyway." 
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(l-r, t-b) John Garvey, Sam Schnuer, Colin Kennedy, Marc Alexander, 
Crystal Yates- White, Celeste LeCompte, Alex Thaler, Scott Strand, Andy 
Mitas, David Stichter, Bob Monahan, Jack Monahan, Shamus O'Kluegel, 
Alex Tarr, Claire Wegel, Zeynab Moradi, Chaela Tarr, Emilia Garvey, 
Tal Kitron, Errol Packard 

Exploravision 
Four teams from Uni entered the Exploravision con
test this year. The teams consisted of: Michelle Feltes, 
Masha Gelfand, and Diane Plewa (AIDS); Zhubin 
Gahvari, Judy Liu, Jimmy Prell, and Daniel Weissman 
(nano robots); Ami Choi, Kim Ly, Ryoko Oono, and 
Sarada Uppuluri (cancer detection); Amy Chew, Reed 
Martin, Brian Smith, and David Smyth (robotic sur
gery). Each team was required to tum in a ten page 
report and storyboards for a product that they came 
up with. Last year, one team from Uni came in sec
ond, continuing the success of Exploravision teams 
at Uni High. 

(l-r)Jason Boyd, Elliot Ramos, Adam Ragheb, Justin Lehmann, John 
Murdoch, Zhubin Gahvari, Bill Sutton, Anu Paruchuri, Daniel Slichter, 
Hormozd Gahvari 



(l-r, t-b) Alex Tarr, Emily Wisseman, Julianne Kuck, Katherine Lamb, Laura Sweet, 
Sara Medendorp, Katie Schrepfer, Rob Mills, Morgan Reeder, Noah Isserman, 
Michael Verner, Martin Ceperley, Mike May, Natalie Ceperley, Katie Sutton, 
Virginia Mcreary, Carol Baym, Rebecca Tabb, Helen Estabrook, Jonathan 
Weissman, Meredith Main, Matt Sutton, Jennifer Chen, Doug Main, Derek Iversen 

Outdoor Club 
Outdoor Club's first year was quite produc
tive. Led by president Helen Estabrook and 
sponsor Mike May, these students who were 
eager to get a taste of the beautiful outdoors, 
met every Friday to plan various events. In 
the fall, they traveled to Shawnee National 
Forest on a weekend camping trip, mountain 
biked, and held a cookout. In the spring, they 
took a camping trip which included canoeing 
and hiking. They also went to a nearby ropes 
course to test their team-building skills. 

Art Club ,... .... ---~~ 
Members of Art Club, led by co-presidents Laura 
Sweet and Ella Rotman, vice-president Anna Shanks, 
and secretary/treasurer Carol Baym, met weekly in 
the art room to make, discuss, and plan different styles 
of art. Each member received a tie-dyed club t-shirt, 
and created things like candles and stir sticks. They 
organized the pumpkin carving contest and were in
volved with the haunted house, both of which took 
place at the Halloween dance in the fall. They also 
planned and organized the Jilted Lovers' Day Dance 
in the spring. 

(1-r, t-b) Carol Baym, Bob Monahan, Laura Sweet, Kathryn Faith, Liesel 
Hess, Virginia McCreary, Lucie Rose, Sara Smith, Althea Loschky, Ella 
Rotman. Not pictured: Anna Shanks 

Music Club 
In addition to providing the school with beau
tiful music recitals during lunchtime, Music 
Club, under the sponsorship of Mr. Murphy, 
awaited the arrival of the long anticipated 
grand piano. At their meetings every Wednes
day, headed up by co-presidents Amy Chew 
and Katie Geeseman, members shared and 
discussed their music with one another. Oc
casionally, they invited guest speakers to 
come and talk about different aspects of 
mUSIC. 

(l-r, t-b) Emily Bruce, Laura Book, David Sims, Rick Murphy, Anu Paruchuri, 
Katie Geeseman, Amy Chew, Jimmy Prell, David Kaplan, Chris Otto 
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TAC 
Teen Awareness Club (TAC) met on Tues
days to discuss issues that effect teens. Their 
goal was to tackle one teen issue, such as 
drinking or smoking, each month. They edu
cated people during Eating Disorders week 
and AIDS Awareness week. TAC also hosted 
a number of events ranging from Stress Re
lief Day to a Halloween Costume Contest, 
(won by Phil Rowell, aka "Phil-ecia"). Back row: (1-r) Molly Goldwasser, Sangita Sudharshan, Vilas Dhar, Jason Boyd; 

Middle row: Audrey Miller, Cyndra Lattimore, Rupi Sodhi, Matt Sutton, Becky 
Mayor-Bernet; Bottom row: Bonnie Treworgy, Tera Levin 

Chess Club 
Chess Club returned this year under the lead
ership of President Kavi Goel. They met on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays to practice for their 
meets which were held every other Thursday 
night. Their main goal was to practice for the 
Illinois High School Association state chess 
tournament held on March 26 and 27 in 
Bloomington-Normal. 

Back row: (1-r) Ryan McCarthy, Eithan Ritz, Daniel Weissman; Front row (l
r ): Anna Chen, Anna Sczaniecka, Vilas Dhar, Kendall Chuang, David Smyth, 
Kavi Gael 

Subbie Buddies 
The Subbie Buddies met in small groups to 
help the incoming subfreshmen and transfer 
students adjust to life at Uni. They started off 
~~arw~~S~~~~~~~L~ 

of the Woods (see pages 32-33). Although it 
was a little wet, they still had a great time. 
The issues discussed throughout the year in
cluded: friends, teacher relationships, grades, 
and listening skills (like note taking and study
ing). Basically the Subbie Buddies tried to 
make the transition from middle school to the 
world of Uni easy for the subbies. 
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Back row: (1-r) Rebekah Kunkel, Nick Sansone, David Sims, Chris Chen, Rob 
Mills, Laura Sweet, Anna Shanks; 3rd row: Daniel Grossman, Laila Saied, Leila 
Agha, Becky Mayor-Bernet, Philippa Soskin, Melissa Hines, Suzanne Linder, 
Vilas Dhar, Mike May; 2nd row: Katie Schrepfer, Ayesha Choudhury, Ami Choi, 
Katie Sutton, Jeff Helfrich, Helen Estabrook; Front row: Cyndra Lattimore, 
Rupi Sodhi 



Back row: (l-r) Emily Wzsseman, Crystal Zych, Beth Slattery, Philippa Soskin, Betsy Braden; 
Second row: Suraiya Rashid, Kate Causeman, Nicola Bunick, Audrey Wells, Molly Lewis, 
Maayan Bresler; Crystal Yates-White, Sanaz Mobasseri, Sumon Dasgupta, Kavi Goel, 
Imran Rashid, Nick Sansone, Ayesha Choudhury, Rachel Walsh, Janeki Patel, Tal Zangvil, 
Maria Scott-Wittenborn; Bottom row: Leila Agha, Meredith Main, Allison Beck, Matt 
Sutton, Nick Smith, Fanzi Mao. 

Lounge Committee 
Lounge Committee kept the lounge clean and the 
stereo working, in addition to holding various 
theme days throughout the year. They tried to 
maintain a pleasant environment for all the hard
working Uni students who use the lounge as an 
escape. 

S4BW 
Led by Co-Presidents Philippa Soskin and 
Beth Slattery, and Secffres. Betsy Braden, 
S4BW went at it again this year, volunteer
ing at local organizations, and trying to make 
the world a friendlier place. They made 
lunches for a men's emergency shelter, rang 
the Salvation Army bell during the holidays, 
and continued their international project of 
sending money and supplies to Ghana. The 
goal of S4BW was to have monthly activi
ties helping out the community. 

Back row: (l-r) Jeff Helfrich, Christine Manganaro, Rob Mills, Cyndra 
Lattimore, Helen Estabrook, Daniel Grossman, Rupi Sodhi, Chris Butler; 
Front row: Nate Mathews, Sara Medendorp, Peter Brokish, Kaite 
Schrepfer. 

Back row: (l-r) Nick Sansone, Tory Depew, Celeste LeCompte, Jack Monahan, 
Jeremy Hobson; Front row: Barbara Ridenour, Crystal Yates- White, Amanda 
Taub, Crystal Zych, Beth Slattery, Helen Estabrook, David Smyth, Virginia 
McCreary, Matt Croisant 

Thespian Society 
Led by President Helen Estabrook, Vice 
President Philippa Soskin, Secretary-Trea
surer Beth Slattery, and Historians Amanda 
Taub and Jeremy Hobson, Thespian 
Society's Troupe #5152 made it their goal 
this year to be much more active. They at
tended the Illinois High School Theatre 
Festival and some members went as del
egates to the state-wide Thespian Leader
ship conference (TALENT). For the second 
year, Thespian Club sponsored Amateur 
Night, but this year they were joined by 
Music Club to make it more of a fine arts 
experience. They hope to raise enough 
money to go to Indianapolis to see the mu
sical Rent. 
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Chorus 

(t-b, l-r) David Smyth., Nate Mathews, Reed Martin, Balint Bognar, Marc Alexander, Bryan Lung, Andrew McNabb, Lian Alan, Dan Finnerty, 
David Sims, Andrea Goodall, Daniel Grossman, Ana Jacala, Matt Croisant, Yi Ding, Amelia Padua, Kyle Harrington, Kate Murphy, Jennifer 
Chen, Sara Medendorp, Ginny Tucker, Crystal Zych, Tyson Masar, Chris Chen, Betsy Braden, Kristi Emilsson, Rachel Walsh, Janaki Patel, 
Fanzi Mao, Rebekah Kunkel, Liese[ Hess, Laila Saied, Meredith Main, Claire Wegel, Bea Burton, Jennifer Bartlett, Crystal Yates- White, Laura 
Book, Elise Lauterbur, Laura Eckstein, Roxane Chow, Natalie Gael, Toby Levin, Emilia Garvey, Tera Levin, Madeline Sylvia, Maria Scott-1 
Whittenborn, Sarah Walczewski, Jackie Rawles, Emily Richardson, Evan Cording, Mr. Murphy, Michelle Feltes, Leslie Van Buren, Tal Zangvil, 
Kelly Schwenk, Joanna Cranston, Christine Manganaro, Rupi Sodhi, Amara Lisy, Katie Geeseman, Philippa Soskin, Kate Techtow, Hanan 
Jassim, Costi Yannelis, Hannah McConnaughay, Leila Agha, Rivkah Cooke, Sarah Klein, Leila Agha, Beth Slattery, Ben Leff 

Jazz Band I 

(t-b, l-r): Marc Alexander, Ian Orland, Ben Sapp, Kavi Gael, Tyson 
Masar, Alex Thaler, Guy Bresler, Dan Finnerty, Andrew McNabb, Ryan 
McCarthy, Doug Main, Joe Ciolli, Joe Sapp, Edwin Ramos, Rob Mills, 
Mr. Murphy, Peter Brokish, Matt Croisant, Derek Iversen 
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Jazz Band II 

(t-b, l-r) Guy Bresler, Peter Fahrner, Marc Alexander, Jonathan Weissman, 
Jacob Hertzog, Matt Croissant, Sebastian Wraight, Derek Iversen, Noah Zych, 
Traci Ito, Francis Sun, Edwin Ramos, Ethan Chew, Mr. Murphy, Gabe Mathy, 
Sarah Klein, Hannah McConnaughay, Tal Zangvil, Anna Shanks, Justin 
Lehmann 



Orchestra 

(t-b, l-r) Adam Ragheb, Peter Fahrner, Joe Ciolli, Tyson Masar, Noah Zych, Derek Iversen, Ryan McCarthy, Marc Alexander, Kate Murphy, Andrea 
Goodall, Daniel Grossman, Chris Chen, Yi Ding, Gabe Mathy, Jonathan Climer, Betsy Braden, Meredith Main, Laila Saied, Carol Baym, Katie 
Smith, Shawn Simpson, Jocelyn Ross, Ben Olsen, David Slichter, Erik Wright, Kurt Reutter, Luke Walczewski, Lis Pollock, Cyndra Lattimore, Matt 
Schiel, Kristi Emilsson, Chaela Tarr, Melissa Hines, Anna Shanks, Bonnie Treworgy, Suraiya Rashid, Mr. Murphy, Nafisah Sheikh, Ashwin Kumar, 
Traci Ito, Veronica Zych, Justin Lehmann, Varun Chalivendra, David Kaplan, Jennifer Iversen, Carl Broadbent, Andrew Ito, Paul Kory, Edwin 
Ramos, Daniel Weissman, Jimmy Prell, Meera Sekar, Stephanie Crofts, Yong-Bee Lim, Sarada Uppuluri, Katie Geeseman, Philippa Soskin, Laura 
Eckstein, Laura Book, Hanan Jassim, Devin Kinney, Francis Sun, Diane Plewa, Ruth Miller, Natalie Goel, Leila Agha, Zach Dorman-lones, Bo Li, 
Matt Croisant, lie Wang, Galen Reeves, Chris Otto, Dan Finnerty, Ian Orland, David Sims, Sarah Walczewski 

Madrigals 

Back Row: David Smyth, Matt Croisant, Reed Martin, David Sims, Daniel Grossman, Dan Finnerty. 2nd Row: Katie Geeeseman, Emily 
Richardson, Beth Slattery, Philippa Soskin, Crystal Yates-White, Jennifer Chen, Christine Manganaro, Ana Jacala, Evan Cording, Betsy 
Braden. 1st Row: Nate Mathews 
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Japan Club 
Japan Club spent their club meetings listen
ing to Japanese music, watching anime, 
playing Japanese games, having Japanese 
lunches, and listening to Japan trip mem
bers share their experiences. They also 
hosted a variety of guest musicians and 
speakers who talked about anything from 
how to perform a tea ceremony to how to 
wear a kimono. In addition they did zazen, 
a Japanese form of meditation, took a field 
trip to the recently opened Japan house, and 
designed club t-shirts. (l-r, t-b ): Ito Sensei, Anna Shanks, Shawn Simpson, Nick Sansone, Barbara Shenk, 

Lian Alan, Katie Smith, Susan Sefranek, David Smyth (sec/tres), Katie Geeseman 
(VP), Daniel Weissman, Duane Linton, Eric Chang, Kendall Chuang, Ryoko Oono, 
Sarada Uppuluri (Pres), Ami Choi, Judy Liu, Fanzi Mao, Derek Iversen, Melissa 
Hines 

Spanish Club 

(l-r, t-b): Nick Wisseman, Rob Mills, Katie Sutton, Antonio Prado, Nick 
Pelafas (co-VP ), Nell Burger, Natalie Ceperley ( sec/tres ), Audrey Miller 
(co-VP), Ariel Zodhiates, Kavi Goel, Katy Love (Pres), Becca Tabb 

These political and social activists sponsored a 
rainforest fund-raiser and a Salsa dance to benefit El 
Centro, a local migrant workers' center. Speakers pre
sented topics such as Colombian terrorism and Gua
temalan culture. They maintained bulletin boards with 
local and national Latino news to raise and worked 
on a petition for Chiquita to raise their wages for work
ers. This group collected money and clothes for the 
Central American Flood Relief, and threw fiestas, in 
which they cooked typical Mexican and Spanish food 
and watched Hispanic movies. They prepared a lunch 
for parents and celebrated holidays such as Cinco de 
Mayo, where Latino music was played in the halls. 

Latin Club 
Latin Club, one of the longest standing clubs 
in the school, looks like it might be around 
longer than the Roman Empire itself. Led 
by Co-Consuls Hormozd Gahvari and Bryan 
Lung, Quaestor Elliot Ramos, Aedile Noah 
Zych, and sponsor Frances Newman, Latin 
Club held fund raisers to get money for the 
ultimate trip to Rome during Spring Break 
of 1999. They held various food sales in
cluding their famous mint bars and hot 
chocolate in the mornings. They also spon
sored the annual Chariot Race at U ni Gym. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Mrs. Newman, Elliot Ramos, Matt Woodbury, Justin Lehmann, Adam Ragheb, 
Benji Smarr, Marc Alexander, Yong-Bee Lim, Joanna Cranston, Noah Zych, Hormozd 
Gahvari, Bryan Lung, Rivkah Cooke, Rebekah Kunkel, Janaki Patel, Justin Lee, Helen 
Miller, Nicole VanKim, John Zech, Dan Grinols, l ie Wang, Nick Berube, Anu Paruchuri, 
Ayesha Choudhury, Eric Le Sueur, Roxanne Chow, Evan Cording, Crystal Chiang 



(l-r; t-b ): Anna Sczaniecka, Helen Estabrook, Eithan Ritz, Tyson Masar; Nick Pelafas, 
Sam Schnuer; Rachel Walsh, Rebecca Tabb (VP ), Becky Mayor-Bernet (Pres), Oksana 
Maksymchuk ( sec/tres), Diane Plewa, Ruth Miller, Masha Gelfand (publicist), Liese[ 
Hess, Mara Bandy, Morgan Reeder, Amanda Taub, Tali Weinberg, Ilina Kuriashkina, 
Beth Slattery, Melinda Taub, Masha Wolkanowski 

German Club 

Russian Club 
A year after the Russian program got 
downsized, the club was as strong as ever. 
They focused on doing more in the com
munity and getting students interested in the 
program. They held a Maslonitsa, a Rus
sian butter festival, and took a day trip to a 
Russian neighborhood in Chicago. The club 
also listened to various guest speakers and 
musicians. In December, they helped out 
with a Christmas celebration for kids at 
King School. In addition, they watched Rus
sian movies and played Russian games. 

Though small in numbers, German Club met every 
week to increase German culture awareness. The club 
sponsored bratwurst sales that put Herr W.'s cooking 
skills to the test. They had a St. Nikolaus bake sale 
and sold German advent calendars. They also held 
German Nights for the club members to watch Ger
man movies and cook German food. Among the mov
ies they purchased to watch was "Derrick." During 
their lunch meetings they played German games and 
discussed members experiences in Germany. They 
also designed and distributed club t-shirts. 

( l-r, t-b ): Michelle Byrne, Betsy Braden (VP ), Carol Baym, Matt Wilhelm, 
Peter Brokish, Katie Sutton (Pres), Meredith Main (sec/tres) 

(l-r; t-b): Ethan Chew, David Yang, Alex Tarr, Natalie Ceperley, Katy Love (Pres), 
Ariel Zodhiates, (VP) Ryoko Oono, Meera Sekar, Laila Saied (sec/tres), Tara Alan, 
Jennifer Bartlett, Roaa Al-Heeti, Mr. Garvey (sponsor), Ami Choi, Kim Ly, Hanan 
Jassim, Gillian Bregman, Zeynab Moradi, Claire Wegel, Mrs. Lopez (sponsor) 

French Club 
French Club raised money in various ways 
for Uni High's first trip to France in sum
mer 1999. Fund-raisers included monthly 
crepe sales and two fancy meals, to which 
all parents, faculty and students were in
vited. In the Fall, they sponsored a won
derful brunch, and in the Spring, they had a 
dinner. Besides this, they played French 
games, had presentations, and had weekly 
news briefs to keep them aware of what was 
going on in Francophone countries. They 
also had potlucks and watched movies. 
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Asian-American Club 
After last year's Asian American Club 
fizzled out of existence, president Jing Lu 
and vice president Bryan Lung wanted to 
rebuild the club and look towards the fu
ture. "We're trying to be a little more pro
ductive this year," said Lung. The club's 
plans included hosting bake sales and rice 
sales to raise money to visit Chinatown in 
Chicago. They also planned to involve the 
other Asian-American clubs from Central 
and Centennial as well as the University 
oflllinois' group. " Our goal this year was 
to make people aware of Asian culture," 
said secretary Jennifer Chen. 

(l-r) : Sammy Sohn, Dan Morales-Dayle, Tyson Masar, Brian Chou, Jennifer Chen, 
Bryan Lung, ling Lu, Anu Paruchuri, Shawn Simpson, Nicole VanKim, Crystal Chiang, 
lie Wang 

African-Am.erican Oub 
This year the club met Wednesdays to dis
cuss current issues pertaining to African
American culture and world events. The 
group discussions led by president Cyndra 
Lattimore and vice-president Melissa Hines 
were often " informative and insightful," ac
cording to club member Matt Harrington. 
Most of the group's energy was put into plan
ning and eventually hosting the Ebony Ball, 
a dance sponsored by local high school Afri
can-American clubs. 

(l-r): Ayo Adesida, Phil Rowell, Matt Harrington, Cyndra Lattimore, Kyle 
Harrington, Melissa Hines, Dean Davis-Smith (sponsor) 

UMEC 
This year marked the inauguration of 
UMEC's mission statement. The club 
decided that "As members of this club 
and a diverse world we will strive to in
crease our own and our community's un
derstanding of the meaning of culture. 
We will strive to increase our cultural 
awareness by fostering an open mind 
through interaction with other groups 
and clubs, through presentations and dis
cussions." The highlight of the year was 
UMEC's sponsoring of Uni's annual 
cultural fair. 
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(l- r): Top row: Tory Depew, Crystal Yates-White, Sam Schnuer, Colin Kennedy, Scott 
Strand, Anna Sczaniecka, Adele Suslick (sponsor). Bottom row: RoaaAl-Heeti, Claire 
Wegel, Melissa Wei, Puja Bavda, Tali Weinberg, Errol Packard, Ariel Zodhiates, 
Amanda Taub, Alex Tarr, Michaela Tarr, Celeste LeCompte 



(l-r): Mrs. Adele Suslick, Puja Bavda, Imran Rashid, Amanda Taub, 
Michaela Tarr, Lian Alan, Ana Jacala 

Museum Guild 
Museum Guild's main goal was to promote cultural 
awareness and diversity by presenting an annual 
theme display at Uni and by helping museums in 
the community install exhibits. Students were in
troduced to the method of accessing museum ob
jects in addition to the basic principles of historical 
research. The guild, moreover; actively raised finds 
in order to attend important state and local shows. 

Junior State of America 
Junior State of America (JSA) met Monday and 
Thursday to discuss current world issues, rang
ing from the bombings in Sudan and Afghani
stan, to school vouchers in Chicago. JSA hosted 
Thought Talk sessions and impromptu speech 
competitions. The club's goal was to encourage 
teenagers to become interested and get involved 
in political issues pertaining to society. The group 
also took a trip to Ohio to attend a regional Jun
ior State of America conference. 

(l-r): Katherine Geeseman, Crystal Yates-White, Sarada Uppuluri, Ami 
Choi 

Root Beer Club 
In the club's second year, members met on Wednesday's to experiment 
with different extracts in order to achieve an optimal recipe. Ingredi
ents included ginger, cinnamon, and other household spices. The club 
provided refreshments for both the Orientation and Disorientation pic
nics. The group provided a list of their secret ingredients needed to 
prepare their piece de resistance, "Spicy Cream Soda." 

(1-r) : Jeff Helfrich, Matt Woodbury, John Garvey 
(sponsor), Alex Thaler 

Spicy Cream Soda 
Cinnamon ginger 
orange peel wintergreen 
vanilla sugar 
water cardamon 
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Math Team 
This year Math Team met weekly by grade lev
els to prepare for the annual math competi
tions. At the weekly meetings, members 
worked through practice problems and learned 
problem solving techniques. Math team mem
bers attended the ICTM regional math com
petition at Parkland and took the ASHME test 
in the early spring. Several members advanced 
to the AIME math test later in the year. Junior 
and Senior members of math team also par
ticipated in the WYSE Academic Challenge. 

t-b, l-r: Gene Bild, Yang-Bee Lim, Amy Chew, David Smyth, Natalie Ceperley, 
Gabe Mathy, Peter Brokish, ling Lu, Katie Sutton, Puja Bavda, Carol Castellon, 
Liz Jockusch, Hormozd Gahvari, Nick Sansone, Melissa Wei, Ayesha Choudhury, 
Jonathon Climber, Meera Sekar, Ben Leff, Laila Saied, Guy Bresler, Vilas Dhar, 
Matt Wilhelm, Brian Lung, Jennifer Chen, Adam Ragheb, Zhubin Gahvari, Anna 
Sczaniecka, David Yang, Elliot Ramos and Julianne Kuck 

Dance Squad 

t-b, l-r: ling Lu, Katie Sutton, Sanaz Mobasseri, Molly Lewis, Cyndra 
Lattimore, Ana Jacala, Rupi Sodhi, Connie Wauthier, Maria Zych. Not 
pictured: Kate Techtow 

This year Dance Squad continued to increase 
school spirit by dancing at girls ' and guys' basket
ball and all-school assemblies. Led by captains Ana 
Jacala and Kate Techtow, the dance squad per
formed several dances choreographed by squad 
members. Although the ability levels and experi
ence ranged greatly among members, the team was 
able to incorporate segments into each dance that 
challenged everyone. The team consisted of five 
of the seven members on last year's squad. "I think 
that the squad is doing well for only being in its 
second year, and the combination of new and re
turning dancers makes the future of dance squad 
look bright," commented one returning member. 

PCC 
The Peer College Counselors (PCCs) contin
ued their role as college advisors this year 
working with Junior caseloads to help them 
prepare for standardized tests and choose ma
jors and colleges. The PCCs sponsored weekly 
Brown Bagger lunch sessions that spanned a 
variety of topics from the U of I Campus Hon
ors Program to standardized tests, collected and 
publicized scholarships, helped Seniors with 
their college applications, and hosted college 
representatives during their visits to Uni. The 
PCCs were also responsible for publishing the 
College Zone Newsletter. 
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t-b, r-1: Nate Mathews, Lisa Micele (advisor), Peter Brokish, Philippa Soskin, 
Cyndra Lattimore, Helen Estabrook, Katie Schrepfer, and Debbie Bosch 
(secretary) 



Spanish Trip 
In June 1998, 6 students and 4 chap
erones traveled to Spain. They toured 
Albaicin in Granada where they ob
served the Arabic influence, climbed 
a mountain on a hot day in Castillo de 
Buriac and saw a Spanish movie with 
an actress who looked like Natalie. 
Other trip events included visiting 
beaches, going to Teterias (tea shops) 
and Kavi' s sprained ankle. Highlights 
of the trip included the nightlife, danc
ing, "discotecas", and getting out of 
Barcelona. 

Clockwise from above: The whole group poses 
for a photo in Barcelona (1-r) Kavi Goel, Audrey 
Miller, Robin Ragan, Natalie Ceperley, Sara 
Medendorp, Kendra Cord, Rebecca Bartlett, 
Dewey Moore and Shelley Roberts; not pictured 
Tony Prado); Kendra, Sara and Audrey at a park 
dedicated to Gaudi; Robin, Rebecca and Sara 
take part in a weekly Catalan dance in a plaza 
in front of a cathedral. 

Japan Trip 
In June 1998, 13 students traveled to 
Japan to tour the country and stay with 
host families. Highlights of the trip in
cluded accidentally sitting in first-class 
train seats with economy class tickets, 
Cyndra discarding a pastry in her 
pocket, and getting beat by the Japa
nese in badminton. Trip participants 
were Katie Geeseman, Melissa Wei, 
Lian Alan, Charles Terry, Vilas Dhar, 
Joseph Smarr, Pedro DeRose, Tory 
Depew, Jennifer Chen, Molly Kaput, 
Cyndra Lattimore, Luke Walczewski, 
Chris Thompson and Hiroko Ito. 

ClockwisefromAbove: The entire group pretends 
to anchor the evening news in Japan during a 
tour at the IBC television station; Sarada learns 
the ancient practice of weaving; Charles, 
Cyndra, Melissa and Lian show off their ability 
to spell out Japanese characters with their 
fingers. 



Subbie Retreat 
The Subbie Retreat this year was as fun as ever, despite rain, hail 
and snow. OK, well maybe there was just a little rain, but the subbies 
would have had fun no matter what the weather. The subbies en
joyed many fun activities, one being the Subbie Olympics. High
lights of this intense competition were 'name that tune,' the obstacle 
course and tug-o-war. In the afternoon, after the rain subsided, the 
subbies had free time to do what they wanted at the beautiful Lake 
of the Woods, such as swimming in the lake. During this time, some 
people played basketball, while others found it more entertaining to 
make the infamous Ms. Morris ice cream. Overall, it was a success
ful venture, as it proves to be every year. The subbies all found friends 
they can hang with until they graduate, and everyone lost their fears 
of fitting in at Uni. Hopefully, the great class unity they displayed 
will be prevalent throughout their Uni careers. 

(l-r, t-b) Anthony Philipp is already getting stepped 
on by upperclassmen in the first week; our new 
principal, Dr. JohnHedeman, struggles with his new 
students; Jon Weissman, Noah /sserman, Nafisah 
Sheikh and Nicole Betenia chill in the freezing cold 
lake, unaware of the jellyfish; Sangita Sudharshan 
refuses to admit her friendship with Leslie Van Buren 
and Roxanne Chow. 
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(l-r, t-b) Somehow, having 
all the subbies fit into one 
rubber innertube is 
supposed to bring class 
unity; Noah Isserman and 
Nick Smith just think 
they're so cool just cuz 
senior Cyndra is nice to 
them; the silent voices of 
Karen Hughes, Emily 
Bruce, and Laura Book 
can be heard even though 
this is a book during a 
game; the subbie buddies 
are teaching all incoming 
subbies Uni 's only gang 
symbol--a 'U'--Uni High 
For Life!!; Madeline 
Sylvia is just like SO 
GlAD TO BE AT UN/!! I 







Subfreshmen Sports 
The subfreshman girls ' basketball team this 
year, as most years, was made up of mostly 
first time players. Coached by Uni alum 
Amanda Smeltzer, described as "cool" by 
guard Sangita Sudharshan, the team improved 
over the season. This was evident in the two 
games they played against Gifford. The first 
one they lost by 20 points but made a turn 
around in their second game against them later 
in the season, losing by only three points. Their 
final record was 2-10, both wins coming against 
Ludlow. "They really work well together as a 
team," as one loyal fan said, "They were great!" 

. (1-r) Anthony Philipp, Noah Isserman, Rivkah Cooke 
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This year, the subfreshman boys' basketball 
team was once again coached by Mr. Murphy. 
The size of the team was larger than most years 
with 18 members. The highlights of the season 
were in the continued rivalries with St. Malachy 
and Judah Christian and the St. John's Lutheran 
Tournament that the A team took part in early 
December. The B team got off to one of its best 
starts in years, beginning the season 6-1. This 
was also the second year that they played in a 
triple-header with the girls. "It was a success
ful season." said Nick Smith. "We had great 
support from our classmates!" David Love said. 
"We all gained a lot of exper ience from our 
coach and from playing together." 

Back row: (1-r) Sarah Walczewski , Emily Bruce, Laura Book, Maria Scott
Whittenbom, Traci Ito, Coach Amanda Smeltzer; Front row: Sangita Sudhar han, 
Molly Goldwa er, Kelly Schwenk, Veronica Zych 

Due to its small numbers, the subfreshman 
cross country team did not compete as a team, 
but instead as individual runners. Each one was 
running competitively for their first time and 
improved thoughout the season. Noah 
Isserman qualified for the IESA state meet and 
finished 32nd. The three members got along 
well with each other. In Coach Doug Mynatt's 
words, "They were a fun group." Rivk h 
Cooke summed it up by saying, "I think I'll 
do it again next year." 

Back row: (1-r) Bo Li, Noah I erman, Michael Verner, Bob Monahan, David 
Love, David Marshak, Nick Smith, Ryan Cekander; Middle row: David Stichter, 
Jacob Hertzog, Anthony Phi lipp, Con tantine Yannelis, Varun Chalvendra, 
Sabaastian Wraight, Coach Murphy; Front row: Ashwin Kumar, Andrew Ito, 
Thomas Cussin . Not pictured: Matt Sutton 



Back row (l-r): Coach Rebecca Murphy, Susan Sefranek, Kate Murphy, Andrea Goodall, Anna Sczaniecka, Beatrice 
Burton, Coach Karen Leonard, Coach Amy Drach; Front Row: Katie Sutton, Gillian Bregman, Natalie Goel, Sanaz 
Mobasseri, Ligia DeRose, Carol Baym, Ami Choi, Becky Mayor-Bernet 

Thi years JV Volleyball quad maintained a positive attitude throughout their entire 22 game 
ea on. With few returning players, the team, coached by Karen Leonard and Amy Drach, focused 

on keeping their inten ity high during practices and games and developing as a unit. This years 
captains were Ami Choi and Beatrice Burton. "Even though we had a lot of newcomers, our hard 
work paid off and we began to play well together as a team during the end of our season," stated 
Burton. The highlight of this years season was two close matches against in-town rival Judah 
Christian. Even though their record didn't show it, each player gained a year of experience that 
will be valuable to next year's Varsity squad. 

(l-r): Andrea serves an ace; The team listens 
intently to the coaches in order to get a sideout; 
The ladies await a powerful jump serve by one of 
their teammates; Sanaz gets ready to make one of 
her Snazzy plays. 
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With the loss of six seniors, the University High School Girls' 
Volleyball team, coached by Rebecca Murphy and assisted 
by Karen Leonard and Amy Drach, had plenty of spaces to 
fill with new talent. Even though very few of the younger 
players had varsity experience, they were forced to work hard 
and contribute at the varsity level. Hard work and determina
tion helped them become more experienced and talented team. 
Behind the leadership of co-captains, Sara Medendorp and 

Katie Schrepfer, and seniors Kate Techtow, Lis Pollock, Ami Choi, Kendra Cord, 
Katie Sutton, and Becky Mayor-Bernet, the players continued to improve as the sea
son went on. In their second year competing in the tough Sangamon Valley Confer
ence, they had an up-and-down season. They showed excitement and intensity, but 
suffered some heartbreaking losses. With three-game victories over Normal Calvary 
Baptist and conference foe Rossville-Alvin, their final record definitely didn't repre
sent their real potential. They are looking forward to a growing season next year, 
building on the experience the younger players got this year from playing on the 
varsity squad, and looking for some J.V. players to step up, too. In the words of Katie 
Schrepfer, "We learned a lot this season and I'm sure the underclassmen will do a 
great job next year." 
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Above: Kendra gets 
prepared for another 
incredible kill. Right: 
Lis stuffs the ball in 
her opponent 's face. 
Far Right: Kate, 
Katie, and Becky wait 
for the serve as the 
other team crouches 
in terror. 
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Back row: (l-r) Rebecca Murphy, Kate Techtow, Andrea Goodall, Lis Pollock, Sara Medendorp, Bea 
Burton, Katie Schrepfer, Karen Leonard, Amy Drach. Front row: Ami Choi, Susan Sefranek, Kate 
Murphy, Kendra Cord, Ginny Tucker, Katie Sutton, Becky Mayor-Bernet. 



Clockwise from upper left: 
Susan and Andrea look on 
in awe at Sara's amazing 
bump; Andrea makes an 
amazing block; Ginny waits 
for the serve while using the 
stick-your-butt-out tactic of 
intimidation; the team 
listens to Merf's 
inspirational words in 
between games; Kendra 
concentrates on setting the 
ball; Sara gives her 
teammates high-fives for 
coolness; the coaches 
pretend to ignore Sanaz. 
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Rebel Geese Fly 
~ This year's girls' cross country team had a wonderful season with 

an exceptional high point when they qualified for state for the 
first time since 1993. They received 18th place out of 20 teams, 
but that score did not reflect their hard work throughout the sea
son. "It was really cool when we went to state," said junior Rebecca 
Tabb. "Making it to state has been a goal for a long time on this 
team," said senior Hanan J assim. The 1998 season was undoubt
edly a success for the entire team, with Melissa Wei being voted 
MVP. The team had eleven members, which included four fresh
man whose performances were excellent, according to Coach Doug 
Mynatt. For him, "The season was enjoyable. It always is." The 
team got along well, and did other things together besides run
ning. For instance, they continued the tradition of T.P.ing Doug's 
apartment and car every Halloween. "It was blue and pink toilet 
paper," recalled sophomore Ryoko Oono. Overall, the members 

Regionals really seemed to enjoy this year's cross country season. "I wish 
Sectionals the season could have lasted all year," said Shawn Simpson. As 

Joanna sprints at the end of 
the course. 

freshman Alexandra Zodhiates put it, "Rebel Geese rock!" 

Back row: (l-r) ling Lu, Ariel Zodhiates, Hanan Jassim, Ruth Miller, Joanna Cranston, Shawn 
Simpson, Meredith Main; Front row: Melissa Wei, Rebecca Tabb, Ryoko Oono, Alexandra 
Zodhiates, Rivkah Cooke 



Clockwise from top left: Freshmen Joanna, 
Ruth, Shawn, and Alexandra stick together 
through thick and thin; ling leads the 
freshmen at the front of the pack; Junior 
Becca Tabb runs intensely; Joanna and 
Melissa run together to give each other 
moral support; Hanan speeds ahead of the 
competition; ling runs hard thanks to her 
low-fat diet; Sally and Doug look on the 
girls with pride. 



PLACE 
Unityffuscola 

Chrisman Cow Chip Classic 

Twin City Championship 

Peoria Woodruff Inv. 

Paxton-Buckley -Loda 

MEET 
1st 

6th 

2nd 

7th 

1st 

Clinton/Monticello/Unity 1st 

St. Joseph-Ogden Spartan Classic 6th 

Prairie Central Invitational 2nd 

Monticello/ Blue Ridge 1st 

Mahomet-Seymour Bulldog Inv. 7th 

Amboy Invitational 7th 

SVCMeet 1st 

Regionals 2nd 

Sectionals 6th 

(t-b, l-r): Nate Mathews, Jeff Helfrich, Bryan Lung, Zhubin Gahvari, Noah Isserman. 
Matt Woodbury, Adam Ragheb, Erik Wright, Ethan Chew, David Yang, Galen Reeves, 
Hormozd Gahvari, Charles Terry, Jonathan Climer, Anthony Philipp. 

Entering the season without Adam 
Reynolds, last season's team cap
tain and MVP, the Boys' Cross 
Country team had a good season, 
missing a trip to state by only two 
points. "The guys met and exceeded 
a lot of goals, with the exception of 
going to State," said coach Doug 
Mynatt. "Our team realized that 
they had more talent than they 
thought at the beginning of the sea
son." "It's hard to find one phrase 
to describe our season this year," 
said senior team member Hormozd 
Gahvari, who wa" voted most in
spirational by the team. "On the one 
hand, it was disappointing not to go 
to State, but we also had several in
dividual runners who were very 

Left: Once upon a time there was a 
senior-star-cocaptain runner, and he 
said, "Run, run, as fast as you can, you 
can't catch me, I'm the Jeff Helfrich 
Man!" Right: Beesley knew he was 
supposed to take pictures of runners, but 
he couldn't resist getting a picture of 
Hormozd's cute little face. 

successful and went to StatL." Thi 
season's co-captains were Nate 
Mathews and Jeff Helfrich. Helfrich 
also won this year's MVP and tough 
Illinek awards. "We all improved a 
lot, especially the new members,'' 
said team member Zhubin G~hvari . 

"We lost some important runners. 
but we also gained new talent. We 
really pulled together as a team.'' 
Nate Mathews said "We had some 
crazy people on the team, but that 
just made it more fun." 



(t-b,l-r): Matt Woodbury 
springs ahead of the 
competition; Charles, he's 
our man, if he can't do it no 
one can; Homozd edges out 
the cross-town rivals; Erik 
Wright wears his coolest 
shades to impress the cross
country fans; Ethan Chew 
contemplates the lonely 
grace of the cross-country 
runner; and they're off in the 
in the Twin City 
Championship; Zhubin 
looks perturbed as he chases 
his brother; Jonathan 
Climer pushes to the limit of 
human endurance; the guys 
wait at the line. 
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Scoreboard 
Us 
1 Mahomet- Sey. 
4 Grgtwn-Rdg farm 
4 Judah-Chr. 
1 Centennial 
5 Blue-Ridge 
0 Argenta-Oreana 
5 Iroquois West 
2 Lovington 
3 Lovington 
1 Charleston 
0 Altimont 
1 Argenta- Oreana 
0 Urbana 
1 Dec. St. Theresa 
7 Normal Calvary 
4 Hoopeston 

4 Danville Bapt. 
1 Monticello 
1 Judah Chr. 
2 Meridian 
2 Lincoln 
0 Normal U-High 
12 Final Record 

Them 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
6 
10 

It was a banner season for the Uni 
High Boys Soccer team this year. The 
team ended the season with a 12-10 
record, making it, as captain Luke 
Walczewski put it "our best season 
in a long time." The season wasn't 
all victories, however; the team suf
fered through a five game losing 
streak in the middle of the season, 
taking a disappointing seventh place 
at the ECISA tournament. The boys 
didn't lose hope though, and broke 
from their slump thanks to some 
pushing from Coach May, each other, 
and their captains Luke, Joe, and 
Sumon (the mirrors didn't hurt ei
ther). The season turned around; the 
team overwhelmed their opponents, 
losing only one game out of the nine 
left after their slump. When asked 
about the season, Coach May said 
"The biggest thing they had to over
come was their own self-imposed 
notions that we couldn't win the close 
games. That finally changed midway 
through the season; my hat's off to 
them. They've set a new standard for 

Uni soccer." The whole team was 
very happy about their fmal record 
and the season as a whole, as Luke 
put it, "I think we really came together 
mentally as a team." Highlights of 
the season included: Beating Judah 
Christian twice, Peter's last minute 
goal vs. Lovington, a double sudden 
death overtime shootout in the first 
regionals game vs. Lincoln, mirrors 
and the speech on the hill, Luke break
ing a side view bus mirror with a stray 
kick, and a sit-down dinner at 
Avanti's!!! 

Left to right, top to bottom: Coach Mike May, Coach John Hoke, Tyson Masar, Gabe Mathy, Nick Pelafas, Alex Tarr, Luke Walczewski, 
Scott Strand, Daniel Stichter, Rob Mills, Brian Smith, Nick Wisseman, Sammy Sohn, Jason Boyd, Dan Finnerty, Tim Miller, Marc 
Alexander, Carl Broadbent, Colin Kennedy, Doug Main, Ben Sapp, A yo Adesida, Balint Bognar, Sumon Dagsupta, Joe Sapp, Devin 
Kinney, Peter Fahrner, Matt Schiel, Patrick Morales-Doyle, Noah Zych, Sean Morales-Doyle, Tal Kitron, Errol Packard, Ben Leff, 
Imran Rashid, Joe Ciolfi, Ian Orland, Kyle Barkmeier. not pictured: Toby Levin. 
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(t-b, l-r): Peter is amazed as Tyson heads 
the ball; Sammy throws the ball in as 
Dan marvels at his talent; Ben skillfully 
manuevers the ball away from the 
opponent; no one can challenge Sumon 
as he dribbles the ball away; Ben, 
Sammy, and Alex sit and rest after a 
tough game; Nick looks so cool as he 
kicks the ball and wishes for a hair thing; 
the numerous soccer players sit back, 
relax, and watch their teammates kick 
butt; Joe Ciolli makes the other team's 
goalie mad by scoring a goal; Rob looks 
so cool in his goalie shirt and he knows 
it too. 
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Jellyfish invade Uni High 
Named after their aquatic Jellyfish cheer, these girls were Uni's most spirited sport 

SWIMMIN team. They took a trip to Curtis Orchard in the middle of November and ran around 
almost naked, later to be rewarded with doughnuts and apple cider. They decorated Uni 

High in honor of Senior Night, and held team sleepovers. With the help of Coach Lulu Kurman, these swim
mers stayed buff thanks to their favorite workouts (the gambling set and t -shirt relays) and 160 crunches every 
morning. The Sectionals Dinner proved to be one of the highlights of the season; the parents waited on the girls 
with a fancy dinner, and the girls were given "Silly Awards" from Assistant Coach Linton. The team improved 
tremendously, considering half of its members were frrst time swimmers. They were supported by a few dedi
cated fans, many parents, and the volunteer assistant coach, Jenace Linton. The captains this year were seniors 
Natalie Cepereley, Katy Love, and Amara Lisy. 

clockwise from above: the 
girls on the team who deemed 
themselves "bossy"; the 
team: Front row: Amara Lisy, 
Katy Love. 2nd Row: Betsy 
Braden, Natalie Ceperley, 
Katie Smith, Abby Becky, 
Chaela Tarr. 3rd Row: 
Crystal Yates- White, Oksana 
Maksymchuk, Tori Depew, 
Kyle Harrinton, Emilia 
Garvey. 4th Row: Coach Lulu 
Kurman, Anna Shanks, 
Melissa Hines, Stephanie 
Crofts; the team following the 
yellow-brick road; take your 
mark, get set ... go JELLY
FISH!!! 
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clockwise from left: Coach Linton's Super 
Silly Swim Team awards at the Sectionals 
Dinner; Watch the water fly from Amara's 
arms!; Crystal stares up at the camera in 
Olympia--the day of the cancelled meet; 
Oksana and Emilia cheer silently; the girls 
frolic in the fields; Betsy takes a sip of water 
before breaking world records; the animals 
and the team at Curtis Orchard; Uni 
swimming in action--a beautiful dive. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Flynn uses his size to 
shoot over opposing teams; the 
sky's the limit for Galen who 
tries to shoot around the 
defender; Matt and Flynn make 
an opposing player run the Uni 
High gauntlet; Coach Jeff 
Fuller uses his full vocabulary 
as he gives the team an 
inspirational talk while Flynn 
checks to make sure 
everything's still there. 
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Led by first year coaches Jeff Fuller and Jeff Buenting, this year's Boys' Junior 
Varsity Basketball team showed a lot of potential. Led by returning members 
Ben Leff, Matt Harrington, Dan Shapiro and Sean Morales-Doyle, along with 
the addition of 6' 6" John Flynn, the team endured excruciating practices in order 
to compete in the tough Sangamon Valley Conference. As the season progressed, 
the squad began to play as a unit as many of the younger players stepped up and 
contributed to the team. No matter what the score was, they kept playing hard. 
Each player developed individually and, as a collective, the team began to play 
up to the level of the SVC. The team showed promise as they played teams down 
to the wire losing seven games within a margin of six points. 

(l-r, t-b) Coach Jeff Fuller, John Flynn, Dan Shapiro, Matt Harington, Eric Portis, Galen 
Reeves, Nick Pelafas, Tom Bailey, Coach Buenting, Ben Leff, Sean Morales-Doyle, Joe Ciolli, 
Doug Main, Patrick Morales-Doyle, Derek Iverson, Daniel Atherton. 



This year's Girls' Junior Varsity Basketball team, coached by Rebecca Murphy 
and Natalie Kotsovetis and assisted by Amy Drach, showed lots of potential. 
Led by Michelle Byrne and captains Morgan Reeder, Kate Murphy, and Joanna 
Cranston, the team looked to some of the new incoming freshmen to step-up 
and contribute. Many of the players were impressed by the spirit and the 
heart of this new team. The girls worked very hard in practices to become a 
better team and gain valuable experience that will help them next year in the 
tough Sangamon Valley Conference. With victories over Atwood-Hammond 
and Danville Baptist and many other close, heartbreaking losses, the JV team 
truly did show promise for the future. 

(l-r, t-b) Morgan Reeder, Joanna Cranston, Ruth Miller, Michelle Byrne, Helen Miller, Rebekah 
Kunkel, Amelia Padua, Andrea Goodall, Kate Murphy, Nicole VanKim, Sanaz Mobasseri, 
Abby Beck, Rachel Smith, Susan Sefranek. 

Clockwise from top left: 
Sanaz, Uni 's version of John 
Stockton, looks to pass over 
the long arm of the opposing 
player; Emotion courses 
through the players' veins as 
the bench reacts to an 
official 's call; Michelle uses 
her posts moves to light up the 
scoreboard for Uni; Abby 
shows us her Jordan-esque 
shooting touch. 
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SANGAMD 
VALLEY 

CONFERENCE 

(t-b, l-r): Peter Brokish, Luke Walczewski, Phil Rowell, John Flynn, Rob Mills, Brian 
Chou, Nick Wisseman, Tyson Masar, Dan Morales-Doyle, Sammy Sohn, Chris Chen 

Boys' Basketball Rocks the Place 
Head coach Joel Beesley, assistant 
coach Chris Fick and tri -captains 
Sammy Sohn, Dan Morales-Doyle, 
and Luke Walczewski led the '98- '99 
Uni boys' basketball team to a .500 
regular season and an 11-12 overall 
record (which includes a regional 
game against Paxton Buckley Loda 
lost by one point). They finished third 

place in the Sangamon Valley Con- 1993. Other highlights of the season 
ference with a record of 7-9. They included Phil Rowell breaking the all
were 4-5 at home, 6-4 on the road, time blocked shot record for both a 
and 1-3 neutral. This is the best sea- season (57) and career (91). Sammy 
son U ni High has had since 1990, Sohn became number one in steals for 
when they finished 15-7. They beat the season (77) and career (183), as 
the three best teams in the conference, well as second in career three-point
including Tri-Valley, 54-48. Senior ers and assist . He also made first
night was won for the first time since team all conference. 

Boys' Varsity Scoreboard 
UHS OPP UHS OPP 

vs. Atwood Hammond 46 51 Hoopeston Area 73 63 
vs. Oakland 29 49 Judah Christian 65 55 
vs. Illiopolis 58 47 at PBL 66 76 

at Tri-Valley 36 69 at Iroquois West 47 42 
Rossville Alvin 47 55 

LeRoy 48 50 at Judah Christian 48 39 
GCMS 46 59 Tri Valley 54 48 
at Fisher 53 40 at LeRoy 53 72 
at Blue Ridge 58 51 Fisher 42 52 
at Watseka 44 57 at GCMS 57 34 
at Decatur Christian 53 49 Blue Ridge 52 50 
Milford 43 50 vs. PBL (Regional) 70 71 



(t-b, l-r): Tyson on D; Sammy crumbles 
a wall of defense while making a left
handed lay-up; Phil dunks as his 
opponents look on in awe; Luke is 
determined to shut the other team down; 
Uni high fans hail the victorious Rob; 
NOBODY can stop Chris' sharp 
shooting abilities. 



The 1998-1999 Girls Varsity 
Basketball season was one 
filled with emotion. The 
season began with a bang as 
the team posted a three game 
winning streak before coming 
up against a few very tough 
conference and non- (t-b l-r) Nell Burger, Michelle Byrne, Sara Medendorp, Lis Pollock, Katie Schrepfer, Kate 

Murphy, Audrey Miller, Cyndra Lattimore, Helen Estabrook, Kendra Cord, Morgan Reeder 
conference teams. Led in 
scoring and rebounding by senior Lis Pollock, the team was able to play tough opponent Villa Grove down to 
the wire in a nail-biting contest that ended on a last second shot by Villa Grove. After the Winter Holiday 
Break, the team put themselves back into the winners bracket. Coming off of a four game winning streak, 
things looked hopeful for a strong tournament finish. Yet illness and injuries plagued the team and they 
dropped their opening Regional game to Oakwood at St. Joseph-Ogden. 

Despite the team's showing in the post-season, their 8-14 season was garnished with many highlights. 
One of the most prominent events of the season was Lis Pollock scoring 1000 points. The feat, only 
accomplished by two other female athletes in U ni High history, was done on January 16 in a home game 
versus Fisher. Other high points of the season included: the Villa Grove game and the Watseka-Milford 
contest in which the team played extremely well despite the absences of 3 of their starting five players and a 
depleted bench due to illness and injuries. The seven seniors embraced after their final home game versus 
Tri-Valley, part in sadness and partly in happiness before they would take their last steps off of Kenney Gym's 
floor. 

Girls' Varsity Scoreboard 
UHS OPP UHS OPP 

Atwood-Hammond 46 27 at Iroquois West 22 60 
Heritage 46 32 Fisher 33 38 
at GCMS 40 38 at Normal Calvary 53 39 
at Oakwood 45 64 Danville Baptist 62 28 
Blue Ridge 61 59 at Shiloh (Hume) 44 39 
at Tri-Valley 27 72 at Armstrong-Potamac 52 42 
Mahomet-Seymour 37 70 GCMS 37 53 
at Fisher 46 69 at Blue Ridge 32 65 
Hoopeston Area 37 52 Watseka-Milford 45 50 
at Villa Grove 45 47 Tri-Valley 35 70 
at PBL 52 70 Oakwood (Regionals) 46 55 
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(l-r, t-b ): Nell and Cyndra 
embrace after their last 
home game; Lis the 
playmaker takes it to the 
rack for two points while 
Michelle waits for the 
rebound; Sara jousts for the 
tip; Merf commands the 
team's attention; Sara uses 
her muscles to wade 
through heavy traffic; The 
crowd gets amped as Lis 
hits the 1000 mark 
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This page (l-r, t-b ): The whole team's 
ready to run!; another spike blocked; 
Sammy and Joe substitute; Rob 
swipes the ball with the greatest of 
ease; Uni wins again; Uni girls love 
swimming! Opposite page (l-r, t-b): 
Katy and Crystal are happy!; Schrep 
stares in determination; Dan drives 
while Phil picks; Crazy girls!; A yo is 
just so cool; Andrea shoots; ling 
sweeps in from behind. 
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Barb A schenbrenner 
Receptionist 

Sheila Blanton 
Food Cart Operator 

Joel Beesley 
Computer Literacy I & II 
Intro to Radio/TV 
World- Wide- Web 
Yearbook Advisor 
Boys ' Basketball Coach 

Debbie Bosch 
Student Services 

Secretary 

Mr. Prado gets a laugh from the Foreign Language department. 
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David Bergandine 
Chemistry - Intro, A, B, 

C, D 

Linda Bruns-Wise 
Office Manager/ 

Administrative 
Secretary 

Jim Carrubba 
Physics- Intro, A, B, C 

Gene Bild 
Algebra 1/Stats 
Advanced Topics 
Chess Club Sponsor 

Chris Butler 
Eurasia 
Modern History 
Junior Class Sponsor 
Big Show Sponsor 
Lounge Committee 
Stereo Committee 

Carol Castellon 
Algebra ///Trig 
Ace. Algebra ///Trig 
Statistics 
Executive Committee 
PFO Board 



Ellen Coslet 
Secretary 

John Garvey 
French II & III 
French Club Sponsor 
Irish Club Sponsor 
Rootbeer Club Sponsor 

Hiroko Ito 
Japanese I, II, Ill, IV 
Japanese Club Sponsor 
Anime Club Sponsor 

Dean Davis-Smith 
Guidance Counselor 
Testing 
African-American Club 

Sponsor 
TAC Sponsor 

John Hedeman 
Director and Principal 

Frances Jacobson 
Librarian 
Computer Literacy I & II 

Cathy Eads 
Secretary 

Linda Hermann 
Geometry/Trig 
Ace. Geometry/Trig 

Lisa Evans 
Studio Art I 
Studio Art II 
Interrelated Arts 
Subbie Class Sponsor 

Mike Howie 
Computer Literacy I & II 

The PE department practices what they preach. 



Elizabeth ]ockusch 
Calculus I 
Ace. Calculus I 
Ace. Calculus III/II 
Senior Class Sponsor 

Suzanne Linder 
Freshmen English 
Creative Writing 
Freshmen Class 

Sponsor 

Lisa Micele 
Director of College 

Counseling 
PCC Sponsor 
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Rosemary Laughlin 
Junior English 
Subfreshmen English 
Junior Class Sponsor 
Agora Committee 

Lynda Lopez 
French I, N 
French Club Sponsor 

Linda Morford 
Assistant Director 
Student Services 

Coordinator 
Director of Admissions 

Herr W anxiously prepares his favorite food--bratwurst. 

Phillip MacLellan 
Eurasia 

Mike May 
German//, N 
Outdoor Club Sponsor 
Soccer Coach 
Subbie Buddy Sponsor 

Coach May and Coach Hoke wait for Simon 's instructions. 



Dr. Hedeman--Uni 's king crooner is assisted by Mr. Murphy. 

Rick Murphy 
Fine Arts Dept. Head 
Music Theory, Chorus 
Inter. Arts, Jazz Band, 
Orchestra, Madrigals 
Subbie Boys' Basketball 
Music Club Sponsor 

Doug Mynatt 
P.E./Fitness 
Track Coach 
Cross Country Coach 
Subbie Advisor 

Ms. Morford and Ms. Rant strut their stuff on their day off. 

Patricia Morris 
Science Dept. Head 
Nature of Science 
Earth Studies 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
Subbie Class Sponsor 

Frances Newman 
Latin I, II, III, IV, V 
Latin Club Sponsor 

Ted Powers 
Introduction to 

Psychology 

Rebecca Murphy 
P.E./Fitness 
Health 
Girls' Volleyball Coach 
Girls' Basketball Coach 
Freshmen Class 

Sponsor 

David Porreca 
Journalism Advisor 
U'n'I 
AlumUNI 

Antonio Prado 
Intensive Spanish II 
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Robin Ragan 
Intensive Spanish I 
Spanish Club Sponsor 

Runelle Shriver 
Library Technical 

Assistant 

David Stone 
Biology-Intro, A, B, C, D 
Sophomore Class 

Sponsor 
Explora Vision Team 

Sponsor 
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Barbara Ridenour 
Theatre Arts I & II 
Intro to Radio/TV 
Interrelated Arts 
Thespian Society 

Sponsor 

Craig Russell 
Dept. Head, 

Mathematics 
Advanced Topics 
Ace. Algebra III Trig 

Mr. Butler reads his annual Christmas story while wearing 
his festive attire. 

Adele Suslick 
Subfreshmen English 
Senior English 
Senior Class Sponsor 
UMEC Sponsor 
JSA Sponsor 
Museum Guild Sponsor 

Marilyn Upah Bant 
Director of 

Development 
Alumni Relations 
Student Council Sponsor 

Barbara Shenk 
Interim Director and 

Editor Japan Center 

Greg Smith 
Dept. Head, Ed Tech& 

Computer Science 
Computer Literacy I & II 
Computer Technology 
Computer Programming 

Bill Sutton 
American History 

Seminar 
US History 
Football Club Sponsor 
Agora Habitat Sponsor 



Sally Walker 
Dept. Head, Physical 

Education 
Athletic Director 
?.E./Fitness 

Paul Weilmuenster 
Dept. Head, Foreign 

Language 
German I, III 
German Club Sponsor 

PhilipP. Zodhiates 
Sophomore English 
Introduction to 

Philosophy 
Sophomore Class 

Sponsor 
Unique Sponsor 

Mr. Bild and Ms. Linder haunt the hallways at the Halloween 
Dance. 

Audrey Wells 
Dept. Head, English 
Subfreshmen English 
Social Advocacy 
Film Study 
Interact Club Sponsor 
S4BW Sponsor 

Maria Wolkanowski 
Russian III, IV 
Russian Club Sponsor 

Mr. Murphy (in 20 years) is serenaded by a choir of his peers. 

Chris Warren 
?.E./Fitness 
Health 
Track Coach 

Barbara Wysocki 
Dept. Head, Social 

Studies 
Ancient Cultures & 

History 
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Class of 2003 

Anna Abrams 
Nicholas Berube 

Nicole Betenia 
Tobin Bettivia 

Laura Book 

Emily Bruce 
Kate Causeman 
Ryan Cekander 

Varun Chalivendra 
Roxanne Chow 

Rivkah Cooke 
Thomas Cussins 

Yi Ding 
Zachary Dorman-Jones 

Laura Eckstein 



Opposite page, clockwise from top: David 
Love spontaneously collapses under 
"subbie" stress. Yeah right; Nick Berube 
looks up cheerfully from studying while 
inwardly cursing us for interupting him; 
Japanese I says 'konichiwa' as they eat their 
sushi. This page, t-b: The subbies showed 
us the meaning of school spirit or subbie 
spirit when they flooded the stands at the 
boys' basketball pack the place; Tobin, 
Andrew, Tracy, and Jackie smile amidst the 
shouts of "Wysocki! Wysocki!" from their 
fellow classmates. 

Molly Goldwasser 
William Griscom 
Jacob Hertzog 
Dan Hill 
Karen Hughes 

Noah Isserman 
Andrew Ito 
Traci Ito 
David Kaplan 
Sarah Klein 

Paul Kory 
Panganamala Kumar 
Elise Lauterbur 
Tera Levin 
BoLi 



Althea Loschky 
David Love 

David Marshak 
Ellen Martinsek 

Hannah McConnaughay 

Bob Monahan 
Daniel Moser 

Anthony Philipp 
Suraiya Rashid 
Jacklyn Rawles 

Lucie Rose 
Kelly Schwenk 

Maria Scott-Whitten born 
N afisah Sheikh 
David Stichter 
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Opposite page, clockwise from left: Masha invites more 
unsuspecting subbies into her lair; Tobin is scared and 
confused; Bob and his crew of subbies smile innocently as 
they plot to invade the lounge. This page, clockwise from left: 
Thomas tries to do a macho pose; Just skip the 10 second 
rule, Sangita and Paul keep their food safe with a tablecloth; 
The subbie math team is working so hard that David Slichter 
does not even have time to look up for this photo. 

Nicholas Smith 
Sara Smith 
Sangita Sudharshan 
Fangyue Sun 
Matthew Sutton 

Madeline Sylvia 
Bonnie Treworgy 
Leslie Van Buren 
Michael Verner 
Sarah Walczewski 

Jonathan Weissman 
Sebastian Wraight 
Constantine Yannelis 
Tal Zangvil 
Veronica Zych 
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Clockwise from above: Maria tries to 
show us the picture she posed for in 
'Seventeen'; Will says in a Transylvanian 
accent "Vhy Arrre you dissturrrbing 
me?"; Jonathan Weissman is a wise-man 
and makes sure Anthony knows whose 
boss; Varun caught red-handed trying to 
raid the vending machine; Its OK, 
Bonnie. Its not like a mugshot or 
anything. Opposite clockwise from top: 
Kelly, Sang ita, and Sarah, chill together 
as part of the basketball team; Paul gives 
in and puts his hands up after finally 
being discovered as the cause of the Uni 
plague; Some subbies, like Nafisah, are 
actually capable of reading quietly to 
themselves; Laura is thinking what a 
waste of her time this is; Lucie and Sara 
take a quick break from their lunch to 
smile for the camera; Verner's so smooth 
and photogenic, too! 
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Class of 2002 

72 $ 

LeilaAgha 
Daniel Atherton 
Kyle Barkmeier 

Abby Beck 
Balint Bognar 

Guy Bresler 
Maayan Bresler 

Nicola B unick 
Ethan Chew 

Crystal Chiang 

Joseph Ciolli 
Jonathon Climer 

Evan Cording 
Joanna Cranston 
Stephanie Crofts 

Left to right: Tal the freshman thug; Dan 
forgot to return his library books again; 
Alex gets into character on opening night 
before the show. 



Clockwise from left: The freshman cross-country girls relive their happy 
childhoods at the playground; Helen and Crystal discover an 
armageddon conspiracy, or maybe just a really cool website; The 
photographer caught Joe in the act of-- geometry?! 

Ligia DeRose 
Aurora Erickson 
Peter Fahrner 
John Flynn 
Emilia Garvey 

Natalie Goel 
Andrea Goodall 
Daniel Grinols 
Kyle Harrington 
Melissa Hines 

Derek Iversen 
Naresh Jegadeesh 
Devin Kinney 
Tal Kitron 
Justin Lee 



Clockwise from top: 
Jocelyn smiles before going 
back to her conversation 
with a floor tile; Katie, 
Patrick, Nicola, Maria, and 
Connie are the only 
freshmen in the world who 
don't run from a 
photographer; We told you 
not to play on the banister, 
Ethan; The freshmen are 
sooo spirited. 

Eric LeSueur 
Toby Levin 

Molly Lewis 
Doug Main 

Helen Miller 

Ruth Miller 
Tim Miller 

Alex Mitchell 
Sanaz Mobasseri 

Boshra Moradi 

Patrick Morales-Doyle 
Kate Murphy 

Benjamin Olsen 
Ty Overstreet 
Amelia Padua 
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Clockwise from bottom 
right: Jonathon uses his 
amazing mental powers to 
levitate a book behind him; 
Pat and Devin enjoy their 
newfound lounge privileges; 
Boshra shows off her pearly 
whites, unaware that she's 
about to fall off the desk; 
Kyle rocks da house; Ethan 
shows off the smile that 
makes the girls wild. 

Jocelyn Ross 
Anna Shanks 
Shawn Simpson 
David Sims 
Katie Smith 

Rachel Smith 
Nicole VanKim 
Jie Wang 
Connie Wauthier 
John Zech 

Alexandra Zodhiates 
Maria Zych 
NoahZych 
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Clockwise from above: Noah, John, and Alex demonstrate the concept of product placement; 
exchange student Julia says hello! to Uni; Andrea and Sanaz gossip; Evan discovers intelligent 
life; Ty is pumped for money by Uni's Invisible Mafia. 
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Clockwise from left: Hey Rachel, how's the sandwich?; Ben 
doesn't like to be interrupted when there's a new Mad magazine 
in; Ruth at her most sophisticated; Aurora, in snappy matching 
sweater and hat with chic juice box accessory, models our 
new fall line. Thank you, Aurora; Leila has the same look a 
panther wears before striking; Doug smiles as he realizes 
that when he moves, Julia, Alexandra, and Abby will all fall 
over. 
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CLASS OF 2001 

( l-r from top) Masha smiles for the camera; 
Leise[ and Rebekah talk in the hall; Gillian, 
her Cliff Notes and a lollipop; vampire 
Tara sucks orange juice instead of blood. 

Ayodeji Adesida 
Tara Alan 

Thomas Bailey 
Jennifer Bartlett 

Carol Baym 

Allison Beck 
Jason Boyd 

Gillian Bregman 
Carl Broadbent 
Michelle Byrne 

Martin Ceperley 
Eric Chang 
Anna Chen 

Ayesha Choudhury 
Charles Conway 
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Clockwise from left: Michelle, Kristi, Diane, and Judy 
enjoy lunch; Jason shows off his new look; Jenny 
takes a reluctant look up from her chemistry book; 
Ben, Dan, and Zhubin captivate the audience. 

Kelly Digges 
Kristen Emilsson 
Ty Esler 
Kathryn Faith 
Michelle Feltes 

Zhubin Gahvari 
Masha Gelfand 
Liesel Hess 
Antony Khan 
Rebekah Kunkel 

Ilina Kuriashkina 
Katherine Lamb 
Benjamin Leff 
Justin Lehman 
Yong-Bee Lim 
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Clockwise from 
right: Kelly and 
Melinda study 
together; Anna 
gets caught 
taking the cake; 
Gabe, Zhubin, 
and Fanzi 
conversing in 
the halls; Tom 
and Dan teach 
Ben a lesson. 

Judy Liu 
Nicholas Lowry 

FanziMao 
Gabriel Mathy 

Charles Melby-Thompson 

John Murdoch 
RyokoOono 

Ian Orland 
Christopher Otto 

Anupama Paruchuri 

J aneki Patel 
Diane Plewa 

Eric Portis 
James Prell 

Adam Ragheb 
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Clockwise from left: Rachel the super gymnast 
shows her flexibility; Chang gets pretty for the 
camera; Eithan looks up in surprise. 

Morgan Reeder 

Galen Reeves 
Eithan Ritz 
Laila Saied 
Nicolas Sansone 
Benjamin Sapp 

Matthew Schiel 
Susan Sefranek 
Meera Sekar 
Daniel Shapiro 
Elizabeth Slattery 

Michaela Tarr 
Melinda Taub 
Rachel Walsh 
Daniel Weissman 
Matthew Woodbury 
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This page (l-r, t-b ): Justin is hard 
at work; Diane actually doing 
homework! (really, this photo 
wasn't posed); Matt helps 
Michelle "study" for the big test; 
Chas reaches for the pepper; Ian 
and Ben provide A yo a brief flash 
of exitement in English class. 
Opposite page (1-r, t-b): Morgan 
caught in the library; sophomores 
break the pinata during Spirit 
Week; Janaki is so cool;" You 
can't choose your face, but you 
can always pick your nose" says 
Adam; Martin sure does love his 
stereo; Nick gets two points in 
Scrabble; Susan and Carol goof 
off. 
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Class of 2000 

Roaa Al-Heeti 
Marc Alexander 

Mara Bandy 
Betsy Braden 

Beatrice Burton 

Jennifer Chen 
Kangtao Chuang 

Vilas Dhar 
Matthew Harrington 

Jennifer Iversen 

David Jacobson 
Todor Kamburow 

Colin Kennedy 
Artemy Kolchinsky 

Julianne Kuck 



Opposite page, l-r: Daa da da! It's 
Super-Dovi! !; "I wish I was a little bit 
taller, I wish I was a bailer. ..... " Becca 
wishes she were as tall as Phil. This page, 
clockwise from below: Vilas--man of 
mystery ... ; Jennifer Chen entertains 
Asher May with her beautiful smile; 
Oksana wants YOU to take Intensive 
Russian; Kendall shows off his good side; 
Jennifer Iversen--the poster child for 
Pages for All Ages. 

Andreanna Lau 
Celeste LeCompte 
Duane Linton 
Bryan Lung 
KimLy 

Meredith Main 
Oksana Maksymchuk 
Tyson Masar 
Virginia McCreary 
Andrew MeN abb 

Sara Medendorp 
Ondrej Mitas 
Jack Monahan 
Zeynab Moradi 
Sean Morales-Doyle 
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Clockwise from below: Andreana-
Public Ememy # 1 and ringleader of an 
underground Beanie Baby trading 
ring; "Yo quiero mi sandwich!!"; Marky
Marc gets funky on his bunch--of 
clothes; Elliot gets jiggy with balloons! 

Errol Packard 
Nicholas Pelafas 

Elliot Ramos 
Emily Richardson 

Phillip Rowell 

Samuel Schnuer 
Anna Sczaniecka 

Daniel Slichter 
Benjamin Smarr 

Scott Strand 

Rebecca Tabb 
Alexander Tarr 

Charles Terry 
Alexander Thaler 

Virginia Tucker 
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Clockwise from below: Jennifer and 
Bryan-the newest Gap models; Sean 
displays his Olympic-caliber frisbee 
catching skills; The Oreo twins-Unlock 
their magic!; Julianne participates in 
her favorite extracurricular at Uni
sleeping; Emily is dastardly, says Nick. 

Claire Wegel 
Meli sa Wei 
Avital Weinberg 
Emily Wisseman 
Erik Wright 

David Yang 
Crystal Yates-White 
Ariel Zodhiates 
Crystal Zych 
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Clockwise from right: Crystal (aka 
"Sticky Fingers ") gets caught red-handed 
stealing Mr. B 's bike; Mara and Kim 
haven 't moved since last year's yearbook 
shoot; Andy-meet the Internet, Internet
meet Andy; Anything is amusing to Duane 
at three o ' clock in the morning; Scott is 
the definition of masculinity with his 
beautifully manicured nails. 



(l-r, t-b ): Charles and 
Ariel-together in dreams; 
Nick, Bryan and Crystal 
got spirit, yes they do, 
they've got spirit, how 
about you?; Stichter 
whoops and hollers for 
the home team; Roaa-
Uni's own human teddy 
bear; Crystal hides in 
vain from a Calculus test; 
Colin greets students as 
they enter the hallowed 
halls of Uni High. 
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(l-r,t-b): An incredible, 
patented Beesley "Over the 
Shoulder Shot" of Tom Bailey 
playing an exciting game of 
cards; Ariel and Aphrodite 
(Alexandra), the Zodhiates 
sisters, show off their sisterly 
love; Katie Smith decorates 
Uni for Jellyfish swimming; 
David Love dresses like this 
every weekend; Alex Mitchell 
or Stalin--you make the call; 
Ilina Kuriashkina and Crystal 
Zych dream about the 
summertime; The king and 
Queen of Uni's Mardi Gras 
hold their monetary prizes. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Balint is just too cool 
for words; Benjy tries to tie 
himself into the window to 
amuse himself before 
yearboook class; Tali 
impersonates Bjork; Martin 
Ceperley reads in the lounge as 
the calm afternoon sunlight 
shows just how dirty that couch 
is; Noah Isserman tries to woo 
the ladies with his cute dog; 
"Save big money at Menards!" 
sings Kelly. 





Opposite page, clockwise from far left: Audrey and Natalie 
practice for the Salsa dance; Dan M.D. struts his stuff; 
Luke calls long distance (to Saint Joe); wild seniors make 
waves for fun; Hanan and Cubby chill legally in the 
lounge ... after all these years!; Subbies gather in the 
hallway; Schrep's thrilled. This page, clockwise from left: 
Kate is tired enough to lie on Uni'sjloor; Cyndra explains 
her jokes; Derek hides; Ceci n 'est pas Ariel; A yo thinks 
we are hilarious; Joe tries to make sk8ing a fashion again. 
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( l-r, t-b) Becky displays her beautiful 
painted egg; Jeff checks his stocks 
between classes; it's Brian, everybody!; 
Sanaz wows Kate and Joe with her 
charm; the crowd cheers at a game; 
Amanda sits pretty for the camera 
Opposite: Joe finds a new subbiefriend 
in Noah; Chang gets caught in an 
oncoming car's headlights; Laila, 
Katherine, Janaki, and Rebekah huddle 
in the hallway; Three Brothers:Brian, 
Chris and Sam. Me if grabs the foot of 
an unsuspecting subbie; the seniors 
celebrate after their last Winter Party 







Lian Michael Alan 
LY, Beanie 

Be the change you want to see in the world. - Ghandi 
GK HQ. - lmran, Dan, and me 

Find the cost of Freedom, buried in the ground. Mother Earth will swallow 
you , lay your body down.- CSN 

There is no earthly way of knowing which direction we are going. 
-Willy Wonka 

All we are saying is give peace a chance. - John Lennon 
Movin' right along (doog-a-doon, doog-a-doon). Foot-loose and fancy free. 

Gettin' there is half the fun; come share it with me. - Muppet Movie 
I'm starting with the man in the mirror. I'm asking him to change his ways. 

- Michael Jackson 
Do good things, I know you will. - Mom and Dad 

United Crev Disciples, UCD crew in full effect - Dan, James, and me 
You mean Froggie Johnson isn't really Magic Johnson's brother?- Danny D 

You 're strange. -Ana 
Until your back's up against the wall I You never know yourself that much at 

all I So you've got to share your love with a friend I That's all you've got to 
do in the end. - Beastie Boys 

PujaBavda 
When you wish upon a star I It makes no difference who you are I Anything 
your heart desires I Will come to you. - Pinnochio 
One of Life's greatest rules: You cannot hold a torch to light another's path 
without brightening your own. - Anonymous 
Shwayta is naive in a funny, harmless way. You on the other hand ... I really 
believe you could hurt yourself. - Cynthia Chiang 
Let us always meet each other with a smile for each smile is the beginning 
of love. - Mother Teresa 
If something is in your hands, nobody can take it away from you unless you 
give it to them. - Daddy 
Be the change you want to see in the world. - Mohandas Gandhi 
You know, if it works the first time you really shouldn't try it again. 
- Mr. Carrubba on Physics experiments 
Promise me you'll never forget me ... EVER!- Winnie the Pooh 

Peter Brokish 
Petey B, Brokish, Broke, Pete 

I smell water. Not warm water, but cool water! - Nell 
Ahhh! My contact. - Sumon 

This is Germany because THAT'S France.- Mr. B 
Ok, Mr. "That's Very Simple".- Mrs. Jockusch 

That's nice, nice enough to POOP on. - Coach Warren 
Don't waste your time thinking about who you ought to be, just be content 

with who you're becoming. -Anonymous 
You have to be high in order to understand this class. - Mr. Carrubba 

We're in variable hell right now. - Mr. Carrubba 
I think that Mr. Carrubba is better at wise cracks than at Physics. - Joe 

It must be the ludes. - Mr. Carrubba 
My obituary will say "The mass jus' sits there". - Mr. Carrubba 



Nell Bradshaw Burger 
nellbee, smell, mo, estella, dungy 
I think I have 'easy' written across my forehead in 'macho' language. 
- Amanda from Perkins 
I hate us. - Peter Kim 
Hell , for a transistor radio , I'd get a vasectomy. - Nate 
Trees are beautiful , even when 'dead.' - d.i.h . 
This is from the gentleman at table 12. - waitress at Merry Ann's 
And then there's the ho ... - Helen 
In walking, just walk. In sitting , just sit. Above all , don't wobble. -Zen saying 
Hold on to 16 as long as you can I Change is comin ' round real soon make 
us women and men. - John Mellencamp 
How long 'til my soul gets it right I does any human being ever reach that 
highest light? - Indigo Girls 

Natalie Claire Ceperley 
Natalia, Nathalie, Nat-Nat, lmbri 

And you live life with your arms reached out, Eye to Eye when speaking, 
Enter rooms with great joy shouts, happy to 

be meeting.- Innocence Mission 
On the loose to live my life the way I think my life should be , for I've 

only got a moment and the whole world left to see. - camp song 
To be alone and to be wise is a gift that comes from the most natural , 
called for, difficult birthing of the self. - Marguerite Estunalechi Bartley 

When you learn to love yourself you will dissolve all the stones that are cast. 
You will earn to burn the icing sky, to melt the waxen mask. - Indigo Girls 

A love song to everyone I know, arms wide open , here we go. - HUM 
You have only to want it, to believe in it , and tonight, when you close 

your eyes, you can begin your journey . .. Nagdeo. - Dorthy Bryant 

Christopher Chen 
Chris, CC, Chrissy, Kissypher 
Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human 
freedoms--to choose one's attitude in any given set of circumstances. 
- Dr. Viktor Frankl 
Challenge me. Doubt me. Disrespect me. Tell me I'm older. 
Tell me I'm slower. Tell me I can no longer fly. 
I want you to.- MJ , Air Jordan commercial 
Your musical instincts are like the sureness of a 
sleepwalker. - Prof. Kenneth Drake 
Things are never quite as scary when you have a best friend . - Calvin 
It means no worries I For the rest of your days I It's our problem-free 
philosophy I Hakuna Matata! -Timon and Pumbaa, The Lion King 
The true profession of man is to find his way to himself. - Siddhartha 
Life is short , therefore , I shall be a crusader in the fight against 
ignorance and fear, beginning with myself. - Ms. Vickers Shelley 
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Huibin Amelia Chew 
Amy, Chewie 

Punkaroo! - David 
Everyone should just become a starving artist!! That would solve all 

of the world 's problems. - Cynthia 
To dream the impossible dream I to fight the unbeatable foe I to bear with 

unbearable sorrow I to run where the brave dare not go. 
- Man of La Mancha 

Hear my words that I might teach you I Take my arms that I might reach you. 
- Simon & Garfunkel 

Hello, this is the Och's residence, Amanda speaking.- Manda 
And so you see, I've come to doubt I All that I once held as true I I stand 
alone without beliefs I The only truth I know is you . - Simon & Garfunkel 

But later, much later, he woke up one morning to discover that he did not 
believe in the Great Twitch any more. He did not believe in it because 
he had seen too many people live and die .... History is blind, but man 

is not. - All The King's Men 
David , my nostrils --er ... nevermind ... - Amanda 0. 

Forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit. - Vergil 

AmiChoi 
We're all mad here. I'm mad. You're mad. 
- Cheshire Cat, Alice in Wonderland 
Scintillate, scintillate, diminutive asteroid , How I ponder over the nature of 
your existence. - Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star 
The mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of hell , a hell of 
heaven.- Satan, Paradise Lost 
If we don't take action now we'll settle for nothing later, we'll settle for 
nothing now and we'll settle for nothing later. - Rage Against the Machine 
For I have sworn thee fair and thought thee bright, Who art 
as black as hell , as dark as night. - William Shakespeare 
It is certain my conviction gains infinitely the moment another 
soul will believe in it. - Novalis 

Brian Chou 
You 're so much fun to%$#* with , Grossman. - Schrep 

Let's just say there was nothing else to do but make popcorn! - Mr. B 
You shaved your what?- Chris Hutchens in The Foreigner 

Even when it's unintentional, what gets hurt won 't ever be the same. 
- The Revolt of Mother 

'Tis better to have loved and lost, than never loved at all. - Lord Tennyson 
You've got those exposed nuts and you don't want them rusting away. - Ray 

I can't stick my hand up your butt for the rest of your life. - Coach 
Your vaginal canal is the size of this state. -George 
God gave you a brain and a penis, but only enough 

blood to run one at a time. - Robin Williams 
Better to reign in Hell , than serve in Heaven. - Paradise Lost 

I don't have the key to success, but the key to failure is 
trying to please everybody. - Bill Cosby 

You dipped your wick and now you're thinking of marriage? 
- The Count & the Princess 

No, I kicked your OTHER head.- Schrep 
Where IS it stiff? - Puja (to Chris Hutchens in Rome) 
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Kendra Michelle Cord 
KC, Kinder, Shrimpette 
The defect of equality is that we only desire it with our superiors. 
- Henry Becque 
I love the man that can smile in trouble, that can gather strength from 
distress and grow brave by reflection. - Thomas Paine 
No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. - Eleanor Roosevelt 
Some men see things as they are and say, "why?", I dreamed things that 
never were and say, "why not?" - Bobby Kennedy 
That's why I wish I were on heroine, so I could just quit. - bmahoney 
What we call human nature is, in actuality, human habit.- Jewel 
Our Rage is our power, don't let it fade , don't let it die , feed it to 
your daughters, kill all confusion but teach her ... don't hate too easily 
because hate cancels the power rage supplies. - Girl Power 
My neck, my back, my neck and my back, SENIOR QUOTE!- Lis and me 
Where the hell are Patti and Patrick? - trip to Spain 
Nothin' hard, nothin ' fancy, over the net and on the court. - Merf 
I went from limp to pimp ... - Kavi 

Matthew John Croisant 
Matt, Croisant 

Oh it's so hard to write you what I really feel when I think 
about you so much; you've gotten to mean to me a dream that I can 't put on 

paper any more. - F. Scott Fitzgerald , This Side of Paradise 
Make no mistake, I am what you make me. - Soundgarden 

All I wanted was to be near her, in the halo of her glory, in her 
rad iance, always, forever, all my life. I knew nothing more! And could I 

leave her? - Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Gambler 
Please excuse me I I meant no harm in being born. - Spacehog 

I don't care if it hurts, I want to have control. I want a perfect body, 
I want a perfect sou l. I want you to notice when I'm not around. You 're so 

very special , I wish I were special , but I'm a creep. - Radiohead 

Sumon Dasgupta 
Su, Grasshopper, Sewage 
Shut the *&"% up or I'm going to kick all of your asses, now shut the-&#@ 
up ... - Sunavo to me, Dan, and Sammy 
I can be your sun , you can be my earth , resurrect the God through birth . 
-Method Man 
Penny for your thoughts, nickel for your kiss , a dime if you tell me that you 
love me. - Wyclef 
Happiness is three things: fly honey, NBA player, and to be a 
pool hustler. - Sammy 
Of course all girls are stupid. The trick is to find the one that isn 't stupid 
and marry her as fast as you can. -Jeff H. 
Dhooth , ahm soh sohrry. - Phil R. 
I cahn walk. - Phil R. 
You two have problems. -Sean everyday during French class 
Simon, Jean-Claude, Phillip, Xavier, SHUT! 
- Mr. Garvey everyday in French class 
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Helen Estabrook 
While you 're up, can you grab me two spoonfuls of sweet Iovin'?- Regan 

You know, Helen, you 're a lot more fun when I'm high!- DK1 
~ . . . .. imp boy, line 1, it's for you!- Schreppy 

S~ully, 1~sh di lay of agility turnin you on? - Mulder 
Would yd~ two just d_9- it and get 1 r with? ' st rving!- Nelenism 
I just want someony;to say to e: l 'l~ays ~er when you wake. 

- Blind Melon 
Arf is a lie whi makes us realize t e truth . - Picasso 

Somr.tt(>w) the bad t ff's easier~ believ . -Pretty Woman 
The stage pro ~·de~ its own'fation I ; you'll h~ ,~o lQ_ok inside yourself for 
answers, if ans er's are whcit yo re after(- Di'te for's 'n te from (If Only .. . ) 

We will not be satis ·ed.-URtil just" e roll own like water and righteousness 
like a mi ty stream. - MLK, Jr. 

There will be time ... Tim r you and time to e a time yet for a hundred 
indecisions and for visions and revisions befor taking of toast and tea ... 

- T. S. Eliot (thanks NEJ) 
The truth is rarely pure and never simple. - Oscar Wilde 

I'm too young for you , bitch. - Snoop Doggy Dogg 
Piglet sidled up to Pooh from behind and whispered , "Pooh?" "Yes, Piglet?" 

Pooh said. "Nothing," Piglet replied , "I just wanted to be sure of you ... " 

Victoria Elise Swan Depew 
Tory 
Trust the people for whom living is a sport. - Moxy Fruvous 
Life is hard I but life is hardest I when you're dumb. - Austin Lounge Lizzards 
We were once so close to heaven I Peter came out and gave us medals I 
declaring us the nicest of the damned. -They Might Be Giants 
The more I sort it out I the more it gets distorted I I sort of think I'm 
better off just leaving it unsorted. -The Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
Good night, good work, I'll most likely kill you in the morning. - Dread 
Pirate Roberts, The Princess Bride 
Honor depends more upon the people who pay it, than upon the person to 
whom it is paid. - Aristotle 
Was your mother trying to make you seduce a chair? - Crystal Yates-White 
And you may ask yourself, "Well , how did I get here?" - Talking Heads 

Dan Finnerty 
fiNERDY, Big D, Flan 

too - Nate I don't eat beef or pork. - Lian 
I don't want to be in the bathroom when Jesus comes. - Mr Z. 

Nowadays people know the price of everything and 
the value of nothing. - Oscar Wilde 

Chopping up his body and throwing it in the fire is not 
necessarily illegal. - Mr. Kamerling 

There's no problem, it's just that you suck and I don't. - Aaron Madson 
You may think I'm smart, but I'm just sexist. - Joe Sapp 

Did you tell him to unleash the funk?? - Lian 
Maybe if you 're good, God will turn you into an 

Indian when you go to heaven. - Suman 
GKHQ - me, Lian, and lmran Deluxe flageroo. -Thomas S. 

You are the only girl stupid enough to hang out with us. - Joe Sapp 
That is the geeeeest car I've ever seen. - lan 

I'm not a politician, I'm an anti-politician. - Lian 
On Technics 1200's I'm known to freak. - Adrock 

You're not a madrigal , you're a transvestite ! -James Thomas 
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Hormozd Gahvari 
Harm, Hormy, Hormie, Mozd 
In the coming upheaval of the Apocalypse, you may need a cleaning 
service. - Peter Ambrose 
Just call me an opportunist. - belly dancer in Phoenix 
You only tease yourself. - Jeff 
Abs man, abs. - Doug 
A Jeffy lube is better than no lube at all. - Jeff 
Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end. - Semisonic 
You were a left-winger?? Dad, I used to look up to you! - Zhubin 
Lay on Macduff! And damned be him that first cries, 
"Hold, enough! " - Macbeth 
To be great is to be misunderstood. - Ralph Waldo Emerson 
You have to have the courage to stand up. Even if you stand up alone. 
- Claude Ringer 
The willow knows what the storm does not, that the power to endure harm 
outlives the power to inflict it. - Magic card 
When I am dreaming I don't know if I'm truly asleep, or if I'm 
awake. When I get up, I don't know if I'm truly awake, or 
if I'm still dreaming. - Forest for the Trees 

Kavi Goel 
Special K, kavi GOAL!!!, Supers lack 

A Fairy Tale 
Once upon a time there lived a magical carrot. He lived in the Orange Meadow 
of Mice and Men. The carrot was afraid of mice. He would always set mouse 
traps out, but the mice would take the cheese and run away. Mr. Carrot was at 
his wits end. Then he heard a voice in a hushed whisper. "If you build it, they will 
leave." Carrothead turned to his wife and said "I need to build a baseball sta
dium." She stood on her head which, consequently, in carrot language meant 
"o.k.". 

Katherine Ann Geeseman 
Katie, TK 
And so it goes, and you 're the only one who knows. - Billy Joel 
STU!!!!- Sarada 
Hey there buddy bear! - Tigger 
Life is just a chair of bowlies. - Mary Engelbreit 
Good Grief! - Charlie Brown and my dad 
Go for the music, not the chair. - me 
Madam, you have between your legs an instrument capable of giving 
pleasure to thousands, and all you can do is scratch it. 
-Thomas Beecham to a lady cellist 
Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord. - Psalms 150 
When angry, count four ; when very angry, swear. - Mark Twain 
Without music, life would be a mistake. - Friedrich Nietzsche 
Come with me and you 'll be in a world of pure imagination. -Willy Wonka 
Tyger! Tyger! Burning brightly in the forest of the night. - Blake 
My idea is that there is music ... all around us, the world is full of it 
and you simply take as much as you require. - Elgar 
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Jeffrey Helfrich 
Jeff 

He's a model for all those who take themselves too seriously 
- Ferris Bue/ler's Day Off (back cover) 

... with a little ingenuity, a bit of courage and a red Ferrari, life at 17 
can be a joy! - Ferris Bue/ler's Day Off (back cover) 

If I weren't naked right now, I'd kick your a$*! - Paul Herendeen 
Damned be him that slacks! - Hormozd paraphrasing Macbeth 

Cross Country is the best sport... The more you suck, the more playing 
time you get! - Hormozd 
Dude! - Adam Reynolds 

Hrrrrrmmmm .. - Nate 
Adieu, adieu, kind friends , adieu, adieu, adieu, I I can no longer stay with 
you , stay with you I I'll hang my harp on a weeping willow-tree I And may 
the world go well with thee. - There is a Tavern in the Town, Song, 1883 

Jeremy Hobson 
There's no such thing as too late. That's why they invented death. 
- Walter Mathau 
A miserable day sail ing still beats a great day at school. - Uncle Jeff 
The fish who doesn't open his mouth never gets caught. - Uncle Jeff 
You can bet your ... whatevers ! - Ms. Laughlin 
Cosmetolegy 101 was the hardest class I took at college. Show up with a bad 
hair day and that's it! - Mr. Carrubba 
Shit--1 already had my exercise for today. - Guy at NACAC 
I like to keep in touch with myself. - Hormozd 
I own you dahling.- Cyndra 
Old Navy's just the way I like it--First class. - Mr. Jefferson. 
Next Victim. - K 
There are three great things about school: June, July, August. - Unknown 
Well , this concludes an entirely worthless semester. - Dave 
I'm missing a whole half-day on the Vineyard! - Man on Airplane 

Daniel Benjamin Grossman 
Grossman, "Aaron" 

Pride is holding your head up when everyone around you has theirs bowed. 
Courage is what makes you do it.- The Power of One, Bryce Courtenay 

The hardest thing to learn is the least complicated. - Indigo Girls 
Do the right thing. - Mr. Mayor in Do the Right Thing 

De zorg voor morgen is voor morgen (Tomorrow's worry is for tomorrow). 
- Dutch Proverb 

Hillel said: If I am not for myself, who is for me? I If I am only for myself, what 
am I? I If not now, when? - Pirke Avot 1 :14 

Hup, Holland, Hup! - Dutch voetball song 
Grossman, step up! - Mama Schrep 

Oh, Shut up Grossman! - Sally about everything 
So we're okay I We're fine I Baby I'm here to stop your crying I Chase all 

the ghosts from your head I Stronger than the monster beneath your bed I 
Smarter than the tricks played on your heart I We'll look at them 
together then we'll take them apart I Adding up a total of a love 

that's true I Multiply life by the power of two - Indigo Girls 
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Hanan· J assim 
By (the tolken of) I Time (through the Ages) I Verily Man I Is in loss I Except 
such as have I Faith I And do righteous deeds I And Uoin together) I In the 
mutual teaching I Of Truth , and of I Patience and Constancy - Surah 103 
- Yusuf Ali translation from the Koran 
Don't run TOO hard.- Saba 
I've got HAPPY feet! -Tory 
Shut Up and Skate. - t-shirt slogan 
Running is Life. The rest is just details. - t-shirt slogan 
We'll get you there. - Bonnie 
Come on Hanan! - Bonnie 
The best is yet to come! - Doug Mynatt 
You know what the best thing in the world is? Having two baby deer licking 
you here and here. - Kelly (points to each cheek) 

Ana Mariel J acala 
'The Great Valley ... I found it-haha-1 found it." (the Land Before Time). 

But it's so weird .. . "Not weird-weird , but like exciting-weird." (Grease 
2) . I mean, "Where do I go from here?" (Through the Looking Glass, Lewis 

Carroll) . I think "We should stay here. It's nice here .. . Come on you've 
got a great set of wings. Let's just flutter for a while." (Ferngully). 

But I can't 'cuz I'm heading home and we all know "There's no place like 
home." (the Wizard of Oz) . So, "So-long, farewell. .. " (Sound of Music) . 

Take care, hang loose, and live it up. "See you when I get there." (Coolie). 
Blowin' this town, 

the Uni Guamer 

Cyndra Lattimore 
I can do all th ings through Him who strengthens me - Phil.4:13 
The past is history, the future is a mystery, but today is a gift... I guess that's 
why they call it the present. - Unknown 
That which does not kill me can only make me stronger. - Tupac 
Segel.- Audrey M. 
No man has a good enough memory to be a successful liar. 
- Abraham Lincoln 
3 snaps in a Z formation . - Nate M. 
Man makes the money, money never makes the man. - LL Cool J 
So ... what? Are you trying to psychologize me? 
- Emilio from Dangerous Minds 

Whoo ha Whoo ha. -Busta Rhymes (This one's for you KC & Helen!) 
Relationships are like ropes. There is a beginning and an end of every one. 
Just make sure you're holding the scissors and the tape. 
- Helen's bud Adam 
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AmaraLisy 
If I treat you kindly does it mean that I'm weak? - Lauryn Hill 

You like chinese food.- a fortune cookie 
Together share this smile, each other's tears to cry. - Dave Matthews Band 

I love it just because it is a stone, because today and now it appears to me as 
a stone. I see value and meaning in each one of its fine markings and 

cavities, in the yellow, in the gray, in the hardness and the sound of it when I 
knock it, in the dryness or dampness of its surface. - Siddhartha 

Your name comes out my mouth like an ancient chant. - Q-tip from ATCQ 
Ayaboogie! Shygumygen! - Dan 

And everytime I try to be I What someone else has thought of me I So caught 
up, I wasn't able to achieve I But deep in my heart, the answer, it was in 

me I And I made up my mind to find my own destiny.- Lauryn Hill 
On the road of life, there are passengers, and there are drivers. 

Drivers wanted. - Volkswagen commercial 
Ohhh, shove it, Amara! - Kalinda, my little rascal 

The only unfixable mistake is death. - Momma 
The woods are lovely, dark, and deep I But I have promises to keep/And 
miles to go before I sleep I And miles to go before I sleep. - Robert Frost 

Uni High demonstration!- Mr. Stone 

Jing Lu 
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Ding, ling-a-Ling 
Happiness makes up in height for what it lacks in length. - Robert Frost 
Nothing great can ever be achieved without enthusiasm. - Becca Tabb (ha, ha) 
Stop whining Jing! - everyone 
... the eyes are blind, one must look with the heart. - The Little Prince 
So how does it feel to be beautiful Jing? - Noel Vivar 
There is no love sincerer than the love for food.- G.B. Shaw 
Men are jerks ... Women are psychotic. - Noel Vivar 
The world is a madhouse; so it is only fitting that it is patrolled by armed idiots. 
-unknown 
Platonic love is like being invited down to the wine cellar for ginger ale. 
- Confucious 
The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has limits. - unknown 

Katy Love 

KTOP, shmateyka, lovey, loveshack, qual 



Christine L. Manganaro 
Mango 
The cure for anything is salt water: sweat, tears, or the sea. - lsak Dineson 
Ye are flowers of one garden, the leaves of one tree. - Baha'u'llah 
Celebrate we will, 'cause life is short but sweet for certain. 
- Dave Matthews Band 
I believe in kingdom come, and all the colors bleed into one. - U2 
Think complex, write simple. - Ernest Hemingway 
The earth is but one country, and mankind its citizens. - Baha'u'llah 
Clue phone ... it's for you! - Schreppy 
You don't always get what you want, but if you try sometimes you might 
find you get what you need. - The Rolling Stones (Thanks , Mom) 
... and in the end, the love you make is equal to the love you take. 
- The Beatles 

ReeD E. Martin 
What lies behind us and what lies ahead of us are tiny matters compared 

to what lives within us.- Henry David Thoreau 
People are just as happy as they make up their minds to be. - Abraham Lincoln 

Most people would rather be certain they're miserable, than risk being 
happy. - Robert Anthony 

You can complain because roses have thorns, or you can rejoice because 
thorns have roses. - Ziggy 

A man looked out his window on a brisk Monday morning in Autumn 
and saw the sun creeping over the Horizon. The crisp air rejuvinated 

him. For all he had truly lost was what he had been longing to find , 
and he found that he had lost nothing that he could not find . The 

sunshine reached within him and around him. And he smiled. 

Nate Mathews 
Nate Dogg, Nate Mathews Band 
Rise free from care before the dawn and seek adventure. -Thoreau 
Hopin' your defense system can divert my heat-seeking lyricism.- KRS-1 
This morning I had a wonderful dream. By holding my arms out stiff 
and pushing down hard, I found I could suspend myself a few feet 
above the ground. I flapped harder and soon I was soaring effortlessly 
over the trees and telephone poles! I could fly! I folded my arms back and 
zoomed low over the neighborhood. Everyone was amazed and they ran 
along under me as I shot by. Then I rocketed up so fast that my eyes 
watered from the wind. I laughed and laughed making huge loops across 
the sky ... - Calvin 
Jesus said to Nathanael. .. you shall see greater things than these.- John 1:50 
The world was going down the tubes. They needed a scapegoat. They found 
Wayne. - the Far Side (to my dad) 
I wish now only to be in my own armchair. - Bilbo Baggins 
Take me back down where cool water flows.- CCR 
I'm Nick, and she's Karen. - Me and KT 
Live the dream, man.- Alex Sansone and me 
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Becky Mayor-Bernet 
Beckster, Bex, Decky 

Just smile .. . - SMILE, Charlie Chaplin 
You 're in a Iotta trouble, meatball. - One Magic Christmas 

I'm moulting!! What?! What?! What's WRONG with you?!- Katie Sutton 
No, I'm going to DACC. I want to get out of town . - Philippa on college 

To go left make 3 right turns. - some street sign in Danville 
Toss it here you moron! - Lian , setting the PE example 

You can observe a lot by watch ing. -Yogi Berra 
If your ship doesn't come in, swim out to it. - unknown 

Someday we'll find it, the rainbow connection , the lovers, the dreamers, and 
me. - Kermit the Frog 

I always knew that when I'd look back on the times I cried , I'd laugh; but I 
never thought that when I'd look back on the times I laughed, I'd cry. - ? 

You can never steal a base if you won't take a risk ... and stealing a base can 
make the winning run! - unknown 

You are so weird. -just about everyone 
Strange, isn 't it? Each man's life touches so many other lives ... 

- It's a Wonderful Life 

~~~~ ~~--,., '. 
. . 

Ryan McCarthy 
The Big Hurt, McCarthyism 
Violence is the last refuge of the incompetent. -"Salvor Hardin", Foundation 
Well done is better than well said . - Ben Franklin 
I never th ink of the future . It comes soon enough. - Albert Einstein 
Praise the fool as you find him - Irish proverb, Great-grandma Margaret 
I'm a suburban post-modernist. I was going to be a neo-deconstructivist, but 
mom wouldn 't let me. - Calvin 
Work is prostitution! - Nate in history seminar 
What in hell , Ryan?!?- Frank 
Life goes by so fast/ you only want to do what you think is right/ Close your eyes 
and it's past/ Story of my life. - Social Distortion 
How come I gotta change the world? - Calvin 

Rob Mills 
B(l)ob(ert), Dl, Pure Power 

Rob and his ass will never get any action . - Helen in my notebook 
Why don't you go get some action? It's not that hard. - Katie Sutton 

You're so sexy I can't keep my eyes off you! - Katy Love 
I'm not a player I just crush a lot. - Big Pun 

It must be the ludes. - Ray Carrubba 
Bizbiquizalatch - Dan Finnerty 

Stop looking at me swan. - Adam Sandler, Billy Madison 
You know that I mean to tell you all the things I've been thinking deep 

inside, my friend. -Dave Matthews Band 
We should not let our fears hold us back from pursuing our hopes. 

- John F. Kennedy 
Success consists of getting up just one more time than you fall. - Oliver 

Goldsmith 
Winning isn't everything. Wanting to win is. - Catfish Hunter 

That boy ain 't right. - Hank Hill 
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Audrey Miller 
Audie, Aud 
What you can't laugh about, you'll cry about. - Mom 
It is the hand that evokes love, and creates a twin soul for every person in 
the world. Without such love, one's dreams would have no meaning. 
- The Alchemist 
If you don't absolutely love it, don't get it. - Helen 
Don't worry, I'm a trained driver. - Dad 
Martin Phillips? - Ofixer Ripper to Nick Frostbite? - Sammy 
tus ojos azules ... - Joaquim You look umm comfortable. - Cyndra 
You 're immaculate.- Mike Collection?- me 
Where are Patti and Patrick? - Spain · 98 
How's your Polish Prince?- Beesley about Tomek 
It's ok, I knew you'd do that. - Jeff after every stupid thing I've done 
It's a long way down to the place where we started from . - Sarah Mclachlan 
Giving him something he can Feel. - En Vogue 
Sadness is an extreme just like happiness, and so I want to be content. 
-Billy Joel 
Every little thing 's gonna be all right. - Bob Marley 

JirkaMikl 
Yirka, Yerk, George, Chuck 

I can resist everything except temptation . - O.Wilde 
Talent je pouze zavazek k tvrde praci. - Mr. Jezdik 

That which does not kill us only makes us stronger. - Unknown 
Kurva Jura, jak se nedostanes do NBA, tak se s tebu nebavim.- Roman 

A touch seldom hurts. What really hurts is its absence. - Unknown 
Please do massage for me when we next meeting. - Chie 

You almost got it, it's eu te amo. -Carol 
Kdo neni zakernak, neni chlap. - Zbyna 

Ohman, that was gross ... that was juicy. - Luke 
Cuz he's like .. . retarded. -Tony 

Hezkymu klukovi slusi vsechno. - Rosta 
Remember, you 'll always be my little brother ... - Pi 

Daniel Morales-Doyle 
Dan, Penny 
The wackness is spreading like the plague. - Keith Elam aka GURU 
Power concedes nothing without demand. - Fredrick Douglass 
Let's play Madden!- Sammy 
Let's play pool! - Sammy 
Wanna put some money on that? - Sammy 
My nose goes dooooo! - Sammy 
I see all sides of my culture, design my thoughts like a sculpture. - GURU 
... because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do the something that I can 
do. - Edward Everett Hale 
MC's can't see me cause I'm too quick for the human retina to regista. - Canibus 
Uplift, bench press, arm curl ; keep the structure of the temple. - Xzibit 
While some choose greed, I choose to plant seeds for your mental , spiritual , 
and physical temples. - GURU 
I'm sleepy. - Amara 
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AmandaJ. Ochs 
Maa, Crazy Girl, Amada Oda 

Can I have one of those? - James Thomas requesting my tampon 
It never occurs to me that I am America. I am hungry! - Christine M. 

You don't need a parental permission slip to have an orgasm, Amanda. 
-Natalie C. 

It all comes down to pussy and cash. - Hattie Gossett 
Great thinkers have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds. 

- Albert Einstein 
All that is gold does not glitter. All who wander are not lost.- J.R.R. Tolkien 

You have free will , Abraham. Evil compels; goodness, by its very 
nature, cannot. - Children of the Vampire 

Beauty is not in the face. Beauty is a light in the heart. - Kahlihl Gibran 
You 've been pulled from the wreckage of your silent reveries I You're in the arms of 

your angel now I May you find some comfort here. 
- Sarah Mclachlan 

The sweetness makes us understand the bitter. 
The bitterness makes the sweet worth having. - Amanda 

Matt Nuzzo 
Niz 
See how this lifts up when I blow? You can try lifting and blowing on 
your own time. - Ray 
Newton died, but his balls live on . - Ray 
Whiiiiiiiiite! - Ajit 
Augh! That girl is such a hoochie hooch hooch! - Matt Penwell 
Matt! You broke the bus! - Katie Nelson 
No sleep and beer make Homer something something ... 
- Homer Simpson 
Yeah , but in Floor Hockey, all anyone does is whack! 
- Emily Wisseman 

Elisabeth Pollock 
Lis, liz, Lizzy 

Height is not a measure of intelligence. - Mom 
I'm gonna stick a broom up your ass and peddle you as an all-day sucker. 

- Geek Love 
My neck! My back! My neck and my back! SENIOR QUOTE! 

- Me and Kendra 
What comes after I lick you up and down? - Sara M. 

I'm sorry, she's having wild sex right now, 
can she call you back? - Christine M. 

Here's an idea-shut up. - Mr. B. 
You're not planning on reproducing, are you? - Dad 

Life goes pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around , you could miss it. 
- Ferris Bueller 
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Ella Rose Rottnan 
Users are losers, but sinners are winners. - ROCK 95.3 DJ 
I've never seen potatoes that can bring two people to orgasm simulta
neously. - Kelly D 
There's no celibacy in tossed salad , either! - Nick S. 
The truth is where the sculptor's chisel chipped away the lie. - TMBG 
Dead fish don't swim around in jealous tides. - STP 
The brightest flame burns quickest. - Metallica 
War doesn't decide who's right, just who's left. - bumper sticker 
Maybe it's not to late to learn how to love and 
forget how to hate. - Ozzy 
Pursuit of truth, no matter where it lies. - Metallica 
I'm not sick! Only when people prod me. - NickS. 
A little bit of knowledge is a dangerous thing. - my father 
Forever trust in who you are/ and nothing else matters. - Metallica 
Life flows on within you and without you. - Beatles 

Kurt Reutter 
You might recognize his head. -Jon Thaler 

Je me joue dans Ia neige. - Grossman 
That will be 500,000 bunnies madame. Will that be cash or check?- The 

New York Times 
Yes, I am in state of perpetual drunkeness ... wait--did I just ethnically slur 

myself? - Colin Kennedy 
What's a Napoleon? I mean someone from Nepal but... - Kathleen Reutter 

... 1 said 'have you heard of Marcel Proust?' and he said 'no, 'ee must work 
down another mine .. .' - Peter Cook, Beyond the Fringe 

For you don't count the dead I when God's on your side. - Bob Dylan 

Imran Rashid 
/my, Qual 
I get up, and nothing gets me down. - Van Halen 
Life goes by so fast I You only wanna do what you think is right I Close 
your eyes and its past I Story of my life. - Social Distortion 
Ask not what your country can do for you , ask what you can do for your 
country. - JFK 
GK HQ. - Me, Lian , and Dan F. 
I snap my fingers at them, and vanish , laughing into space. 
-Toad, Wind in the Willows 
lmran, you inspire paranoia in me. - David Smyth 
I'm scared to start rapping again because we might get in another car 
accident. - Lian 
What a maroon! - Bugs Bunny 
If our friendship depends on space and time, then when we finally 
overcome space and time, we will have destroyed our own brotherhood. 
- Jonathon Livingston Seagull 
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Joseph Sapp 
Joe, Sapple 

One cannot live with one's finger everlastingly on one's pulse. - Marlow in 
Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad 

Childhood is short; Maturity is forever. - Calvin (Bill Watterson) 
If everything is headed your way, you're probably in the 

wrong lane. - A bumper sticker 
It matters little whether one is committed to a piece of land or a prison -Thoreau 

Thought it was an earthquake! - The powerglove crew 
Joe, I saw the GEEeeEEest car in a magazine today. - lan 

'Mormons are no one's friend.' - Slichter (mis-)quoting Shelley Roberts 
Joe, that was Sound Garden. - lan 

Science isn 't an exact science with these clowns. - Guy in Twelve Monkeys 
I'd rather light a candle than curse your darkness. 

- John Goodman in Raising Arizona 
They COME!!! - Shreppy explaining male moth behavior 

in the presence of female pheromone 
Yes or NOOOOooooo?- Art 

My head is being eaten. Pump sperm as fast as I can . - Mr. Stone quoting a 
preying mantis' dying thoughts 

Laura Kate Schrepfer 
Kate, KT, Schrep(py) 
Lobster for breakfast, lobster for lunch ... @#$*"#' lot of lobster here. - Mystic Pizzc 
If I quit now they win. - X-Files 
Sewer rat may taste like pumpkin pie , but I'd never know 'cause I wouldn 't 
eat the filthy mother"&*$#. - Pulp Fiction 
A hint? Come on. That was sarcasm syrup. - Helen 
Josh - I so need lessons from you on how to be cool. Tell me that 
part about Kenny G. again.- Clueless 
I can't swear--l 'm a %"*&@#& ex-nun!- Mom 
Hold onto 16 as long as you can I changes come around real soon make us 
women and men. -Jack and Diane Eat it like a woman. - Neely 
The best thing you 've ever done for me was to help me take my life less 
seriously. It's only life after all. - Indigo Girls 
Chuuuuh! - HDK 

Brian Smith 
B, BS, Sa-mith, Gooch 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I I I took the one less travelled by, I and 
that has made all the difference. - Robert Frost 

The truth is rarely pure and never simple. - Oscar Wilde 
The only reward of virtue is virtue . The only way to have a friend is to be 

one. - Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Time to break out the red pen. - Reed 

All I need to make comedy is a park, a policeman, and a pretty girl. 
- Charlie Chaplin 

Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind. 
- Albert Einstein 

It is better to be overconfident and have some skills than to be 
overconfident and actually suck. - Dr. K 

Hands and feet are all alike, but fear between divide us. 
- Dave Matthews Band 

Speak softly and carry a big stick. -Teddy Roosevelt 
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David Smyth 
What lies before us is nothing compared to what lies within us. 
- Winston Churchill 

Look on the bright side, David. You have your mother's genes. 
- Audrey Ishii 
I think I'm going to have to sacrifice my own petty personal ambitions, so 
that I can coalesce the world. - lmran Rashid 
Life is what happens while you're busy making other plans. - John Lennon 
My stupidity is off the visible spectrum. - lmran Rashid 
In order to have a good idea you must have lots of ideas. - Linus Pauling 
Yes! I love doing that pretending I know what's going on. - Nate Matthews 
Given the pace of technology I propose we leave math to the machines and 
go play outside. - Calvin 
Be like the bluebird who never is blue I For he knows from his upbringing 
what singing can do I And though by other birdies in the boughs I he May 
be told that his efforts are perfectly lousy I He sings on and on till his 
troubles are through . - Moonface, Anything Goes 

Rupinder Sodhi 
Rupi, Shmupira 

A dream is a wish your heart makes when you 're fast asleep ... no matter how 
you r heart is dreaming, if you keep on believing, the dream that you wish will 

come true. - Walt Disney Shmupira! - KT Love and Jeremy H. 
Can I have a Hawaiian Gillepe, or whatever? - Random man at Navy Pier 

Rupi , you're such a straight arrow, bend a little! - Jeremy 
Hitch your wagon to a star. - Ralph Waldo Emerson 

You can 't depend on your eyes when your 
imagination is out of focus. - Mark Twain 

Every new beginning comes form some other beginning's end. - Semisonic 
Just wasting time. I shall miss these things when it all rolls by. What a day, I 

wanna stay, stay, stay for a while . - Dave Matthews 
High school is the best time of your life. So love it, live it, and if you have some 

time left, do some homework! - Zack Morris 

Sammy Sungmin Sohn 
Spasm, Spammy 
I'm trying to live it to the limit and love it a lot. - Jay-Z 
What's my nickname? ... the glove, aiight then . - Gary Payton on guarding 
Michael Jordan 
You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all of your heart. 
- Jeremiah 29:13 

Be more concerned with your character then your reputation , because your 
character is what you really are while your reputation is merely what others 
think you are. - John Wooden 
Wasn't driving too fast I was flying too low. You think I'm rocking 
too quick I think you 're listenin' to slow. - Treach 
Samsung. - Joe Lee 
Slammy. - Audrey 
Go get her. - Phil , Brian and me 
All I got in this world are my nuts and my word, and I ain 't gonna 
break either for nobody. - Scarface 
I can accept failure , but I can't accept not trying . - Michael Jordan 
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Philippa Naomi Soskin 
Phlippy, Flipper, Pippa 

There's only us. There's only this . Forget regret, or life is yours to 
miss.- RENT 

You're everything you ought to be and nothing that you oughtn't be. 
- Princess Ida (Gilbert and Sullivan) 

Don't just walk into a room , ENTER a room! - Hugh Ferguson Floyd 
One Day More! Another day, another destiny!- Les Miserables 
If you think it, want it, dream it, then it's real. You are what you 

feel.- Joseph and the Technicolor Dream Coat 
We really live in an ocean resort--only the ocean left a couple billion years 

ago or so. - Natalie 
Remember the audience is laughing at you, not with you , so don't laugh 

back! - Jeremy before Arsenic and Old Lace 
Be you blithe and bonny, converting all your sounds of wow into Hey 

nonny, nonny.- Much Ado About Nothing 
Onwards and Upwards!- Capt. Simon G. Soskin 

Laura Sweet 
Violence is never a good thing--unless it's done to the right person. - Oksana 
I'll fight you with my hands tied behind my back & both teeth tucked in! - Ella 
Large drink? Would you like butter on that? - my confused friend Jenni 
Young white sheep wonders/if that girl in yellow dress/likes her steaming 
hips. - Oksana's Haiku 
Light breaks where no sun shines/Where no sea runs , the waters of the 
heart pull their tides. - Dylan Thomas 
And I am aware of my heart: it opens and closes. Its bowl of red blooms out 
of sheer love of me. - Sylvia Plath 
And the people bowed and prayed to the neon god they'd made. - Simon 
and Garfunkle, The Sounds of Silence 
In spite of everything , I still believe that people are really good at heart. -
Anne Frank 

Katie E. Sutton 
Aww, Data. Only problem- batteries don't last so long guys. - Goonies 

Recycle this, you mashugina schmuck! Your momma was a snowblower. - SC1 
It takes a tough man to make a tender chicken . - Short Circuit 2 

Do you prefer fashion victim or ensembly challenged? - Clueless 
People's ideals change sometimes. -Anne Shirley 

Thunder thighs!- Jing and me What?! ... I'm moulting!- Becky M-B 
Wir strippen. - Reed Are there two? .... ln the cup! In the cup!- Philippa 

You miss 100% of the shots you never take . - Wayne Gretzky 
The most wasted of all days is the one without laughter. - ee cummings 

A friend is someone who sees through you and still enjoys the view. - unknown 
Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows. - Helen Keller 

Sometimes your joy is the source of your smile, but sometimes your smile 
can be the source of your joy. - Thich Nhat Hanh 

If you are not completely confused, you don't understand the situation. 
-unknown 

It is better to burn out than fade away. - Highlander 
This is my quest, to follow that star. No matter how hopeless, 

no matter how far. - The Impossible Dream 
I wish I could just hold on to these days forever. I don't want any of it to 

change ... but good friends are always together in spirit. -Anne of Green Gables 
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James Thomas 
Harvard, Brit, Big Jim 
There can be only one. - Highlander 
Vicitims, aren't we all? - Eric Draven 
I can not save you/ I can't even save my self.- Stabbing Westward 
(I don't care no more so don't you worry)/ Goodbye I'm going home. - Oasis 
I want to play in England, that's where my heart is. - Jovan Kirovski (Man U) 
Manchester is all about football , going to the pub and shagging birds. 
- Noel Gallagher 
I'm a lucky man/ With Fire in my hands. - The Verve 
All of us are ... we are all Britons. - King Arthur 
Here I am, growing older in the rain . - Oasis 
I don't eat BEEF OR PORK. - Lian BLEAGHGHAGH.- D$ 
Bond, James Bond. -James Bond It can't rain all the time. - Eric Draven 
Ok, I've made eye contact, now I have to blow this guy away. - D$ 
Don't die just yet. - David Holmes 
Say it loud and Sing it proud today. - Oasis 
Clef pulls guitars not guns. - Wyclef Jean 
It's been emotional. - Vinnie Jones 

Amanda Taub 
Life's like a movie, write your own ending , keep believing , keep 

pretending. - The Muppet Movie 
One day he's going to freak out and never freak back in again! - Gordon 

Korman , Don 't Care High 
Right Manda? - Melinda We don't *do* guilt. - Kate and me 

And remember, they're laughing at you , not with you, so don't laugh 
back! - Jeremy 

My name is Inigo Montoya. You kill my father, prepare to die! 
- The Princess Bride 

Forget regret, or life is yours to miss. - Rent 
If all the girls attending it were laid end to end, I wouldn 't be at all surprised. 

- Dorothy Parker on the Yale prom 
No no no. Psychopaths kill for no reason . I kill for money. - Grosse Point Blank 

Kate Techtow 
Being the smartest ballerina is like being the prettiest gorilla. - anonymous 
And if there is not any such thing as a long time, nor the rest of your 
lives, nor from now on , but there is only now, why then now is the thing 
to praise and I am very happy with it.- For Whom the Bell Tolls 
Boredom was for those who lacked imagination.- Shadows of the Empire 
I have lost the ability to add and subtract, but I understand quadratic 
equations. A fat lot of good that does me. - Gary Greene, Ph .D. 
Find something to hyperventilate about- make 
your friends nervous. - Ray Bradbury 
You'll find that many of the truths we cling to depend greatly on our 
own point of view. - Ben Kenobi 
It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is 
invisible to the eye. - Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
nobody,not even the rain ,has such small hands- e.e. cummings (for ReeD) 
Non omnis moriar. (I shall never completely die.)- Quintus Horacius Flaccus 
We are each of us angels with only one wing; and we can fly only by 
embracing each other. - Lucian de Crescenzo 
Luminous beings are we ... not this crude matter. - Yoda 
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Sarada Chandrika Uppuluri 
Sai, Sari, Salad 

Anyone can make you cry, but it takes a genius to make you laugh. 
- Charl ie Chaplin 

Make tea, not love. - Monty Python 
I tried to think but nothing happened. - Curly from the 3 Stooges 

You don't have to be special , just be yourself.- Ito Sensei 
You can never step in the same river twice.- unknown 

Into every life some rain must fall .- Mr. Handley 
You bloody plonker! - GeorgeTime f 

Lies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana. - unknown 
Koi ni koi kogare koi ni naku. - Glay 

Free as a bird, it's the next best thing to be. - John Lennon 
Where's Sarada? Oh! She's down there. -Jimmy P. 

Matt Wilhelm .. 
Herr Ubel 
The best way to predict the future is to invent it. - Alan Kay 
Well done is better than well said. - Benjamin Franklin 
The number of people watching you is directly proportional to the 
stupidity of your action . - unknown 
It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice. 
If in doubt, make it sound convincing . - Anonymous 

Luke Walczewski 
Hammer 

Brokish , I'm your bitch . - Rob Mills 
There are no stupid questions, only stupid people. - Mr. Garrison 

Stupido Americana! - Gaston 
Boys are stupid. - Helen 

.. . safety ... safety .. . safety ... - Jirka 
Hey, you can lick the crap off the bottom of my n**s! - Tyson 

You have crap on the bottom of your n**s? - Me 
.... .. NO! - Tyson 



Nicholas C. Wisseman 
Nick, Flopsy, Nicola, Nick the Stick 
Hey, look what that monkey's doing! Right in public, too! Ha, ha! That's 
gross! How come I'm not allowed to do that? - Calvin 
Hey, Brokish. I'm your bitch. - Rob 
You ever had the urge to just push a little kid over and run? -Jacob 
You know it's scary, but I was just thinking the same thing . - Me 
Hurry up. I'm freezing my nonexistent ass off here. - Helen 
And like that, he's gone. - Usual Suspects 
How do you know she has a cat? - Stan 
Go do something reproductive. - Brian C. 
What are you going to do? Release the dogs or the bees or the dogs with 
bees in their mouths so when they bark they shoot bees at you? - Homer 
Cake of piece. Oh wait. Dammit.- David 
I'm not a trendy, asshole/ Do what I want, do what I feel like. -Offspring 
Every man dies, but not every man truly lives. - Braveheart 

Senior Yearbook Dedication 
We, the class of 1999, would like to dedicate this year
book with our affection to Dr. Henry Kamerling. 
Known as Henry, Henry K, Dr. K, Enrique, or 
Kamerling, he was our junior U.S. History teacher. 
Henry once said that one of his goals was to make 
everyone interested in history, especially those who 
used to dislike it. He had numerous ways of accom
plishing this; whether we were debating the radical
ism of the Constitution, flappers in the twenties, or 
presidents of the twentieth century, we learned that 
what is traditionally accepted is not always right. 
Henry encouraged us to study the under appreciated 
things in history, like Ida B. Wells and grass roots 
activists in the civil rights movement. Henry urged us 
to think for ourselves ("Drop some science on me!"). 
Instead of simply regurgitating the facts that our book 

taught us, we had to evaluate the facts, compare, discuss, and relate them. One of the things we learned best 
from him was that history was not just a bag of facts; we read the facts and then debated them and theorized 
for ourselves. Henry cajoled, yelled at, joked with, and even sometimes frustrated us with insightful ques
tions that got those rusty wheels of our brains in motion. We graded presidents, read Coming of Age in 
Mississippi, made political cartoons, evaluated advertising techniques in World War II, and learned about 
The Feminine Mystique. We wrote papers on segregation laws after Reconstruction and interviewed immi
grants. We learned to question what we had previously believed. Henry also supported us outside of class; he 
sponsored our dances, came to our athletic events, and attended our clubs' events. Though he was only here 
for one year, by the end, it felt as though he had become one of us. We became very attached to Henry's 
teaching style. We sincerely appreciated his enthusiasm, creativity, and devotion to teaching us. 
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Clockwise from top 
left, left page: 
Sammy finds a 
date; Ryan blows 
his horn; Suman 
locked his keys in 
the car again; the 
whole gang's 
here!; Tall Rob. 
This page from 
upper left: Amara 
smiles while she 
decorates; Kavi, 
Reed and Brian 
rock; Helen and 
Chris with baby 
Asher May; Phil
ippa, Katie S., and 
ling brush up on 
their "Boytalk"; 
Cyndra and Nate 
suck (with a 
vacuum cleaner). 
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Most Original: Nate & Natalie 
Most Changed: Lian & Jing 
Best Smile: Chris & Nell 
Next Seinfeld and Elaine: Jeremy 
& Cyndra 
Teacher's Pet: Jeff H . & Rupi 
Most Athletic: Sammy & Lis P. 
Cutest Couple: Reed & Kate T. 
Most outspoken: Daniel Grossman 
& Katy Love 
Least Modest: David Smyth & Lis 
Dirtiest Mind: Jirka & Amanda 0. 
Most Likely to Rule the World: 
David Smyth & Philippa 
Most Naive: Hormozd & Puja 
Wildest: Jeff H . & Kendra 
Shyest: Kurt & Laura 
Most Artistic: Matt C. & Tory 
Biggest Perfectionist: Matt W. & 
Katie Sutton 
Wittiest: David Smyth & Nell 
Most Likely to Teach At Uni: Kurt 
& Katie G. 
Best Musician: Matt C. & Amy 
Friendliest: Chris C. & Katy Love 

....-Biggest Overachiever: Jeff & Katie 
Sutton 
Best Dancer: Dan Finnerty & Ana 
Biggest Day Dreamer: Joe & Tory 
Most Spirited: Hormozd & Katie 
Schrepfer 
Most Unpredictable: Jeremy & 
Katy Love 
Worst Jokes: Joe & Ella 
Happiest: Imran & Kendra 
Most Likely to be a Mad Scientist: 
Imran&Amy 
Most likely to achieve nirvana: 
Matt C. & Natalie 
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Philippa and Smyth fight for power. 

Kate and Reed do their best to be cute. 

Katie Sutton and Matt Wilhelm are just 
being perfect once again ... 

Amy and Imran do something in the lab! 

Katy and Grossman--speaking out again! 



Senior Class Prophecy 
Where will we be in 20 years? 

Lian Alan is in Tibet organizing the fight for freedom. His motto is: I do not eat beef or pork. After receiving too many 
speeding tickets, Puja Bavda has opened her own shopping store in Rome, where people drive as fast as she does. Peter 
Brokish owns a computer software company in Pennsylvania, but he still returns to Uni to manage the book bar and make 
sure prom stays at the Champaign Country Club. Nell Burger is an award-winning journalist...and to think that it began 
with the Gargoyle. Natalie Ceperley is the open-minded swim coach at Uni. Chris Chen is cute. Amy Chew is a 
blissfully mad pianist in her own cellar. Since Ami Choi was voted "Best Dressed" by her classmates, she decided to open 
her own line of fashion. Brian Chou is rich and still dresses like Chris. Kendra Cord is happy and hyper and talks back 
to her parents without getting grounded. Matt Croisant is still playing that noisy guitar and is planning his first hit album 
now. Dr. Sum on Dasgupta is the sponsor of the Bengali Conference in Canada, where he lives with his wife, some chick 
from New Jersey. Tory Depew is still painting beautiful pictures that sell for millions of dollars. Helen Estabrook is in 
New York with her unpredictable acting career (even 20 years later, she's still young). And where is the fungus among us? 
Dan "Fungi" Finnerty is the world famous dj, as we know him, DJ Krev, and he dejays in Dingle, Ireland for those crazy 
Irish. Hormozd Gahvari majored in Babe Magnetics, and currently teaches dancing lessons to the enthusiastic subbies 
who return every year for more of that notorious SCATMAN dance. Katie Geeseman, otherwise known as, Yo Yo 
Geeseman, spends her free time as the Madrigals assistant to Mr. Murphy. Laid back Kavi Goel owns a hair salon, where 
he styles the sideburns of the most famous movie stars like John Travolta. Daniel Grossman opened a Follets chain in the 
Netherlands, but he always returns to Mr. B 's to teach the correct pronunciation of the word FLUYT (flaut). Jeff Helfrich 
has founded the "Wall Street Marathon," where he stops in between laps to check his stocks. Jeremy Hobson hosts The 
Late Late Late Show with Jeremy and Shmarrubbaca. Ana Jacala lives in Guam where she teaches the natives how to 
move their hips like she does. Hanan Jassim is the track coach with Bonnie Moxley at Uni High. Cyndra Lattimore is 
the director of admissions at Wash-U and always makes sure that she visits Uni for recruitment and Big Show. Amara 
Lisy is the goalie on the World Cup soccer team and models for Vidal Sassoon. Katy Love is dancing Salsa in Latin 
America but teaches part-time at B.T. Washington. Jing Lu, who eventually DID get into college (and we're not talking 
about DACC!), has started "Generic Asian Anonymous Club" for those of us who are just too obsessed. Christine 
Manganaro is a full-time chef at some snazzy restaurant and coaches girls' soccer. Reed Martin sings with his band and 
still has time to give Kate a back massage. The trendy Nate Mathews (nominated Cutest Couple by his peers) is opening 
sewing shops, riding rails, (driving across the country, and doing something really extraordinary). Becky Mayor-Bernet 
is living in Saint Petersburg, Russia, with all her favorite people in the world. Ryan McCarthy finally sleeps. All day 
long. Jirka Mikl goes around the world, using his knowledge of languages and sports to pick up babes in different 
countries. Audrey Miller fixes old VW's and refs girls' soccer games in her spare time. Rob Mills is listening to Metallica 
in a jail cell after he mail-bombed Henry Kamerling (we love you Henry!). After marrying Amara in the surprise wedding 
of the century, Dan M-D plays pro basketball. Matt Nuzzo is in charge of all the computers at DCL. Amanda Ochs is 
polishing her Pulitizer and still talking on her banana-phone. And what about anti-capitalist Lis Pollock? She is still 
playing basketball and grabbing her breasts. Imran Rashid has invented new pesticides and perfected his moving side
walk idea which has united the world, known today as World USA. Kurt Reutter is a world-famous historian and hosts 
Quiz Bowl for Mr. B. Ella Rotman is a stand-up comedian for sheep. Joe Sapp makes SappleChips for everyone who 
asks and is still losing at Hearts. Katie Schrepfer is scuba-diving in Florida, where she teaches Marine Biology. Her hair 
is still big, red, and beautiful. Brian Smith was the coach of the Uni High baseball team and plays guitar in Reed's band. 
Good ol' David "Tact" Smyth publishes scientific articles with his cool mom. After marrying Justin from N' SYNC, Rupi 
Sodhi teaches Statistics at Uni and uses her beautiful Plink-o board for demonstrations. She still goes to Bunk-o parties 
with Mrs. Castellon. Sammy Sohn is still the fast-talking basketball player that we knew and loved, but now he is playing 
basketball against Dan. In the off-season, he ballroom dances with Peter. Yay for Philippa Soskin! She is the principal at 
our wonderful Uni High and runs volunteer organizations of C-U. Poor Katie Sutton, she was institutionalized after a 
breakdown resulting from disorganization. Laura Sweet can't stop talking. She also invites us to her house in Mahomet 
sometimes. Amanda Taub is busy with everything in Hollywood. Kate Techtow is in the Guiness Book of World Records 
for "most random trivia." James Thomas was deported to England, but comes back every now and then to impress us 
with his accent. Sarada Uppuluri's laughing still rings around the world, we even hear it from Japan. Luke Walczewski 
is on the world class belching championships and still lifts weights to make him buff. Oh so buff. Matt Wilhelm is doing 
something PERFECTLY. And finally, after being impressively Flopsy all through high school, Nick Wisseman is bald. 
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Most Original: Nate & Natalie 
Most Changed: Lian & Jing 
Best Smile: Chris & Nell 
Next Seinfeld and Elaine: Jeremy 
& Cyndra 
Teacher's Pet: Jeff H. & Rupi 
Most Athletic: Sammy & LisP. 
Cutest Couple: Reed & Kate T. 
Most outspoken: Daniel Grossman 
& Katy Love 
Least Modest: David Smyth & Lis 
Dirtiest Mind: Jirka & Amanda 0 . 
Most Likely to Rule the World: 
David Smyth & Philippa 
Most Naive: Hormozd & Puja 
Wildest: Jeff H. & Kendra 
Shyest: Kurt & Laura 
Most Artistic: Matt C. & Tory 
Biggest Perfectionist: Matt W. & 
Katie Sutton 
Wittiest: David Smyth & Nell 
Most Likely to Teach At Uni: Kurt 
& Katie G. 
Best Musician: Matt C. & Amy 
Friendliest: Chris C. & Katy Love 

...-Biggest Overachiever: Jeff & Katie 
Sutton 
Best Dancer: Dan Finnerty & Ana 
Biggest Day Dreamer: Joe & Tory 
Most Spirited: Hormozd & Katie 
Schrepfer 
Most Unpredictable: Jeremy & 
KatyLove 
Worst Jokes: Joe & Ella 
Happiest: Imran & Kendra 
Most Likely to be a Mad Scientist: 
Imran&Amy 
Most likely to achieve nirvana: 
Matt C. & Natalie 
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Philippa and Smyth .fight for power. 

Kate and Reed do their best to be cute. Katy and Grossman--speaking out again! 
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Brokish owns a computer software company in Pennsylvania, but he still returns to Uni to manage the book bar and make 
sure prom stays at the Champaign Country Club. Nell Burger is an award-winning journalist...and to think that it began 
with the Gargoyle. Natalie Ceperley is the open-minded swim coach at Uni. Chris Chen is cute. Amy Chew is a 
blissfully mad pianist in her own cellar. Since Ami Choi was voted "Best Dressed" by her classmates, she decided to open 
her own line of fashion. Brian Chou is rich and still dresses like Chris. Kendra Cord is happy and hyper and talks back 
to her parents without getting grounded. Matt Croisant is still playing that noisy guitar and is planning his first hit album 
now. Dr. Sum on Dasgupta is the sponsor of the Bengali Conference in Canada, where he lives with his wife, some chick 
from New Jersey. Tory Depew is still painting beautiful pictures that sell for millions of dollars. Helen Estabrook is in 
New York with her unpredictable acting career (even 20 years later, she's still young). And where is the fungus among us? 
Dan "Fungi" Finnerty is the world famous dj, as we know him, DJ Krev, and he dejays in Dingle, Ireland for those crazy 
Irish. Hormozd Gahvari majored in Babe Magnetics, and currently teaches dancing lessons to the enthusiastic subbies 
who return every year for more of that notorious SCATMAN dance. Katie Geeseman, otherwise known as, Yo Yo 
Geeseman, spends her free time as the Madrigals assistant to Mr. Murphy. Laid back Kavi Goel owns a hair salon, where 
he styles the sideburns of the most famous movie stars like John Travolta. Daniel Grossman opened a Follets chain in the 
Netherlands, but he always returns to Mr. B 's to teach the correct pronunciation of the word FLUYT (flaut). Jeff Helfrich 
has founded the "Wall Street Marathon," where he stops in between laps to check his stocks. Jeremy Hobson hosts The 
Late Late Late Show with Jeremy and Shmarrubbaca. Ana Jacala lives in Guam where she teaches the natives how to 
move their hips like she does. Hanan Jassim is the track coach with Bonnie Moxley at Uni High. Cyndra Lattimore is 
the director of admissions at Wash-U and always makes sure that she visits Uni for recruitment and Big Show. Amara 
Lisy is the goalie on the World Cup soccer team and models for Vidal Sassoon. Katy Love is dancing Salsa in Latin 
America but teaches part-time at B.T. Washington. Jing Lu, who eventually DID get into college (and we're not talking 
about DACC!), has started "Generic Asian Anonymous Club" for those of us who are just too obsessed. Christine 
Manganaro is a full-time chef at some snazzy restaurant and coaches girls' soccer. Reed Martin sings with his band and 
still has time to give Kate a back massage. The trendy Nate Mathews (nominated Cutest Couple by his peers) is opening 
sewing shops, riding rails, (driving across the country, and doing something really extraordinary). Becky Mayor-Bernet 
is living in Saint Petersburg, Russia, with all her favorite people in the world. Ryan McCarthy finally sleeps. All day 
long. Jirka Mikl goes around the world, using his knowledge of languages and sports to pick up babes in different 
countries. Audrey Miller fixes old VW's and refs girls' soccer games in her spare time. Rob Mills is listening to Metallica 
in a jail cell after he mail-bombed Henry Kamerling (we love you Henry!). After marrying Amara in the surprise wedding 
of the century, Dan M-D plays pro basketball. Matt Nuzzo is in charge of all the computers at DCL. Amanda Ochs is 
polishing her Pulitizer and still talking on her banana-phone. And what about anti-capitalist Lis Pollock? She is still 
playing basketball and grabbing her breasts. Imran Rashid has invented new pesticides and perfected his moving side
walk idea which has united the world, known today as World USA. Kurt Reutter is a world-famous historian and hosts 
Quiz Bowl for Mr. B. Ella Rotman is a stand-up comedian for sheep. Joe Sapp makes SappleChips for everyone who 
asks and is still losing at Hearts. Katie Schrepfer is scuba-diving in Florida, where she teaches Marine Biology. Her hair 
is still big, red, and beautiful. Brian Smith was the coach of the Uni High baseball team and plays guitar in Reed's band. 
Good ol' David "Tact" Smyth publishes scientific articles with his cool mom. After marrying Justin from N' SYNC, Rupi 
Sodhi teaches Statistics at Uni and uses her beautiful Plink-o board for demonstrations. She still goes to Bunk-o parties 
with Mrs. Castellon. Sammy Sohn is still the fast-talking basketball player that we knew and loved, but now he is playing 
basketball against Dan. In the off-season, he ballroom dances with Peter. Yay for Philippa Soskin! She is the principal at 
our wonderful Uni High and runs volunteer organizations of C-U. Poor Katie Sutton, she was institutionalized after a 
breakdown resulting from disorganization. Laura Sweet can't stop talking. She also invites us to her house in Mahomet 
sometimes. Amanda Taub is busy with everything in Hollywood. Kate Tech tow is in the Guiness Book of World Records 
for "most random trivia." James Thomas was deported to England, but comes back every now and then to impress us 
with his accent. Sarada Uppuluri's laughing still rings around the world, we even hear it from Japan. Luke Walczewski 
is on the world class belching championships and still lifts weights to make him buff. Oh so buff. Matt Wilhelm is doing 
something PERFECTLY. And finally, after being impressively Flopsy all through high school, Nick Wisseman is bald. 
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Back in the Day ... 
(l-r, t-b ): The score from the game the 
subbie girls almost won; Kurt stares down 
the camera sub year; Nell and Katy show 
their subbie Lovin'; Subbie Luke is just 
happy to be growing; Hormozd does the 
traditional mating dance in the middle of 
the second floor hallway subbie year in 
his infamous snake shirt; It's hard to 
believe that this was Lian junior year (the 
cause of Katy's petition for him to cut his 
hair); Katy and Helen smile after a subbie 
track meet because they look so cool in 
their sweats; Tom Sherman prepares for 
our first Winter Formal by watching Lou 
Henson in Nell's living room; Sumon 
(back when he actually thought he would 
get above 5 '5 " ... ) sub year. 

...-~ ... ---
- . &.-. 

25 . 23 . . 



... When We Were Young 
(t-b, l-r): Seven of the eight members of 
the Subbie Girls' Basketball team (Nell 
Burger, Audrey Miller, Amanda Ochs, 
Amara Lisy, Helen Estabrook, Katie 
Schrepfer, and Cyndra Lattimore. Not 
pictured: Katy Love); Audrey with 
Coach Stein (the lead singer of Furious 
George); Katie Sutton's birthday party 
subbie year; Katie Sutton's birthday 
party freshman year; the Subbie Boys' 
Basketball team (t-b, l-r): Mr. Murphy, 
Daniel Grossman, Matt Croisant, Tom 
Sherman, Nick Wisseman, Sammy Sohn, 
Brian Chou, Sumon Dasgupta, Dan 
Finnerty, Jeff Butler, Reed Martin, Nate 
Mathews, Brian Chou, James Thomas, 
and Dan Morales-Doyle). 



You musta been a beautiful baby ... 

Christine Manganaro AmaraLisy Nick Wisseman Luke Walczewski Sarada Uppuluri 
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Reed Martin Cyndra Lattimore 
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s 
I, Lian M ichael Alan, being happy, strong, and motivated, leave the following: to Art all the 
jacking around he can handle and some chapstick, Ian a trip to the B&G and killer style, 
Suriya a race to school and the fact that Irnran is leaving, to Nick P. a b-boy competition, to 
Tara, the BEST sister in the world some great advice, TKD skills, a nice guy, the knowledge 
that anything is pos ible and a great time at Uni, to Danny D. I leave tomahawk, Froggy J., a 
record deal, so many fun concerts and so many memorie , and to Karina, my other ister, 
TKD kills, a punk show, memories, and a nice guy. Thank You to my family, friends, Louis 
T., and Uni teacher for everything. 

I, Peter Brokish , obviously of dirty mind but of sound body give the following: to Kathryn 
a ki , a key, and a piece of my heart; DanS. the weightroom, Old Fa hi on, a hitter, and a girl; 
Tyson and Phil a successful 2000 basketball season; Ty on a new nose; Phil some mu cle for 
the court and luck to get into aD 1 college; Flynn some good post moves; Tony survival of the 
next two years; llina a decent guy; Derek I. aiJ the movies he wants; Sanaz some Ritalin; 
Sean a foot to add to his height; Art and Ragheb a beating; Sammy a vomit bag; KT an e
mail; Helen and Schrepfer Dav1d Duchovny; Lisa a great thanks for all of the help you have 
given me and the direction I needed; Amanda a night with Veronica; Nell orne Cool Water; 
Cyndra a big thanks for all the times we talked and a HUGE hug! 

I, Nell Burger, leave these people these things: Sean--Seanelen and an "every little thing she 
does i magic." Tony--the coveted eat of King of UHGBB and a stick up your 3. Ben S.--a 
p eudo-older sister who witl always be there in pirit. Ian--a rub on the head, a big grin, and 
a warm houlder. Morgan--a smile- USE it. Rupi--the old country, Romagndi, and a tap 
dance in DCL. Sammy--an EXCELLENT play, a fuzzadell made of dung and a drive to 
Rob's. Dan--a shaky tricep et and a trip upstairs with me. KC--all our great times at "coffee" 
and in your big green chruk. Helen--laptop guy and a ane friend wherever you go. Li --a 
bounce pass inside and "petty insecurities." Imran--an itch on the wall and a good argument. 
Audrey--freshman year and two my terious haircuts. Cyndra-- ub year bonding over 'the 
regulator' and a trip to Perkins. David--4th period chem, dance class, a gratuitous compli
ment. Chris C.--a walk to the bus, a "snappy" handshake and a couch in your locker. Joe--a 
rhyming e-mail and Ben. 

I, Natalie Claire Ceperley, of ound mind & body, do hereby bequeath the following: I leave 
a wonderful lane buddy for Betsy. Crystal gets early morning full moon drive . To Emily, I 
leave victory, eclectic adventures, & yoga. ToOk ana, I leave a special place. To Chaela, I 
leave my precious tarot cards. The remaining bus crown inherit custard cup. Home meets & 
silly relay for Jellyfish. May Katie Smith, Devin, Martin, & Ariel, enjoy cons forever. Hi 
Bea! Ariel & Tali, get craft supplies galore (4CWT) & cafe Kopi rides. I leave Virginia a nice 
dance & my clo et. To my brother I leave backcountry snowboard adventures & midnight 
wor hip ervices. Poetry Slams for Jimmy. A special hug & conversation for Scott. Andrew 
gets nice conversations. Smiles & peaceful thoughts go to Errol. Jennifer gets her very own 
stalker. I leave a world of Rainbows to Alex for happy thoughts, as well as my friend hip 
forever. My sincerest thank you to all my teachers; I would not be who I am with out you. 

I, Chris Chen, leave the following: Ty on, a "Jets good dude!"; Sean M-D, another phrase to 
say to each other at the same time (nice shoes!); Sara M., Yankee Ridge memories; Snazzy, 
more office work and a high-five; Andrea, another sleepover in Sidell; Sammy, a quiche; 
Rob, a "Word to yo motha!"; Jacala, a smile and a hug; Chri tine M., some "viscous" Steak 
'n Shake cheese; Lis, another Chinese boy flutist; Nell, a hand hake with a snap, a massage, 
and more walks and talks during our 2S Red days-I wish we had more; Rupi, 'NSYNC, and 
another too-cool Lord of the Dance concert; Brian C., my wardrobe ... wait, you already HAVE 
all my clothes!; Schreppy, THERMAL BANDAGES!!, and some cool A ian hair to pet-in 
return, I want your "bun "to play with and your dog (it just sits there ... thats SO cool!); O
man, another kick-ass trip to Holland, more Chine e le sons (pee-goo-toh !), and my Chinglish 
skills-you're the best and you'll always be my 2nd brother; and finally, to Lisa, Debbie, M . 
Laughlin, Ms. Jockusch, Coach Beesley, Mr. Stone, Mr. Murphy, and HDK, thank you. Keep 
in touch everyone. 

I, Amy Chew, being of flighty mind and enduring spirit, bestow the following: to C. Otto, a 
Stradivarius. To Jimmy and D. Kaplan, the Stein way (take care of it!). To A. Lau, the stars; 
to B. Lung, the sun, extra Jeep and smoothies; and to Liese!, the moon. To Oksana, a swim
ming pool filled with liquid cheese; to J. Monahan, a petrified-poop paperweight. To Diane, 
coffee and mechanical forked devil that dance on a yellow smiley face. To Art -- lots of 
Luck wrapped in cellophane and In ight. To A. Tarr -- peace and a flower. To Mrs. Newman, 
a steady tream of avidly enthusiastic students. Finally, to everyone else I bequeath extra 
sleep. 

I, Ami Choi, bequeath the following. To Snazzy, an attack after which she doesn't fall, more 
energy, and a louder voice. To Ryoko, all the anime she can ee. Carol gets rides home for all 
the ones she gave me. To Gillian, a Blue Jays team that beats the Yankees (ha ha). Speaking 
of baseball, Becky gets an Indians team that actually win the World Series and Korean rap. 
Ilina gets any soccer skills I might po ess and a really cool guy. To Roaa, a "happy birth
day." Betsy and Julianne get their own private bus. Melissa gets an anxiety-free senior year. 
To Zeynab, a trip to NC to visit Patricia and Reem. To Kim, negative tress. To Celeste, the 
Melings cow. To Scott, a "hey Scott" and all his favorite lvy schools. Jennifer and Bryan get 
Asian-American club and a long line of willing sponsors. To Bea, a lot of time with Jay. To 
Tali, a rotlerblading trip with Anni. And finally, to Sarada, infinite happiness and a good 
laugh about nothing in particular. 
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I, Brian C hou, being of sound mind and body hereby leave the following: to Matt Harrington, 
flying Wu-Tang battleships. To Phil, the ability to pronounce his girlfriend's name and a 
yack-master flex. To Sara, my CD that I' II never get back and the ability to count change. To 
Tyson, some ibuprofen and KCi & Jojo. To Becca, the ability to pronounce word correctly. 
To Sean, some growth hormone and the ability to not talk too much. To Ginny, someone to 
drive you around until you get your driver's licen e. To Tony, a fair game of Game Day '98. 
To Sanaz, one word ... Ritalin. To Coach Beesley, thanks for putting up with me for the pa t 
few year . To Bailey, a tan. To Schrep, orne HM and a dog that doesn't poke itself in the eye. 
To the po se, a big hug and thanks for everything. 

I, M att Croisant, being of generally ound mind and rapidly deteriorating body do hereby 
bequeath the following things to the following folks. To Helen E tabrook I leave omeone 
much more helpful than me to talk to about the insanity that i her life. To Philippa I leave a 
new husband for all of her theatrical productions, a big bottle of sedatives, and thanks for 
being such a good friend . To David Smyth I leave a new Govinda, wherever he may go. To 
Errol Packard, a little elf-confidence and the knowledge that he i a good drummer. To 
Jacob Hertzog I leave all my guitar duties in both jaze. band , and lot of good luck. To the 
cia of 1999 I leave a big thank you for helping me to fit in when o many of my friends 
graduated last year. To those that I neglected to thank over the years, thank you. Finally, to 
everyone that I left out I leave an apology for my forgetfulnes and lack of space. Peace and 
Prosperity everybody. 

I, Kendra M. Cord, will to Andy Mita a daily high five and a new pal to protect him from 
flying in ects. Daniel Schlicter receives the ability to tolerate the extra-inqui itive in hi tory 
clas . Tinny Gucker, its my duty to pass on uper setter power. To Duane Linton, La Ia Ia Ia, 
La Ia Ia Ia ... Dork, Tu eres mi chica bonita. Tiene lo equipo de baloncesto y volibol ahora 
y son in manos buenos. Doy a ti un otro viaje al e pana con mucho di cos y playas. Te 
Quiero! Es verdad! Kate Murphy, I naked baby. To 1. Murdock, I day of sitting through 
Phy ic without trying to teach clas him elf. To icky and Artemy, I leave you chap the 
ability to actually succe sfully sneak into Sutton's cia s (oh--and tay in for lunch), and to Mr. 
Sutton a huge coffee stain. Matty-Matty-2-by-4: you're the last one of the Alg IT po e, 1 
leave you the front seat of Mr . C' class. And finally to Dr. Hedeman, I leave a cheery 
morning wave and mile, and an open office door. Have a great time at Uni, Dr. J. : ) 

I, Sumon Dasgupta, leave the following stuff to people. To Tony, a night with me to make 
up for all those times I went to hi hou e. To Ty on, I leave a butt-kicking, my speed, and 
another awesome soccer sea on (BEAT JUDAH). To Dan S. a swift kick to the groin for 
track, and a handshake afterwards. Phil gets a "Dhude I'm ohrry" whenever he needs it, and 
a French translator. Kate M. gets the perfect belly-button. Joe Ciolli get a trangling and 
some naughty internet site . To Patrick M-D, Joe C., and Devin I leave a rumble in 5 years. 
To Peter F. , DanS. and ScottS., I leave the defense. Sean gets a growth purt. Matt get a 
work ethic. David Y. get another edited French tape with tupid girls on it. To Sara !leave 
another year on track, and the knowledge that she's tight with God. To everyone else, I leave 
some more chill time at Uni . Peace, I'm gone. 

L Tory Depew, being of small minds and large body, do hereby bequeath the following: To 
Amanda the other pair of pants, orne yogurt and a goo e. To Celeste and Arie~ snowman 
fight with the University Track team. To Celeste, a boyfriend that i n't ugly. To Ariel, my 
shower. To all future track and cross country team I leave happy feet and Swingin' on A 
Star. To Ana, chariot race and Titanic at Follet . To Alexandra, I leave repeat mile . To 
Dug, horo copes, orne TP, and three letters-A**. To Martin, Santa Claus. To Emilia and 
Katie, our lane. To the swim team, I leave a puma, o you can ay Pyuma all the time. To Art, 
I leave educational philo ophie . To Noah (and Celeste), light and the ladder. To Errol, the 
mantle of weirdne . To Ridenour a day when people li ten . To Scott a swift kick in the a 
And to Uni, another 8 vats of bru e l prout cream chee e. 

I, Helen , hereby being here do leave-UHGB (e p. Dr. Dork, Smurfinator, Cranny, Mo, and 
Michelle): punkines , lot of love, and a wonderful sea on. Kyle: you know who... oah: 
imaginary food and a "you're so cute". Michelle: another "Can I have your clothes?" Ben: 
what ain't good? Beth: the Official Reign of the Diva (handed down from the 3 best-Amanda, 
Philippa, and me) cuz you're o damn cool. Shapiro and Galen: an actual conversation (even 
though we know Galen's a punk). Bailey: omething better to do with your time. Ian and Ben 
Sapp: my eternal love and admiration. Matt H.: all the pretty hor es, but only one at a time. 
Ariel: a driving partner who can make right turns. Tali: a uccessful and fun career, orne 
quality fa hion TV, and I'm eriou -can I be you? Celeste: don ' t worry, we don't look alike. 
Benjy: a lifetime of 5% day . Scott: meanne s but many thank for being so sweet. Tyrone: a 
"click", a beautiful princes and mint-giver, and BAKING oda. Stichter: my be t friend hip 
and another cool coat (I want your ). Phil : Rachel Buck and a hug. Sean M-D: the power of 
Seanelen and radiation (it' my fav) . Nick P. : our wedding, PROMOTERS, and an illegal 
swim. Jack: thanks for being the be t hu band I've ever had . My beautiful Sara M.: the 
perfect guy. To my sweetheart (including Maria, Jackie, Katie S, etc.): someone cooler to be 
nice to and thanks. To al l my teacher (e p. Merf, Ms. R, Lisa, Mr. B, Mr. Z, Ms. Laughlin, 
Ma ha): my undying gratitude for everything and my apologies for being such a pain orne
time . To Uni High: an incredible theatre (where the tage i usable). To everyone I leave lots 
of love and laughter ... 

I, Daniel Arthur F innerty, do hereby bequeth selection from my va t array of worldy 
po sessions unto the following people. Lian: Complete ar enal of ninja killz and weaponry, 
GK 'street style'. James: One last G Funk' , the Gee tres , and handikiznatch gizzip. Becky/ 
Nate: The wrath ofUCD. Cyndra: The rolling hill of Ireland. klove: Chri v' re ponsiblities. 
Joe: One more monday night and close harmony. Ian: A roll of Bounty for his hands. Scott: 
A mechanism that makes hi shoe permanently attached to his body so he doesn't forget 
them anywhere. McNabb: My killz and finally the potlight. Ian/Ben: Some friend who 
aren't going to college next year. Rupi : A lewd comment about a cadaver. Nate: A real mix 
tape. Peter Fahrner: My cratching killz and two 1200' . Irnran: A shake and the as urance 



that knowledgereign supremeovernearlyeveryone. Smyth/Reed/Nate: The knowledge that 
'there are smiles.' Richard G Murphy:A relative fifth, a note omewhere around two octave 
below middle C, and a down and dirty plunger improv. Mrs. Laughlin: The charleston and a 
tape of my voice. University Laboratory High School: a big pat on the back. 

I, Hormozd Gahvari, after endle s pondering, have decided to leave the following people 
stuck with the following things: fust and foremo t, I leave the fate of all those who have 
ditched cro s country and/or track for another sport in Doug's capable hand . I leave the CC 
team a return trip to state with a cru hing of Delavan by 100+ points, and orne surprise to 
the individual runners: to Chuck, an undisputed hold on the# I spot and advancement to all
state, to Galen, my ecrets to fuing up the team, and to Erik, a lifetime supply of spike . 
Stichter can have a mile PR fa ter than Jeff's if he agrees to join cro country next year 
in tead of occer. Ty on gets a rendition of Box I. Yang gets his Yin. Ian get someone other 
than Zhub to pick on. Elliot gets the command of both Latin Club and Football Club. And 
finally, to Zhub, the best brother in the whole world, I leave a lover, a lack of injuries, eternal 
gratitude for not being a pest, and a victory over hi rival in every cross country meet. 

I, Katie Geeseman, being of occa ionally sound mind and body, leave the following things 
to the following people. To Philippa, I leave a tre -free life, a mile, and a thou and ong . 
To Kate, I leave a hug for every day. To Amy, I leave a even foot Steinway and every piece 
Beethoven ever wrote. To Ami , wi hes for a happy life and all your dreams fulfilled. Murphy, 
I leave you 10 loud cellos and a really big thank . To Yong-Bee a weird look and a quirky 
mile. To Sarah W., !leave the choru oprano section. To Madrigal , I leave a walk down 

that lonesome road and finally, I leave Sarada a longer day so there i more time for sleep and 
all my tuffed animals o you have something to hug when you get that extra sleep. I also 
leave you jiujihan and a friend who will always be there to li ten and laugh. 

I, Kavi Goel, give the following: to Martha, I leave a ta ty slug-chug. It is a high quality bug 
treat. To Em, I leave a computer (but it's era hed). To Jennifer, a bottle of Coca-Cola, and I 
want to hear you when you' re done. AI o, you can hare orne with Reed. To Ian, my mad 
improv skills o do me proud (I don't have an ego problem). To Kendall and Eithan, I leave 
a battle for the coveted 1st board. Beware Eithan , Kendall may look weak, but he will fight 
hard for the honor. Jenny (Anna), I leave you there pon ibility to referee the battle. To my 
ister Suraiya, !leave you perrni ion to blast N*Sync in the house whenever you want. To 

TuRtLe, and an internet ID card. You may also have a big mound of now o you can make 
your own snow days and be as giddy as a School Boy. To Emily W. , a sewing kit to mend 
dre es, and Tyson, I SWEAR. Senior clas , you can take all the rest but certainly not the 
Fun-Kid-Mobile. 

I, Daniel Grossman, leave the following: To Barbie, EC, CE, DB, LBW, I leave Texas Sheet 
Cake, puppy chow, and a calm office -- thanks for everything! To the PE Staff, thanks for 
putting up with me-- you get a someone with my di ease. Sal-- can I get a hug?? To Murph, 
a manly hand-shake, and a hug to a wonderful friend; thanks for the talk , support, encour
agement, food, and the rides. To Lisa-- thanks! I leave you the F-word! To Helf, long nights 
on the phone with math, an awesome wake, karaoke and an "I just called to say F*** You!" 
To Andy, I leave a fine German guy, PF, control over Murph, and the knowledge that you will 
alway hold a large part of my heart. To cc (ChinaMan), LKS (ThatGirl), and BriChou, I 
leave more Courier, S' S, Prairie Play, and Lion King!!! Thank for the support and for 
helping to make me who I am. Most importantly, to my parents and Aaron: I leave my love 
and a "Thanks"-- we're one helluva family!! 

Upon graduation, l, Jeffrey W. Helfrich, hereby be tow the following thing upon the fol
lowing individuals: To Dan Stichter I leave eternal prop and the hope for many more wild 
evenings before his departure from Uni High. I al o leave him the ability to follow through 
on hi ew Year' Re olution . To Alex Thaler I leave many fro ty mugs and sweet root beer 
to fill them. To Charles Terry I leave an excellent enior eason and a vomit sack for the ride 
home from State. To Erik Wright I al o leave an excellent enior eason along with orne pain 
killer to make it more enjoyable. To Sara Medendorp, I leave a safe and pro perou final 
year at Uni High. To Rebecca Tabb I leave many more conversation about cars during first 
period (and many apologie if they really happen). To Ben Leff I leave a few smacks upside 
the head for all the time he botched my name on purpose. And to Uni High I leave my 
eternal thanks for an excellent high school experience and the hopes for a bright future (and 
maybe orne renovation ). 

l , Jeremy Hobson, will the following things to the following people. To Rupi, I leave a 
Hawaiian Julep. To Cyndra, a CD that keep updating it elf so that it alway has the top Hip
Hop songs on it. To David, a contract that says l get the bridge now. To Katy, a shmanguagela 
chmictionaryda. To Ridenour, a stre ball that look like Fibber head. To Lisa, time. To 

Jack, Big Show. To Beth, all future cast parties! To ate, a car that works (Li a too). To Sara, 
future employment with B.A. To the P.E. taff, a class syllabu that doe n' t include the words: 
track, weights, or heart rate. To Ray, an elevator travelling upwards at 5 m/s with a noose in 
it. To Art, the CQ if he can handle it. To Kendra, a veHICKle. To Dean, SNOW!!! To 
Debbie, my letter of resignation to The Cracker Club, remember pring promotions. To Chang, 
an egg roll . To the fre hman, the knowledge that grade count now ... And finally, to Mr. B., 
many thank you for 5 awesome Big Show . That i what I will remember mo t about Uni . 

I, Ana Mariel Jacala, of mu ical mind and dancing body, leave the following: To Scott, my 
shoulder to lean on, an authentic Strand-ala bill ... and a mile. Breathe a little. Art, you get all 
the slacking I've picked up during my three years at Uni and a wink. Keep it clean. Sean, 
your own box of Tricks o that you won't steal out of my locker. To the girls ' occer team, to 
whom I've made many promise , a season that I actually play in. Sorry guys. To the only 
lri h dancer I know that can al o kick butt, Tara, all the knitting tricks you can handle and a 
great bedroom de igned for the princess you are. I pa dance team's burning torch to the 
great choreographer of "My Way", Maria and Connie. Thanks. Keep the fire alive and try 
not to hurt your elve during practice. James, the baby of the enior cia s, you get a fake 
UNDER 21 ID so that you can go to all the club with u . A big thank to the faculty, 

especially Mrs. Bant, Dr. Robert , and Ben. Hugs to all . I'll be thinking of you while chmaxin' 
on the beach in Guam's 80 degree winter weather. 

l, Hanan W. Jassim, wish to give the following people these things: Girls' XC and Track
many laughs, smiles, Elmo, and another trip to STATE. Guys- good luck next year. Doug
Papa Smurf and a new flock of Rebel Geese. Ariel- pink and blue toliet paper and colored 
chalk, hare and use wisely. Alexandra- a big hug and a Billy Joel CD. Melissa- Branwitch. 
Becca- a Jog wood thing. Tory- an icerink and coach to herself, you de erve it! Eric, David, 
and Devin- rosin cause you need it. Kate- perfected block starts, nervous free track meets, 
and a trip to STATE! Allison- more summers at Indy. Brian- many thanks and all the FOOD 
you want. Kim and Ami- another trip together. Lis- an injury free season, baby. Natalie- a 
bear hug for being you. Mr. Stone- thank you for all the help and advice you've given me 
over the years. Everyone else-good luck! After five wonderful years, I'm outta here. 

I, Cyndra Lattimore, do wish to leave the following: to the FIST l leave a fist and the 
thought that nothing, not even college, can separate u . Thank you dearly and I love you! G
RIDAHS- towacho!! a trip to Japan, group hug, domoaligato. MATTS. a woodchuck. 
TRACY my tommy gear. KYLE ty on. DEREK, JOE, OAH new finger flips in saxland. 
TONY dinner at sns. IAN voicebox in SA. GALEN euchre patna. SHAPIRO Iontbelievedi . 
you nasty. BAILEY balls to get wit michelle. UHGB/MERF the power of pike. SLICHTER 
game of gues who that I win. NICK P. warehouse. hopping cart. glostick. a hug. PHIL an 
I'm sorry. much love. a page. TYSON trick-o-treating patna 41ife and your own phone line. 
MATT pic from KCS, another girl like audrey. SEAN nell . SARA my love and thanks. visit 
to grandmas. mr. wonderful. pinch to grow an inch. LISA paintbrush. chocolate. baby itter. 
college passion. my thanks. FACULTY, OFFICE LADIES, DEBBIE & DEAN thank you. 
DF guess what...(alwayz) If I left anyone out charge it to my head and not to my heart. I'm 
outtie. Keep it tight aight?? 

I, Amara Lisy, leave the swim team everything that was left to it at the sectional dinner. I 
leave Betsy and Crystal the responsibility of taking care of the team for me, and all the 
freshman the respon ibility of making it continue. Don't forget the TRADITIONS! To the 
soccer team (the better one), I leave sliding (it's fun, Morgan), 3000 pushups and one situp, 
and lots of trust activities. To Sara I leave Matt and Ashley, gumrni baeren, and Rothenburg 
(it' o romantic!). To all of my ladies, I leave our girl things, chants from The Craft, rna -
sage , and my thanks for being there for me when I needed you. You guys are the best. I thank 
my teachers, counselor , and coaches for making the epa t five years o much fun. I thank 
Beesley for not giving me a nickname. Finally, Dan get tick hift lessons, a weird funny, 
uncontrollable laugh, plumeria bios oms, and the future. 

I, Katy Love, being of liberal mind and alsa-dancing body, leave this: YellerFellers, another 
t-shirt & crazy cheer. The jellyfish/eggplants/penguins get butt-dances, Curtis Orchard, & 
AVANTI'S. Emilia gets Katy Love's mom's daughter. The Zhubonic Plague gets a "Zhubin 
hug." Michael gets a ski trip--bounce, fool Noah gets Mary-Kate Olsen. Aphrodite gets 
Cleopatra's aerobic skills, St. Joe's hot runners & a dead cat by the RR tracks. Chuck M-T 
gets a fly-swatter, frying bugs, & goggles. Ian gets a WESSST-SIIIIIDE drive by Edison, a 
head rub, a long walk, & a trip to BTW. Ben gets a date to the winter formal & prom--me!, & 
a tip to Steak' n' Shake and IlliniXXXVideo Arcade--scare those bad, bad boys! Ariel gets 
Tamara, 515, stat, Providence, Missi sippi, & my jaundice. David Y get St. Louis & his 
favorite body part. Scott gets my thanks & a light at the end of the tunnel. Betsy, Melissa & 
Cry tal get big hugs for being the sweetest swimmers/runners. Tali gets a better math partner 
(sorry!). Matt H gets to keep Dave's sweeping Rolex. Sara gets the knowledge that I got a 
date with Abner! Benjy gets a nicer editor. Chuck T gets WOBBLY skill . Art gets good taste 
in movies, YeSSs or NoOoo, blotter (sike) & another trip to Montreal (bring your poncho and 
sunglas es)! Nick gets the Nutcracker, neighborhood walks, my Merengue moves, SSS, and 
Urbana's Gs. DavidMyLove gets black eyeliner for Nasri nights, tofu burgers sanglant, a 
dancing Mickey, Walperzane, BackstreetBoys dances, a mirror that detects smiles, 40 churros, 
& a big kiss in front of all your friends--how embarrassing! To my teachers, I leave my love 
and thanks for making me trong and teaching me to believe in who I am. Uni High for life! 

I, Jing Lu, being of innocent childish mind and thin body hereby bequeath the following: to 
Doug I leave some complaints and a state meet on a different day than the SAT. Ariel gets 
another stat partner and a Karaoke machine. I leave David Yang a better Winter Formal date 
with a longer dress and the pathetic amount of money AA club ha left. To Melissa Wei, I 
leave a fruit smoothie and future G.A. statu . To Charles, a hug and smile for asking around 
about hot gymnastic guys for me at Kenney. To Becca, orne inspirational quotes and long 
runs. To Alexandra, my ability to whine about running and my jeans. To Bryan Lung, more 
Asian jokes. To Katy Love, I leave some bowling pas es. Rob gets someone el e to annoy. To 
Sammy, some hot G.A. girls. Katie Sutton gets ultimate nerd tatu . I leave Chris C. orne 
apple dumplings and Brian C. gets some Heinz ketchup. To girls xc, many more state meets. 
To everyone else, my unique Generic Asianess. 

I, Christine Manganaro, leave the e things: to Lis, a sunrise; to Luke, my worrie since he 
doesn ' t have any; to Schrep, a Clue Phone and a water balloon launcher (wink); to Maa, 
inexact change for her madness toll, a lifetime supply of scones, and a guy with a naughty 
mind; to Rebecca, our town; to John, my other Porsche and an apple pie; to Finnerty, orne 
madrigal free tyling and the Matt Finnerty Fan Club; to Philippa, chocolate ice milk; to 
Imran, a blood refrigerator; to Jason, a piece of my heart; to Nate, a banana; to Chris and 
Gro sman, a smile; to Chewie, answers; to Audrey, a guy who owns a blue bug with white 
fender ; to Cyndra, a fantasy; to Sarada, some pheromone , to my soccer gals, many thanks 
and 45 Megans; to the occer guys, summer scrimmages; to my teachers, especially Murph, 
Mr. B, Ms. Laughlin, and Henry, eternal gratitude and admiration; to my Sisters and Mom 
and Dad, my love and my room. I'll mi s everyone very much. I hope aU your dreams come 
true. 

I, ReeD Martin, hereby leave the following mind and body to me, ReeD Martin, of body, 
hereby mind do leave the following: A lot goes to Scott. Evan Cording: you get some very 
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sharp clippers. Gillian gets a new car and a magic peach. Crystal YW: Iowa you a letter. 
Ian gets a really big punch. Derek get an incomprehensible message and ills own phone 
line. Maria gets a lot of envelopes and postage. Ilina: thank you, and a piece of gum. 
Martin gets orne fondue to share with ills W sis. Carl : Heinz. Carol get a sweet tart. 
Wait... Jennifer Chen will be the proud recipient of dove slippers (don't lie down) and a 
ride to the reedy shore. Bea, you get a churro and a free phone line. Cry tal Zych gets 
lost. Jenn gets some PaJamas and a happy little howl. CZ gets a reed, I mean, a deer. The 
entire VB all team gets an announcer. To everyone else, a loaf of bread, a glass of wine, 
and some corned beef. 

I, Nate Mathews, being pretty much rough and ready, hereby leave people the following 
shtuff: Tweeter receives social skills. Raggedy Adam get a discreet butt-scratching epi-
ode. I Jeff Ben clean khakis and orne duct tape to help keep ills mouth shut. Ian gets a 

trip to tate in swimming. Zhubin and Galen both get innapropriate joke . I leave Dan 
Slichter fun times with Mr. Happy and a 12:00 mile. David Yang gets a slice of mom's 
pie, Art gets the Tank, and Nick Pelafas gets my math skills and an open Volvo door 
where ills bike is always welcome. I leave the girls CC team a large green apple and a can 
of EZ cheese. Charles " the Pacema ter" receives the CC team and a week w/o movies. 
World domination goe to Bryan Lung. I leave Eazy-E le PAIN, a JRR Tolkien vibe, 
and softer elbows. The mahvelous faculty (past and present) receive a "tank u berry 
much", esp DM, BS, RM, RL, PZ, LH, CB, and HDK. Finally, to all of you, I leave a 
banana. Enjoy and picture me rollin ' ... outta here. 

I, Becky M-8, being of sane mind or lack thereof, do hereby bequeath the following to: 
Emily Wis eman, the original and only: our goddess title, a "magic" marker, my thanks 
for making math fun, and someone new to scare. Bea: a few lifetime supplies of Pep i, 
#37, vball dinners, and my fear of AF. Scott: the girl he deserves, a fashion show, a 
continued faith in dream , and the tape (eventually). Errol: cute graphs :), a real Christ
mas :), a run through a snowy field :), and a trip out east to go whalewatcrung :). Nick 
Pelafas: freesia hand lotion, a good neighbor, and some change to leave behind for me 
(this time try not to rut anyone). Alex Tarr: my locker (for real tills time), everything it 
needs to stay so healthy it srunes, and my counseling responsibilities. Ben Leff: ills pur e. 
Sally: my Cleveland Indians and some time in the city that's not-such-a-mistake-by-the
lake. Masha: my corny jokes, sedatives, Elvis, best wishes for the Russian program, and 
a thank you for being one of the be t teachers I'll ever have. I leave my utmo t gratitude 
to all of my teachers, e pecially Mr. B and Mr. Stone. Everyone gets unlimited pez and 
miles. Love and luck to all of you. 

I, Ryan McCarthy, bequeath the following stuff to the following people: To the Base
ball team, or whatever is left of it, I leave the hope of a winning season and the immortal 
legacy of the Hammer, Gooch, Rob Me Blind, and the unfortunately unforgettable Edi
fice. To the Chess Team, I leave Sameer's "Alkaline Defense" and whatever chess skills 
I possess to Kendall. To the Jazz Band I leave Andrew McNabb as the only worthy t
bone player and beating rights on the Specimen to whoever pleases. To Dan Finnerty, I 
leave the knowledge that making fun of music in Orchestra is much more amusing than 
playing it. Also I leave to Dan a timpani mallet to beat Eric Chang with. To Joe Sapp, I 
leave you anything you want, not excluding gift certificate to Record Service for no 
reason at all. Also, Joe gets the reminder to give all those apples to ills teachers. Matt 
Croisant, some crescent rolls; to Katy Gee eman, a Christmas goo e; to Kavi Goel, a 
soccer score; to Dan Grossman, those gross Anatomy cadavers; to Katy Love, lots of 
love; to Rob & Audrey some grain; to Joe, well , never mind, you've heard it enough 
already; to David and Brian, an anvil; and to Matt Wilhelm the German throne. To every
body I just mentioned, I leave apologie for making stupid puns with your names. To 
everybody I left out, sorry I didn't mention you (although that may be preferable to a 
wi e-ass comment about your name.) Lastly, I leave all the seniors the be t of luck in 
college, and to the entire chool I leave that "1921" sign above the door. 

I, Audrey Miller, leave the following: to girl's soccer and UHGB, the confidence to win. 
To Katherine, ride in my VW, to llina, a mind out of the gutter, to Kate, lots of luck, to 
Michelle, big forward power, and to Morgan, an Organ. To Art, a Russian babe who' 
favorite phrase is, "yes or no." To Beth, a smile in the hallway. I leave Kyle and Matt 
cheeseburgers for Hannah. To Stichter, orne Taco Bell Spanish. To Sean, a chat with no 
head injuries. To Jack, a hot Catholic babe. To Tyson, a goal against Urbana and a look 
into the female psyche. Big Phil gets a walk down BTW memory lane. To Nick, a 
perfect day chasing the un until it goe down revealing a beautiful shooting star. Sara 
and Nick get Spanish Club. To Sara, I leave lots of love, a trip to Europe, and a person 
you can always call. To the Uni faculty, I leave my gratitude for a wonderful education. 
To my family, my love and many thanks for all their support. Finally, I myself leave Uni 
High, wrapping up fourteen consecutive years of Miller girl . 

I, Rob Mills, leave the following: Ben Leff receives a manly voice and a power dunk. 
Tony Khan gets the owner/head coach job of the LA Lakers with Gheorge Muresan at 
center. Tyson gets multiple beatings and an edible air freshener. I leave Slichter a bar of 
soap to wash out ills mouth. Sean M-D gains the ability to speed eat. To Sara I leave my 
thanks and apologies. Ray Carrubba gets some ludes. The soccer team gets a world-cia 
keeper. To the school in general, I leave Metallica, as well as some Pure Power. And 
even though it's bad will form, senior : Cyndra gets a wardrobe of stripes. Sammy get 
a pool table and X-Men v . Street Fighter. Dan M-D gets half of Sammy's pool table and 
6 inches. I leave Helen a phone call, a matching sweater, a succe sful debate, Doug 
Au tie, an existent ass and, of course, some action, plu much thanks. La tly, I leave Rupi 
the infamous beer-slug combo and a hug and my thanks for being such a good friend. 

I, Daniel Morales-Doyle, being of ound mind and 5' 8" but muscular body, leave Big P 
a cure for the bubonic plague, a phat-a ship-hop show, an ability to avoid "accidents", 
and a long, improbable pass - keep working and dreaming. To Matt, I leave some rela
tionsrup advice, a look like you're crazy, a haircut, and some Wendy's fries. To Tyson 
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and Devin, I leave the ability to bench pres well over 200 pound . To Tyson only I leave 
orne iquipment, an eguana, the 51st state, and aggressive mu ic to hype you up for athletic 

events. To my brothers, and Ben Leff, Devin, Joe C., and all other short guys, I leave the 
knowledge that women like short, cut, intelligent men better than any tall guys. To Sara M. 
I leave a track buddy and a cute guy at the Illini Union. To Tony Kahn, I leave a one-handed 
speed bag record. Finally, to all three of my brother , I leave a whole collection of mistakes 
and succe e to learn from and build upon. 

I, Matt Nuzzo, being of rea on ably sound mind and body, do hereby write till Ia twill and 
testament in order that my final wishes as a high school tudent might be carried out by those 
people indicated in tills document. To Ms. Su lick I leave a set of notecard two day late and 
a big thank you for making enior engli h intere ting. To Ms. Evans I leave a lifetime upply 
of matte board. I leave to "Ray" a big box ofVivarin for tho e days when he ju t can' t keep 
ill eyes open in class. To the subbie clas I leave the knowledge that yall till got 4 years to 
go, hehehe. And of cour e, to Sheila I leave 100 Tony Khan and 500 Alex Hobsons. To the 
PE department in general I leave a method of grading effort that actually works. A for my 
peers, I leave Elliot Ramos the lunch table ( uch as it remain ) and a 1990+ car to call your 
own. To the rest of yall, peace out, see ya around. 

I, Amanda Ochs, of sound musculature and perverse, but brilliant mind, bequeath the fol
lowing: To Ramy, Jay Gat by's shlrts and a Beezulbub dream. Jana, a lemon and elevator. 
Christine, a Cheshire grin, an "inappropriate comment", a good man, and a big thanks for 
putting up with my shenanigan . Jeff H, a stairway to heaven and pumpkin bread. Audrey, 
therapy talks, and a special night at the Alhambra. Sam, "You Ba tard" . Amy, happy cookie , 
kites, and Courier dinner . Natalie, the beloved sine wave. Ami , rides. Jimmy Prell, WCW 
poems. Peter B, an outing with Veronica. Cele te, date with the Mac Lab, a year without 
teen angst, and my worsrup for her hoe and THE Pants. Art, Enya and pen to keep. Jack, 
Van Gogh i Elvis. Emelia, a ki s and encouragement. Ms. Jocku h, thank for showing me 
the poetry of rugher mathematics. Mr. Stone, a tali man to ward off Sheila wrath. Mr. B, S. 
Dati postcard from Tibet. Mr. Z, W. Szymbor ka, turkey andwiche , and everlasting grati
tude. 

I, Lis, am leaving Mo and Michelle the UHGB dynasty (Have Fun!), Seba tian gets a cool 
Uni career. To Daniel Stichter I will a euchre game and a breast grab. Tyson gets the hope 
that someday he might get that $5 back, Kate Murphy gets continued success and a huge hug. 
To the girls (ya' ll know who you are)--a night of asparagu and revenge! Sean M-D finally 
gets to be the olde t M-D in the chool, and he can have a bonu 5 inches from Bee ley. Ian 
gets survival skill to make it through the nest 2 years and a trip to Jazz State. Doug Main 
gets a smile (because you're cute) and advanced percu sion kill , and the freshmen boys 
saxaphone section gets kicks in their as e and orne live . Nick Pelafas get cool points for 
being, hey, cool. To my good friend Tweedledork, I will the be t bower after weights, 5K 
leepovers and the world record in the 300m hurdles. Finally, to Luke, you' re the be t tiling 

that ever happened to me--thank for an awe orne 4 years. 

I, Imran Rashid, being in a state of complete euphoria, leave Nick Pelafas longer fingers ; to 
Ariel the original Sir Thomas Raleigh' Dictionary; to Meli a, a sub 5:00 mile. To Sameer, 
I leave brass knuckle for our upcoming fight at the playground. Andy, un a vi on de La 2eme 
Guerre Mondialle. To Ben Sapp, I leave a few more friend . To Ian, I leave a ride itting 
shotgun. Yeah right, you get ab olutely nothlng, foo! To Sean, I leave ru own identity. Tara, 
I trunk getting Lian graduated and out of the hou e i pre ent enough. To my sister Natalie 
Goel, I leave crai ins and a melodious singing goo e. To Suraiya's friends, I leave better 
taste. To Scott, I leave a publication almost as good as the Gargoyle. And to Murdoch, I 
leave a chem lab of his very own. 

I, Kurt Reutter, being of ound mind, do leave carious things to variou people (in alpha
betical order of cour e). To Mr. Bergandine, I leave a box of "Bob's My tery etals, from 
Bob's School of Applied Chemi try, Ea t Belch, N.D." to Mr. Butler, a Mecha-Godzilla. To 
David Smyth, I leave the everal cube meter of rule books that I have borrowed from rum 
and never returned. To Mr. Sutton, I leave a library consisting of every book written by 
Marxist American Labor Historians, including such farnious titled as Arm Waving: the Opi
ate of the Masses, and Pious Passivity or Capitali t Brainwa rung: Religious Workers in the 
early 19th Century. To Alex Thaler, a microproce sor the ize of any of variou small, unim
portant, New England state . To Daniel Weis man, I leave a large temple, made entirely out 
of marble and gold, dedicated to rum elf, and engraved above the door in meter-rugh letters, 
"In Me I Trust" and "I am the Measure of All Things." To Jonathan Weis man, I leave an 
entire textile mill. 

I, Ella Rotman (a.k.a. Eth ' l), now insane thanks to senior year, do hereby leave the follow
ing stuff to the following people; NickS., my favorite one - a derivative, a lead part in a play, 
REM, and some SUGAR! ; Vbert - my FLOOD album and a time-keeping device; Meredith 
-53 bicycles and a bog; Melinda - a ho t family ; Toby- an orange peel ; Oxbert- a rabbit, a 
significant other, and a trip around the world; Sam -a ride and orne graham crackers; Diane 
-a strange position, a sheep, and orne nasal ex (all at once) and a 'hi' from Li a; Kelly
some sci-fi and a goatee; Ma haG. - some flea for your camel; Colin - something inappro
priate; Beep - 'Be weird' ; Matt W- a male stripper and orne bad disco; Meli saW.- a well
deserved break from school-work; Jimmy - a weadow, somethlng nasty to do with your 
tongue, and Diane; Mr. Garvey - Zen, peonies, and a hug to Emilia. 

I, Joseph Sapp, being blissfully ignorant of how real wills sound, leave the following things 
for the following people to stick in their re pective pipes and smoke: Ben and Ian get to rni s 
the good old days in my hatchback, then they get run over by it. Ben gets John, uncrarnped 
style, and a ecret language consi ting only of movie quote . Ian gets a meal at Li ' l Porgy's 
w/ SOUNDGARDEN!! Don't get them dirty. Soccer team and coaches get thanks for the 
best season ever, and my parking kill . Ty on get a MAHOMET PARTY!!! Moron gets a 
crushed larynx. Ciolli and Derek get rut by a emi full of porno with nude on the mudflap . 
David L. gets a truck. Zhubin get Ben ' head on a plate, Shelia gets to sell it to him. Art 
becomes hort smoke. Sarah get to win at Heart without cheating. Sean gets in only if he's 



cus the best class ever's leaving. 

L Kate Sch repfer, leave the following tuff to the following people: Doug- Kate; Kate
UHGB, UHVB and Doug; Sanaz- more energy; Morgan- an organ and the tate 3-point title; 
Michelle, Susan, Rebekah, and Mo- 2 more kick butt sea ons; Bailey- Epcot Center, nice 
pants, and Euchre kill; Ian and Slichter- I am the queen of heart and you are in Hell ; Sara
a bella volleyball ea on; Ty on- Mr. Murphy's wallet and the fact that we were SO right; 
UHGB and UHVB- awe orne ea on and wins over Tri-Valley; Unibombers- 60 Megans 
and a win over Urbana; And to andyRA- A chat ' til 2am, a 
FIVEHUNDREDMll...LIONDOLLAR corporation, my mom, older men, and my thanks for 
being there alway .. .I ' ll mi s you ; Merf- Greg Miller and a hug; Sally- a strawberry wave and 
Sally, Merf, Courtney and Amy- thanks for showing me I can; Snoop Sutty Sutton, Lisa, 
HDK and Mrs. Hermann- thanks for challenging me and making me me; to anyone I've left 
out I leave my spirit and my school... be nice ... you ' ll miss it when you' re gone. To my won
derful posse- HAKUNA MATATA. Hey, name the movie: "I' m outtie!'' 

l, Brian Smith, of what you might call a sound mind and strong body, leave the following 
items to the following people. To Ian, I leave a all-night jam with Lian on vocals and an 
intere ting trumpet part. To Scott, I leave Blizzard Bowl 2000 arid something turned into 
yearbook on time. To Gillian, 1 leave a ten hour car ride sitting B, li tening to Standing 
Outside a Broken Phone Booth with Money in my Hand non- top. To Ben Leff, I leave a 
good old-fashioned mooning, and the hope of turning a double play. To Errol, I leave a beat
down of Sebastian and a little more punctuality in paying people back. To Charlie, I leave 
many kickin ' solos in ECIYO, and the patience to deal with Kevin Kelly when he realizes 
how much kill be lost in the cello ection. To Cry tal Y-W, I leave some understanding of the 
complex being that i Smyth. To good 'ol Sa-meer, some golf killz. To Jennifer, I leave a 
later curfew, the knowledge that I don' t laugh at you, and many short poem written in heroic 
couplets. 

I, David Smyth, being of analytical mind and sound body, bequeath what little I have to the 
remarkable few who made it all worthwhile. To Nate the Great, I leave the unquavering 
certainty and inherent beauty of moral ab olutes. To Amy, I wi h you a wonderful ending to 
your continued searching. Nell gets backpay for all those hours of social and psychological 
counseling. To Kurt, I will an affair to remember. Helen retains what she once stole: the 
virginity of my lip and much thanks for being uch a knowledgeable mentor. To Matt C . I 
leave the long trange walks down Green Street and a mutual understanding. Tesler gets my 
generic P.E. sporting skills because he desperately need them. To Kavi, some academic drive 
if he's man enough to use it. To Phillipa, much love and the perfect man. Brian and Reed get 
a long li t of dirty jokes and a few hours of Exploravision madness. Imran gets a helicopter, 
some yellow paint, a taxi meter, and one hell of a job. Carrubba gets a healthy dose of my 
much renowned humility, while anything remaining may be pa ed on to Daniel W. Murph 
gets tho e big red shears and a clean shot at Evan, before it's too late. To Mrs. Laughlin, I will 
heaps of thanks for being one of the few dependable things at the opening night of every Uni 
High Production. 

I, Rupi Sodhi, leave the following stuff to the following folks: To Jeremy, I leave a ftr t class 
ticket to Martha's Vineyard. My darling Helen gets all my Abercrombie catalogs o she can 
tare at all the sexy guys! Sammy and Dan get a basketball playbook so that you don' t have 

to keep drawing plays on your homework. To Cyndra, I leave a long midnight chat and a 
shoulder to lean on. Brian, I leave you the girl from Steak & Shake. Have fun! Nell , my PE 
buddy, get orne Travis Romagnoli . To Mrs. Castellon, I leave a trip to Gordyville and my 
thanks for making math fun . HD K -thanks for teaching me to see in color instead of black and 
white. To my D-ville crew, I leave many more exciting trips across I-74, rockin to Q96. To 
Katy, I leave a doo-wop CD and a year of tat memorie . Last but not least, to Chri , I leave 
my undying gratitude for being there for me EVERY TIME I needed you . You're the best. 

I, Sammy Sobn, being of ound mind and body, leave the following Joe C. a "HEY JOE!" 
Kate M. my rubber band to go with her watch, Tony more Ping-Pong for $, Ben L. height and 
my sit-down shot, Galen and Shapiro a profitable future as "locksmiths" , Masha W. and 
Snazz a sedative, (P/S/8) M-D a game of Madden, Bailey my betting habits and the NCAA 
pool, llina another day in PE, 1'y on 73+ pts and a game of pool "son", Choc.-Thunder a 
piggyback ride and 25+ block at 7am, Sara another 2am conversation, a triple-double, and a 
ense of humor, Nick P. UGCC, Yang-time gets ver atility, and Coach a new house sitter. The 

DQ gets an EXCELLENT PLAY!! and a cool hand hake, Helen thanks for 4 years of Rus
ian, Jeff props for a tight party, Jing official tatus as "GA", Sum on a plane ticket to NJ and 

Dan Kl(3), Madden(21 -19), Blitz(7), Amara (sorry bout the ride). -PeaCe oUT! 

I, Philippa Naomi Soskin, being of musical ound and body bequeath the following: To 
Beth I leave S4BW and Michael Ball up the YmgYang. To Scott I leave a map to the library, 
a cupcake filled car, and hugs! To Cele te I leave a sense of humor in Stud Co. To Marc and 
Kelly I leave many lead roles and a mile. Crystal-Twist and Shout! To Martin and Chaz I 
leave Bugscope. To Devin and Eric-Cello Power! To Ja on Boyd I leave a British girl to 
tease. To Nick Smith I leave a front eat in S4BW and a vote in Stud Co. Yeller Fellers 
Forever! To Madrigals I leave great tunes and happy memories (e pecially altos! ). To Mike 
May-YF memorie and a real Briti h accent. To M . Bant-thankyouthankyouthankyou. To 
Sally-A for Attitude! To Doug, my Ultimate Frisbee coach, wi h me luck in college. To Li a
a hug and great PCC . To Mr. Stone I leave Bug cope and my thanks for your kindness and 
inspiration. To Mr. Murphy I leave the end of the Soskin era, trips to England, a happy and 
healthy holiday season, and my gratitude for under tanding and always being there. To the 
cla s of 1999-all the luck in the world and my everlasting friend hip-you're the best! To Uni
Thanks for five amazing years. Here's to many more! 

l, Katie Sutton, being of perfectionist mind and lender body do hearby bequeath the follow
ing: Beatrice- a orry-1-hit-your-car note and tons of volleyball fun ; Emily- un 'Scheisshaus' 
and blue hairdye; Betsy- Deutsch Klub and fond 5:30 carpool memories; Meredith- our for
bidden photos from Germany; Meli a- a deep breath and someone who will li sten to her 

Titanic speech at 5:30AM; Sims- fat-free cookies and the Subbuds; Scott- magazine , 
cupcakes with extra frosting and Hymenoptera; Stichter- a day in phy ics when the fans 
stay on; Brian- a smile and thanks; ReeD- stripping clowns; Kate- a rousing ratscrew 
game; Ami- a parental-free abortion; Jeff- someone to take him dre s shopping; Rob- an 
argument, motivation, and my best wishe for college; Natalie- drugs and fun pby ics 
time; Kavi-the-sexist- Barbie bubble bath that he'll actually keep; Becky- my life, what?!, 
311 you-know-whats, and a psychiatrist; Philippa- bugs, in the cup, flying and a night of 
talking; Jing- a GA, Kelsey-kis , lasagna, miracle diet and all the fun we've had . To my 

teacher my infinite gratitude. Thanks for 5 wonderful years! 

I, Ka te Tech tow, will the following stuff to the following people. Scott gets a smile. Kate 
M - A French penpalletter beginning: "Have you ever had one of tho e DAYS?" and a 
chiao-byebye. Alex T - all the Star Wars disco music the world has to offer. Ginny gets 
my permission to break the volleyball service record. I know you can! My French class 
get the responsibility of using "danser" a every example of a regular -er verb. Emilia, 
you receive all of the orange juice your worthy heart de ires and a big hug. Becky - lots 
of carrots. Schrep- the right guy and a nice 7. Philippa gets Ben. ReeD has my love. 
Merf gets sincere appreciation for all her encouragement and someone else's gullibility 
to take advantage of. To all of my teachers (especially Mr. B, Mme Lopez, Mr. Garvey, 
and Mrs. Laughlin)- thanks for baring knowledge and smiles with me. To everyone at 
Uni, I wish you happine s, love, and hope. 

I, James Thomas, of British mind and body leave the following. To Dan F. I leave 
breakdancing skillz, the G-stress, Diamond eyes and the -izos. To Lian I leave a ign that 
says "I don ' t eat BEEF OR PORK!" and some cargo pants. To LY & D$ I leave UCD. To 
Ana I leave a roll of quarters and some walks at night. To Amanda I leave a tampon and 
a banana. To Ochs and Mango I leave Tom Sherman. To Reed I leave Jim & Reed (for
eign) Movie Company and a Mac. To Scott I leave the Nice Guy Award. To Brian and 
Kavi I leave a smackdown. To Beth and Jeremy I leave their Oscars. To Jing I leave her 
own generic Asian male pop group. To Jing & Katie S. I leave the knowledge that you are 
both beautiful and nothing is wrong with you. To my carpool I leave 2life-size statues of 
me for your cars. To the Sapps I leave a couple of women and a new car. 

I, Sarada C. Uppuluri, being of petite mind and even more petite body, do bequeath the 
following trifles to the following people: To the remaining member of my carpool, a 
"careful" subbie with a harp to bring everyday, some fat free brownies, many many snow 
days, and a ubbie with a good ense of humor (like my own). To Barb, I leave a 5lb bag 
ofM&M's to make other poor hungry students happy. To Rupi, I leave a side of Bacon ... the 
front side. To my fellow Japan trip members, I leave a reunion in Japan with Smarr 
walking into a glas wall , the hyaku yen-ya, pocky, vi its to the onsen, and Jujihan. To 
Lis P, I leave some of my extra height, to Shorty, shortness because it's good to be, to Ami 
C, a box of Kleenex and new ears cuz I talked her old ones off, to Katie G, a lifetime's 
supply of orange hair coloring and a very successful life, & to my class, a friend in life 
who LAUGHS. Love Salad. 

OK, I, Luke Walczewski, will the following goodies: To Sean M-D I leave many a 
conversation about fat lab rats and people seeing different color . To Tyson I leave 
success in occer and more a s-whuppings than Rob. To Phi l I leave 50 pounds of 
muscle. To Ben I leave a manly voice and orne height. I leave Ian whatever's left of the 
jazz band after my clas leaves. Flynn gets a jumpshot and a vertical greater than 2 
inches. I leave the soccer team more winning seasons. Joe Ciolli always has to raise his 
hand before he talks. Always. I leave Bailey a game of euchre where ab olutely no 
cheating occurs. I leave my little sister Sarah my basketball skills and thi school for the 
next four years. Take care of it. To everyone that I missed I leave the knowledge that 
you're still in high school. And finally, to Lis, I leave the memories of the past four years 
that will stay with us forever. 

I, Nick Wisseman, being smarter than the average bear, leave the following junk: Rob 
gets some action and at-shirt that won't rip when he flexes, Chris gets someone else to 
call him a little bastard (in a good way), Sammy and Dan both get pool tables, Rupi gets 
omeone el e to blame, Helen gets to stop time and grow a few years, Luke gets a better 

car, Lis get a new bodypart to grab, Joe gets some better jokes, and Jing and Katie both 
get 200 extra pounds of flab. For the underclassmen, Tyson gets more beatings than he 
doe from Luke and Rob combined, Phi l gets some steroids, Bailey gets a tan, Ian, I'll 
see you in hell , Ben Leff gets some testicle , and the entire N team, Sammy, and Phil all 
get barf bags. Oh yeah, Emily gets whatever the hell she wants. Lastly, Uni High get 
cleaner floors, heating that works, and an administration that isn ' t nuts about keeping the 
school open when every other school in the tate is closed. Thanx for it all , und auf 
wiedersehen. 

1, M att W ilhelm, hereby do leave the following: to Rupi some cheese and a Geometry 
book; to Nick & Nate a game of HORSE & a bucket of water; to KTL a quarehead; to 
Nell a sweater; to Jeff and Lian some OFF and a lighter; to Jing a cream cheese bagel and 
a smile; to Becky a slice of pizza; Amanda gets a broomstick and a pen; to Moz a dead 
iguana; to Stichter, Brokish, and Mills a bottle o' Jagermeister; Ray gets an old radio; to 
Mr. Beesley I will an E; to Ms. Jacobson and Runelle an overdue book from ub year; to 
Mrs. Jocku ch my appreciation and respect; to Mr. Stone some "Rhesus pieces" ; to Emily 
W some bus tokens; Melissa Wei, Yang, and Bryan get a 3 l/2 ft-long mousetrap car; 
some lucky German student gets a screwdriver; and to Uni I prorni e to give (ifl can ever 
afford it) a much needed air conditioning ystem ... 



SENIOR CLASS HISTORY 
SUNRISE ... 
Subbie Year: We get everyone and lose Ginny Magan after 1 week. Subbie Retreat: Nell's toe 
is broken and we meet Steve and Mo-Bro. Sally calls our class the "least fit to ever come to 
Uni." Ryan's pet rat, Chippy, dies. Alan Aida, Secret House, Aunt Roxy & Pooh Sticks in Sub 
science. Hormozd gets kicked out of sub science class. Tori Amos! Sarada's mom honks for an 
hour outside. Lock-in #1 and random guy falls out of window. Quiz bowl. Matt W goes to state 
· C, and Hant!n goes to state for track. Coach Stein makes screaming green socks break 
tampon'"'achine. Kaplan throws chalk at Vijay. Cutting Edge. Matt N eats 4 hotdogs a day. 
Beginni~~~zd's legendary class cheer. Oral History projects. Bild talks about infinity 
infinitely. Pomto girl.l-800-U-CNT-DNS and 1-900-MOOV-YOU video. Pillow people@ Xmas 
party. Toliet paper Winter Formal. School showing of Hoop Dreams. PASS periods. Puja pukes 
in PE twice. Castellon comes to class late & everyone leaves but Matt W, who gets lollipops. 
Kavi walks into a parking meter. Freeze in Drama. Dan F writes on desk & has to clean it. 
Egyptian Rat "Freak." aid Duck in Mathmagic Land. We plant tulips in front of Uni. Bob-
Fred Ann Jamison. Su ie Is & "Product titlg." ting Games in German. Bonnie 
and Ben Scott teach us abour drugs. Tom Sherman punch and scratche I irl 

ut Chilli Supper--45 grams of fat per cup. James= Har rossman misses te row 
e shoots in wrong basket in Subbie boys bball. Hormozd sings the Jesse James song. 

Girls and B · f.or 0 wins. Grunge & Nirvana. 6 subbies in track. Rubber 
cement, NOT glue or tape. We meet green..feetThad at the ()isorientation Pfcntc. Dan M-[) 
Cyndra, Katy X Dan T, Audrey X Mike Z, Katy X Brendan H-H, Cyndra X Alex H, Hormozd X 

, Amara X Nils C, Sarah X Lian, Katy X Dan K=>Audrey X Dan K, Audrey X Sammy, 
Sammy X So K}, Amara X Nils, Grossman X Suzie F. 

, a d Ms. Fuller 
na. Amanda T & Katy come 

• PA S ends. Girt parties begin--> TP 
or . Deep Thoughts. E- il war. Mozd gets 

team. Katy is in seventeen twice (once for RENUT). Becky M-B loves Leo. 
Katie S strips for Brian S. Carlos/Courtney coach girls JV bball. Kendra gets a rat-tail hair 
cut and Sammy gets a rock stuck under his car at Schrep's. "Rumors are nobody's friends." 
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Everyone wins regionals games. Luke breaks his nose and jaw. Lock-in #2. Sarah Dunn tackles 
J ing at Jing's b-day. Mysterious person pays for group at Minnecci's Winter Formal dinner. 
Snowball Policy. Montreal, Germany, and Rome trips. John Wallace rips off phone company. 
Many of us get our licenses, thanks to Gomery (Zippy, Yow, I'm having fun!). The Great Con
spiracy. Lis breaks her nose. Raves. Cyndra, Gumbi & Diet Coke. Your mom! Mr.B's euphamisms 
for sex. Mr. Z's class & sex. The beginning of Scatman. Cyndra thinks the flaps on her goggles 
are flies and proceeds to slap herself. A bird poops on Grossman's head. Odyssey Projects-
the Puppet Show. ReUNion 97. PDA controversy. Brokish starts book bar. Chem projects. 
Girls soccer begins. Lis X Rosa, Jeff X Kerry R, 4(Lis X Sammy), Luke X Kendra, Kendra X 
Adam J, Christine X Jason B, Dan M-D X Amara, Kendra X Phil, Kate X Reed, Ana X Grossman, 
Ana X Brokish, Ana X Kavi, Helen X Andy G, Helen X Tommy C, Nell X George, Katy X Joe, 
Audrey X Peter K, Natalie X Alex T, Jing X Eric H, Philippa X Alan K. 

Junior Year: We lose Sameer~ 
no one. Lion's mop, 
Carrubba mocks 
to C-U. Joe ch 
students. 
bball wins a 
UCD is bo 
Dance T 
window. 
loved vo 

is 3-
Disco 
Girls 
by Helen on~ .. ,..,~.., 
The f I •t~liQ 

blizzar 
psychomat1ca ked 
to Memphis. Herr W coac es girts r. 0 
2. We steal the Spirit Stick and hang it in 
Rick the Hick, Katy X Chris V, Ana X Lion, 
M, Ji~g X Steve Z, Brian S X Jenn C, Jing X 
X Jirka, Cyndra X Dan F, Katy X Josh M, Sammy 

... SUNSET 

lose Matt Nuzzo for one week. We gain 
warQS us to lock our lockers. "Ray" 

George Clinton come 
Austrian exchange 

,;n1m7111m1lrto~la. Girls 
ir at vy Pier. 

. Law tibrary. 
a stereo, & a 
an is "Laughlin 

icked out of 
lifting in PE. 

lr!&:n•·~M- driving 
meets ..Mandy 

eld Day. Prtom @ 
uge. Russia, Japan & 
-5, Je X Kerry R, 

, Grossm X Andrea, 
~ ....... X Reed, Ana X Lion, 

X Jeff, 



A 

Abrams, Anna 25, 66 
Adesida, Ayo 28, 44, 55, 78, 82, 93 
Agha, Leila 22, 23, 24, 25, 33, 72, 77 
Al-Heeti, Roaa 27, 28, 84, 89 
Alan, Lian 9, 24, 26, 29, 31, 95, 97, 98, 112F, 114, 115, 129 
Alan, Tara 4, 11, 12, 27, 78, 80, 95 
Alexander, Marc 7, 15, 20, 24, 25, 26, 44, 84, 86 
Aschenbrenner, Barb 58 
Atherton, Daniel 48, 72 

B 

Bailey, Tom 48, 78, 80, 90, 128 
Bandy, Mara 27, 84, 88 
Barkmeier, Kyle 44, 66, 72 
Bartlett, Jennifer 11, 24, 27, 78, 79 
Bartlett, Rebecca 31 
Bavda, Puja 28, 29, 30, 98 
Baym, Carol 3, 11, 21, 25, 27, 37, 78, 80, 83 
Beck, Abby 46, 47, 49, 72, 75, 77 

Beck,Allison 17, 23, 78, 125 
Beesley, Joel 9, 11, 19, 58, 63, 133, 135 
Bergandine, David 17, 57, 58 
Berkis, Julia 76, 77 
Berube, Nick 10, 13, 26, 66 
Betenia, Nicole 32, 66 
Bettivia, Tobin 66, 68 
Bild, Gene 30, 58, 63 
Blanton, Sheila 58 
Bognar, Balint 11, 24, 44, 72, 91 
Book, Laura 21, 24, 25, 33, 36, 66, 71 
Bosch, Debbie 9, 30, 58 
Boyd, Jason 3, 20, 22, 44, 78, 79, 129 
Braden, Betsy 7, 17, 23, 24, 25, 27, 46, 47, 84 
Bregman, Gillian 27, 37, 78 
Bresler, Guy 9, 24, 30, 72 
Bresler, Maayan 23, 72 
Broadbent, Carl 25, 44, 78 
Brokish, Peter 16, 23, 24, 27, 30, 50, 97, 98, 135 
Bruce, Emily 21, 33, 36, 66, 68 
Bruns-Wise, Linda 58 
Buenting, Jeff 48 
Bunick, Nicola 23, 72, 74 
Burger, Nell 18, 26, 52, 53, 55, 94, 97, 99, 114, 115 
Burton, Bea 24, 37, 38, 84, 86 
Butler, Chris 8, 23, 57, 58, 62 
Byrne, Michelle 3, 19, 27, 49, 52, 53, 78, 80, 82, 133 .. ~ 



c 
Carrubba, Jim 8, 57, 58 
Castellon, Carol 8, 30, 58 
Causeman, Kate 23, 66 
Cekander, Ryan 36, 66 
Ceperley, Martin 21, 78, 83, 91 
Ceperley,Natalie8, 17, 21, 26, 27, 30, 31, 46, 47, 92, 97, 

99, 112H, 115 
Chalivendra, Varun 25, 36, 66, 68, 70 
Chang, Eric 26, 78, 81, 94 
Chen, Anna 22, 78, 80 
Chen, Chris 12, 22, 24, 25, 50, 51, 94, 97, 99, 112G, 115, 

125, 135 
Chen, Jennifer 21, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31, 84, 85, 87 
Chew, Amy 13, 20, 21, 30, 97, 100, 112H 
Chew, Ethan 24, 27, 42, 43, 66, 72, 74, 75 
Chiang, Crystal 3, 26, 28-, 72 
Choi,Arni 17, 20, 22, 26, 27, 29, 33, 37, 38, 54, 97,100, 

115 
Chou, Brian 19, 28, 50, 94, 97, 100, 115, 133, 135 ·~ 
Choudhury,Ayesha 13, 17, 22, 23, 26, 30, 78 
Chow, Roxanne 24, 26, 32, 66, 68 
Chuang, Kendall 22, 26, 84, 85 
Ciolli, Joe 24, 25, 44, 45, 48, 54, 72, 73, 95 
Climer, Jonathon 9, 25, 30, 42, 43, 65, 72, 75 
Conway, Chas 78, 82 
Cooke, Rivkah 24, 26, 36, 40, 66 
Cord, Kendra 31, 38, 39, 52, 55, 94, 97, 101 

Cording, Evan 24, 25, 26, 72, 76 
Coslet, Ellen 59 
Cranston, Joanna 11, 17, 24, 26, 35, 40, 41, 49, 55, 72,73 
Crofts, Stephanie 25, 46, 47, 54, 72 
Croisant, Matt 6, 23, 24, 25, 97, 101, 115 
Cussins, Thomas 36, 66, 69, 92 

D 

Dasgupta, Sumon 4, 23, 44, 45, 93, 97, 101, 112F, 114, 115 
Davis-Smith, Dean 9, 28, 59 
Depew, Tory 13, 23, 28, 31, 46, 47, 102 
DeRose, Ligia 11, 37, 73 
DeRose, Pedro 31 
Dhar, Vilas 22, 30, 31, 84, 85 
Digges, Kelly 12, 65, 79, 80, 91 
Ding, Yi 12, 24, 25, 66 
Dorman-Jones, Zach 25, 66, 67 
Drach, Amy 37, 38, 39 

E 

Eads, Cathy 59 
Eckstein, Laura 24, 25, 66 
Emilsson, Kristi 24, 25, 79, 83 
Erickson, Aurora 73, 77 
Esler, Ty 17, 79 
Estabrook, Helen 6, 19, 21, 22, 23, 27, 30, 52, 94, 97, 102, 

112G, 114, 115, 133, 135 * 
Evans, Lisa 59, 63 



F 

Fahrner, Peter 5, 11, 17, 24, 25, 44, 45, 65, 73 
Faith, Kathryn 21, 79 
Felte , Michelle 20, 24, 79 
Finnerty, Dan 9, 24, 25, 44, 97, 102, 112F, 115 
Flynn, John 11, 48, 50, 65, 73, 135 
Fuller, Jeff 48 

G 

Gahvari, Hormozd 3, 9, 11, 20, 26, 30, 42, 43, 97, 103, 
112H, 114, 128, 134 

Gahvari, Zhubin 3, 20, 30, 42, 43, 79, 80 
Garvey,Emilia 7, 17, 20, 24, 46, 47,73 
Garvey, John 20, 27, 29, 59 
Geeseman, Katie 21, 24, 25, 26, 29, 31, 97, 103, 115 
Gelfand, Masha 19, 20, 27, 78, 79, 133 $r 
Goel, Kavi 10, 22, 23, 24, 26, 31, 92, 97, 103, 112G, 115, 

125 
Goel, Natalie 24, 25, 37, 73 
Goldwasser, Molly 22, 36, 67, 69 
Goodall, Andrea 24, 25, 37, 38, 39, 49, 73, 76 
Grinols, Dan 26, 45, 73 
Griscom, Will 67, 70 
Grossman, Daniel 22, 23, 24, 25, 97, 104, 112H, 115 

H 

Harrington, Kyle 11, 16, 24, 28, 46, 47, 54, 73, 75 
Harrington, Matt 28, 48, 84, 134 
Hedeman, John 32, 59, 61 
Helfrich, Jeff 16, 22, 23, 29, 42, 43, 95, 97, 104, 128 
Hermann, Linda 59 
Hertzog, Jacob 24, 36, 67 

Hess, Liesel 12, 17, 21, 24, 27, 78, 79, 80 
Hill, Dan 67 
Hines, Meli sa 3, 11 , 22, 25, 26, 28, 46, 47, 54, 73 
Hobson, Jeremy 6, 12, 15, 23, 97, 104, 134 
Hoke, John 44, 60 
Howie, Mike 59 
Hughes, Karen 33, 67, 68 

I 

Isserman, Noah 21, 32, 33, 36, 42, 67, 91 , 94 
Ito, Andrew 25, 36, 67 
Ito, Hiroko 26, 31, 59 
Ito, Traci 5, 24, 25, 36, 67, 68 
Iversen, Derek 5, 8, 21, 24, 25, 26, 48, 73, 93 
Iversen,Jennifer 17, 25, 84, 85 

J 

Jacala, Ana 5, 24, 25, 29, 30, 97, 105 
Jacobson, David 48, 84 
Jacobson,Frances 57, 59 
Jassim, Hanan 24, 25, 27, 40, 41, 55, 92, 97, 105, 125, 129 
Jegadeesh, Naresh 65, 73 
Jockusch, Elisabeth 30, 60 

K 

Kamburow, Todor 84 
Kamerling, Henry 112E 
Kaplan, David 21, 25, 67, 69 
Kaput, Molly 31 
Kennedy, Colin 20, 28, 44, 84, 89 
Khan, Tony 18, 79, 135 
Kinney, Devin 16, 25, 44, 65, 73, 75 
Kitron, Tal 7, 20, 44, 72, 73 
Klein, Sarah 24, 67 
Kluegel, Alan 20 
Kolchinsky, Art 18, 84 
Kory, Paul 25, 67, 69, 71 
Kuck,Julianne 17, 21 , 30, 84, 87 
Kumar, A hwin 25, 36, 66, 67 
Kunkel, Rebekah 4, 11 , 17, 22, 24, 26, 49, 78, 79, 94, 95 
Kuriashkina, Ilina 11 , 12, 27, 79, 80, 90 
Kurman, Lulu 46, 47 

L 

Lamb, Katherine 21, 79, 80, 94 
Lattimore, Cyndra 22, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31, 33, 52, 

53, 93, 94, 97, 105, 112G, 115 
Lau, Andreanna 17, 18, 85 , 86, 125 
Laughlin, Rosemary 15, 57, 60 
Lauterbur, Elise 24, 67 
LeCompte, Celeste 5, 16, 17, 18, 20, 23, 28, 85 
Lee, Justin 10, 26, 73 
Leff, Ben 16, 24, 30, 44, 45, 48, 79, 80, 82 
Lehmann, Justin 20, 24, 25, 26, 79, 82 
Leonard, Karen 37, 38, 39 
LeSueur, Eric 26, 73, 74 



Congratulations Katie 
& Class of '991 Way to go, 

Dan, 
and the 
Class of 

1999! 

Levin, Tera 22, 24, 67 
Levin, Toby 7, 24, 74 
Lewis, Molly 8, 23, 30, 66, 74 
Li, Bo 25, 36, 67 
Lim, Yong-Bee 25, 26, 30, 79 
Linder, Suzanne 22, 57, 60, 63 
Linton, Duane 26, 85, 88 
Lisy, Amara 24, 46, 47, 95, 97, 106, 1120, 115, 124 
Liu, Judy 20, 26, 79, 80 
Lopez, Lynda 27, 60 
Lo chky, Althea 21, 68 
Love, David 36, 66, 68, 90, 129, 130 
Love, Katy 19, 26, 27, 33, 46, 47, 55, 97, 106, 112F, 

112H, 114, 129, 133, 134 
11!, 

Lowry, Nick 80, 83 · .v 
Lu, Jing 4, 16, 28, 30, 40, 41, 55,97, 106, 1120, 115 
Lung, Bryan 16, 17, 24, 26, 28, 30, 42, 85, 86, 87, 89 
Ly, Kim 20, 27, 85, 88 

M 

MacLellan, Phillip 60 
Main, Doug 8, 21, 24, 44, 48, 74, 77 
Main, Meredith 7, 17, 21 , 23, 24, 25, 27, 40, 85, 125 
Maksymchuk, Ok ana 27, 46, 4 7, 54, 85 
Manganaro, Christine 23, ·24, 25, 97, 107, 126 
Mao, Fanzi 11, 23, 24, 26, 80 
Marshak, David 36, 68 
Martin, Reed 20, 24, 25, 92, 97, 107, 1120, 112H, 115 
Martinsek, Ellen 68, 69 
Masar, Tyson 24, 25, 27, 28, 35, 44, 45, 50, 51, 85, 135 
Mathew , Nate 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 30, 42, 97, 107, 1120, 

112H, 129 
Mathy, Oabe 24, 25, 30, 44, 80 
May, Mike 21, 22, 44, 58, 60 

Joe & Sandy 
Finnerty 

Mayor-Bernet, Becky 22, 27, 33, 37, 38, 92, 95, 97, 108, 115 
McCarthy, Ryan 18, 22, 24, 25, 97, 108, 112F, 129 
McConnaughay, Hannah 24, 66, 68 
McCreary, Virginia 7, 21, 23, 85 
McNabb, Andrew 24, 85 
Medendorp, Sara 12, 21, 23, 24, 31, 38, 39, 52, 53, 54, 

55, 85, 95 
Melby-Thompson, Charles 26, 80 
Micele, Lisa 9, 30, 60 
Mikl,Jrrka 97,109 
Miller, Audrey 22, 26, 31, 52, 53, 92, 94, 97, 109, 115, 129 
Miller, Helen 3, 10, 26, 49, 73, 74 
Miller, Ruth 25, 27, 40, 41, 49, 55, 73, 74, 77 
Miller, Tim 44, 74 
Mills, Rob 5, 9, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 44, 45, 50, 51, 54, 97, 

108, 112F, 127, 129, 135 
Mitas, Andy 15, 20, 65, 85, 88, 134 
Mitchell, Alex 7, 72, 74, 76, 90 
Mobasseri, Sanaz 23, 30, 37, 39, 49, 74, 76, 95 
Monahan, Bob 16, 20, 21, 36, 68 
Monahan, Jack 6, 10, 20, 23, 85, 134 
Moore, Dewey 31 
Moradi, Boshra 74, 75 
Moradi, Zeynab 20, 27, 85 
Morales-Dayle, Dan 4, 28, 50, 55, 92, 97, 109, 115 
Morales-Dayle, Patrick 44, 48, 74, 75 
Morales-Dayle, Sean 44, 48, 85, 87 
Morford, Linda 9, 17, 57, 60, 61, 128 
Morris, Patricia 17, 61 
Moser, Daniel 67, 68 
Murdoch, John 3, 11, 20, 80, 95, 129 
Murphy, Kate 24, 25, 37, 38, 49, 52, 65, 74, 95 
Murphy, Rebecca 37, 38, 39, 53, 61, 94 
Murphy, Rick 16, 21, 24, 25, 36, 61, 63, 115 
Mynatt, Doug 41, 59, 61 
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Newman, Frances 8, 26, 61 
Nuzzo, Matt 97, 110 

0 

Ochs, Amanda 17, 97, 110, 115 
Olsen, Ben 25, 74, 77 
Oono, Ryoko 20, 26, 27, 40, 55, 80 
Orland, Ian 18, 24, 25, 44, 80, 82, 95, 125, 129 
Otto, Chris 17, 21, 25, 80 
Overstreet, Ty 74, 76 

p 

Packard, Errol 7, 13, 20, 28, 44, 86 
Padua, Amelia 24, 49, 74 
Paruchuri, Anu 20, 21, 26, 28, 78, 80, 83 
Patel, Janaki 23, 24, 26, 80, 83, 94 
Pelafas, Nick 26, 27, 44, 48, 86, 89, 135 
Philipp, Anthony 32, 36, 42, 68, 70 
Plewa, Diane 7, 11, 20, 25, 27, 79, 80, 82 
Pollock, Lis 25, 38, 52, 53, 54, 55, 95, 97, 110, 129 
Porreca, David 18, 61 
Portis, Eric 35, 48, 80, 95, 129 
Powers, Ted 61 
Prado, Antonio 26, 58, 61 
Prell,Jimmy 17, 20, 21, 25, 80 
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Newman, Frances 8, 26, 61 
Nuzzo, Matt 97, 110 

0 

Ochs, Amanda 17, 97, 110, 115 
Olsen, Ben 25, 74, 77 
Oono, Ryoko 20, 26, 27, 40, 55, 80 
Orland, Ian 18, 24, 25, 44, 80, 82, 95, 125, 129 
Otto,Chris 17, 21, 25, 80 
Overstreet, Ty 7 4, 7 6 

p 

Packard, Errol 7, 13, 20, 28, 44, 86 
Padua, Amelia 24, 49, 74 
Paruchuri, Anu 20, 21, 26, 28, 78, 80, 83 
Patel, Janaki 23, 24, 26, 80, 83, 94 
Pelafas, Nick 26, 27, 44, 48, 86, 89, 135 
Philipp, Anthony 32, 36, 42, 68, 70 
Plewa, Diane 7, 11, 20, 25, 27, 79, 80, 82 
Pollock, Lis 25, 38, 52, 53, 54, 55, 95, 97, 110, 129 
Porreca, David 18, 61 
Portis, Eric 35, 48, 80, 95, 129 
Powers, Ted 61 
Prado, Antonio 26, 58, 61 
Prell, Jimmy 17, 20, 21, 25, 80 
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Ragan, Robin 31, 58, 62 
Ragheb, Adam 20, 25, 26, 30, 42, 43, 80, 83 
Ramos, Elliot 15, 20, 24, 25, 26, 30, 86 
Rashid, Irnran 18, 23, 29, 44, 93, 95, 97, 111, 112F, 112H, 

115, 124, 129 
Rashid, Suraiya 23, 25, 68 
Rawles, Jackie 24, 67, 68 
Reeder, Morgan 19, 21, 27, 49, 52, 81, 83, 133 
Reeves, Galen 25, 42, 48, 81 
Reutter, Kurt 25, 97, 111, 112F, 129 
Richardson, Emily 24, 25, 86, 87 
Ridenour, Barbara 8, 23, 62 
Ritz, Eithan 22, 27, 81 
Roberts, Shelley 31 
Rose, Lucie 21, 68, 71 
Ross, Jocelyn 25, 74, 75 
Rotman, Ella 21, 97, 111 
Rowell, Phil 19, 28, 50, 51, 55, 86, 112F, 33, 135 
Russell, Craig 62 

s 
Saied, Laila 4, 11, 13, 22, 24, 25, 27, 30, 81, 94 
Sansone, Nick 7, 22, 23, 26, 30, 81, 87 
Sapp, Ben 24, 44, 79, 81, 95, 129 
Sapp, Joe 9, 18, 24, 44, 93, 94, 95, 97, 112, 134 



Schiel, Matt 25, 44, 81 
Schnuer, Sam 6, 20, 27, 28, 86 
Schrepfer, Katie 9, 16, 21, 22, 23, 30, 33, 38, 52, 55, 

92,94, 97, 112, 112H, 115, 129,131 
Schwenk, Kelly 10, 16, 24, 36, 66, 68, 71 
Scott-Whittenborn, Maria 23, 24, 36, 68, 70 
Sczaniecka, Anna 22, 27, 28, 30, 37, 86 
Sefranek, Susan 19, 26, 37, 38, 49, 81, 83, 133 
Sekar, Meera 4, 15, 25, 27, 30, 81 -~ 
Shanks, Anna 11, 22, 24, 25, 26, 33 , 46, 47, 54, 75 
Shapiro, Dan 48, 79, 80, 81, 128 
Sheikh, Nafisah 25, 32, 68, 71 
Shenk, Barbara 26, 62, 58 
Shriver, Runelle 62 
Simpson, Shawn 11, 25, 26, 28, 40, 41, 55, 73, 75 
Sims, David 21, 22, 24, 25, 75 
Slattery, Beth 6, 7, 10, 16, 23, 24, 25, 27, 81 
Slichter, Daniel 20, 44, 86, 89 
Slichter, David 20, 25, 36, 68, 69 
Smarr, Benjy 15, 19, 26, 86, 87, 91 , 133, 134 .. , 
Smarr, Joseph 31 ·i/ 
Smeltzer, Amanda 36 
Smith, Brian 20, 44, 92, 95, 97, 112, 1120, 115 
Smith, Greg 62 
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Smith, Katie 25, 26, 46, 47, 74, 75, 90 
Smith, Nick 23, 33, 36, 69 
Smith, Rachel 3, 49, 75, 77 
Smith, Sara 21, 69, 71 
Smyth, David 6, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 92, 97, 112A, 

112H 
Sodhi, Rupi 4, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 30, 33, 97, 112A, 129 
Sohn, Sammy 4, 28, 44, 45, 50, 51 , 54, 94, 97, 112A, 112F, 

115, 135 
Soskin, Philippa 6, 8, 10, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 97, 112B, 

112G,112H 
Stone, David 20, 62 
Strand, Scott 7, 17, 19, 20, 28, 44, 86, 88, 133, 134 
Sudharshan, Sangita 22, 32, 36, 69, 71 ·'if 
Sun, Frances 24, 25, 69, 92 
Suslick, Adele 28, 29, 62 
Sutton, Bill 17, 20, 62,129 
Sutton, Katie 10, 19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 30, 33, 35, 37, 

38, 97, 112B, 1120, 112H, 115, 127, 128, 133 
Sutton, Matt 17, 21, 22, 23, 69 -~ 
Sweet, Laura 21, 22, 97, 112B, 130 
Sylvia, Madeline 24, 33, 66, 69, 92 

T 

Tabb, Rebecca 17, 19, 21, 26, 27, 40, 41, 55, 84, 86, 133 
Ill · 

Tarr, Alex 20, 21, 27, 28, 35, 44, 45, 86 "~ 

Tarr, Chaela 20, 25, 28, 29, 46, 47, 81 
Taub, Amanda 6, 12, 17, 23, 27, 28, 29, 92, 95, 97, 112C 
Taub, Melinda 7, 17, 19, 27, 65, 80, 81, 133 
Techtow, Kate 24, 38, 39, 92, 93, 97, 112C, 112H, 115 
Terry, Charles 18, 31, 42, 43, 86, 89 
Thaler, Alex 20, 24, 29, 86, 87 



Thomas, James 18, 97, 112C, 115 
Thompson, Chris 31 
Treworgy, Bonnie 22, 25, 68, 69, 70 
Tucker, Ginny 17, 24, 38, 39, 86 

u 
Upah-Bant, Marilyn 8, 16, 57, 61, 62, 63 
Uppuluri, Sarada 20, 25, 26, 29, 31, 97, 112D 

v 
Van Buren, Leslie 24, 32, 69 
VanKim, Nicole 3, 26, 28, 49, 73, 75 
Verner, Michael 3, 21, 36, 69, 71 

w 
Walczewski, Luke 25, 31, 44, 50, 51, 92, 97, 112D, 114 
Walczewski, Sarah 24, 25, 36, 69, 71 
Walker, Sally 41, 59, 63 
Walsh, Rachel 23, 24, 27, 65, 81 
Wang, Jie 25, 26, 28, 75 
Warren, Chris 63 
Wauthier, Connie 30, 74, 75 
We gel, Claire 117, 20, 24, 27, 28, 87 
Wei, Melissa 16, 17, 18, 28, 30, 31, 40, 41, 55, 87 
Weilmuenster, Paul 8, 60, 63 
Weinberg, Tali 4, 15, 27, 28, 87, 91 
Weissman, Daniel 20, 22, 25, 26, 81 
Weissman, Jonathan 21, 24, 32, 69, 70 
Wells, Audrey 10, 17, 23, 63 
Wilhelm, Matt 16, 17, 27, 30, 97, 112D, 112H 
Wisseman, Emily 21, 23, 87 
Wisseman, Nick 26, 44, 45, 50, 97, 112E 
Wolkanowski, Masha 27, 63, 68, 85 
Woodbury, Matt 15, 16, 26, 29, 42, 43, 81, 82, 90 

Class of 1999 

' left an inaelible 
rint on us ... 

Uni Righ Alumni Office 
217/244-8586 (phone) 
217/333-4064 (fax) 
htt~://www.uni.uiuc.edu/ 

Wraight, Sebastian 10, 17, 24, 36, 69 
Wright, Erik 25, 42, 43, 87 
Wysocki, Barbara 63 

y 

Yang, David 16, 17, 27, 30, 42, 43, 87 
Yannelis, Costi 24, 36, 69 
Yates-White, Crystal 7, 20, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 46, 47, 55, 

87, 89 

z 
Zangvil, Tal 16, 23, 24, 66, 69 
Zech, John 16, 26, 74, 75, 76 
Zodhiates, Alexandra 15, 35, 40, 41, 55, 75, 77, 90 
Zodhiates, Ariel 26, 27, 28, 35, 40, 55, 87, 89, 90, 93 
Zodhiates, Philip 17, 57, 63 
Zych, Crystal 17, 18, 23, 24, 87, 88, 89, 90 
Zych, Maria 30, 74, 75 
Zych, Noah 8, 24, 25, 26, 44, 75, 76 
Zych, Veronica 25, 36, 66, 69 
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everyone! ! ! 



Thanks to the yearbook staff for a most 
productive and fun year. Love Shack, Princess, 
and S/S, done good. Now I will leave you 
alone. Thanks to the fellas, for the best year I 
have had coaching, not only because of the 
wins, but because of the laughter, the locker 
room singing, boxer dances, and the crab balls. 
Most of all thanks to my family, Kath, Luke 
and Jake for allowing me time to complete all 
of these extras and still come home to smiles, 
at least some of the time. Hope you have 
enjoyed the book. --Coach 
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Getting Disoriented 
ni' s traditional Disorientation 
cnic was a sunny succes this 
~ar, and crowds of students and 
culty all had fun in the park. Stu
~nts enjoyed hot dogs and ham
rrgers from the grilling Maestro 
lr. Murphy, and lounged leisurely 
the warm sun. Hundreds of year
)Oks were peacefully passed 
ound and signed inside of the 
essel pavilion, while watergun 
ghts raged outside between 
tirtless commandos. Students 
ayed football, basketball, occer, 
isbee, and even tried some Me
eva! Combat. The picnic was as 
nazing as always, and a great 
ay to kick off three months of 
eedom! 

(l-r, t-b): Happy Uni-ites crowd into 
the pavilion; Jeff, Galen, and Charles 
laugh about what they're putting in 
that poor person's yearbook; The 
almost-famous Dan Hill autographs 
a yearbook; The Boys of Summer are 
back in town, and they need a tan; 
Just spinning in the sunshine ... ; Mr. 
Murphy sings while he grills; Ariel 
and Amanda practice for their movie 
careers by endorsing Coca-Cola. 
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This year, Agora Days was as fun 
as ever. Many people enjoyed hav
ing it after Spring Break so they 
could "ease back into the flow" of 
school. Some of the most popular 
courses ranged from annual 
favorites such as: Medieval 
Combat, S.A.T. Preparation, and 
the Chocaholic Workshop. New 
classes included Billiards, Medi
tation, Massage, Bagpipes and 
Jump 'n Jive. Overall, subbies got 
only a couple of their first choice 
classes, seniors got all of theirs, 
and a good time was had by all. 

(l-r, t-b ): Nick and Matt wanna be like 
Sara; Galen pretends he s not enjoying 
the back massage Kathryn is giving 
him; Natalie and Connie try to conquer 
the impossible polynomial puzzle; Anna 
Abrams really wishes she had gotten 
her first choice class; Kate secretly 
poisons the food in the Murder at 
Brealifast class. 
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Habitat for Humanit 
Over Agora Days this year, 19 students and 4 teach
ers went to Farrell and Sherard, Mississippi for the 
annual Habitat Trip. Over the course of the week, the 
group helped build two houses (shingling, tiling, paint
ing, siding, and wiring), working from 8 A.M. to 4 
P.M. each day. Some of the highlights of the trip in
cluded a trip to Memphis, "Spoons" and other card 
games, a trip to the local state park, people sleeping 
out on the front steps, a midweek community pot
luck, local basketball games, a talent show at 1 A.M., 
and many walks on starry nights down country roads. 

Over Spring Break the Latin ill & IV 
classes went to Rome. Every day was 
a march across the city from one fa
mous sight to the other. First was the 
five-story Colosseum, followed by the 
Vatican, with its Sistine ChapeL and 
the Roman Forum, with temples over 
200 feet up that covered entire blocks! 
It was an awe-inspiring experience 
that will be remembered by the whole 
.group. 

Rome Trip 

(t-b, l-r): The whole 
group celebrates their 
hard work and team 
togetherness; Nate 
and Katy have fun 
with their new friends; 
Schreppy, Christine 
and Lis bond over a 
hammer; James is 
boss with his power 
saw. 

(t-b, l-r): The group in 
Rome--Latin 3 & 4 classes 
along with the Newmans, 
the Lungs, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. 
Ragheb, Mrs. Smarr and 
Mr. Feltes; Elliot, Marc, 
and Benjy are having too 
much fun; Michelle is 
offended that someone 
would take a picture of her 
while she eats. 
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Big Show 
Under the direction of Helen 
Estabrook and Philippa Soskin, the 
Academy Awards Big Show was a 
huge success. A lamenting teacher, 
a crazy psychiatrist, Joan Rivers, a 
guy named Oscar, a drunken Eyore, 
and various others came together for 
many laughs and lots of fun. 

Jazz Reunion II 
This year the Jazz Bands· I and II, conducted by Rick Murphy, gave 
their Spring Music Performance in t_he Parkland College theatre. Uni 
High· graduate Matt Walczewski . and former Uni High parent John 
Hutchens joined the bands in performing classic jazz favorites and 
some newer Jazz pteces. 

140 

(l-r) Ben, Ayo and Sean look so suave 
when they're all dressed up; Matt, Peter, 
Rob and Elliot amaze the crowd with 
their awesome jazz talent. 



Guys 
The spring musical this year was 
Guys & Dolls , starring Jeremy 
Hobson as Nathan Detroit, Beth 
Slattery as Adelaide, David Smyth 
as Sky Masterson, and Crystal 
Yates-White as Sarah Brown. This 
was one of the most ambitious 
shows Uni has tried to do in a 
wfule because it included an ex
tensive set, intricate choreography, 
and a large cast. All the work paid 
off, though; in the words of hot 
box dancer Helen Estabrook, "It 
was definitely a complicated show 
to do, but we had a lot of fun and 
it was a huge success. The cast was 
strong and having such good au
diences every night really helped." 

Clockwise from top: Crystal and David 
just love happy endings; Matt C. and 
Rob 's voices are almost as loud as their 
suits; Jeremy and Beth make Jack 
jealous; You think they're dancing, but 
actually the guys are just avoiding a herd 
of low-flying geese; Uni s women in their 
most modest outfits of the play . 
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the deactivation of Uni's defense system; 
Subbiefootball!; The beauty of Salsa; Mozd 
in his Gahvari bro shirt; Ryan and Mr. 
Murphy talk about the POWER of chess; 
Masha Masha gdyeh Masha? V kneegyeh; 
"Is slide show one or two?" wonders Ms. 
Linder; It's the Ameila, Katie and Sanaz 
show on freshman- TV; Jirka signs his letter 
of intent to attend Truman St. to play 
basketball. (Opposite page, t-b, l-r ): Benji 
& Duane: in the still of the night; Ana and 
Helen "make" a new friend; Brokish is 
thrilled to have his picture taken with the 
lovely Gillian; Shiela completes the Uni 
circle; Laila and Tara monkey around; Kate 
and Andrea share the love. 





girls track 
team, al
though small 
in numbers, 
exhibited a lot 
of team spirit. 
Led by cap
tains Hanan 

J assim and Katy Love, the girls 
team bonded outside of track with 
pasta dinners, Providence nights, 
and TPing the guys track team. 
Highlights of the season included 
fourth place at the GCMS Falcon 
Classic and a fifth place finish at 
the SVC Conference Meet. Uni 
High for Life! 

(t-b, l-r): Virginia and Hanan finish strong; 
Katie, ling and Katy surround their best 
Unity friend--Mandy!; Alexandra looks 
dazed after finishing her race; Ariel anchors 
the girls 4 X 800 m relay; Hanan is so 
excited to be stretching!; Shawn, Toby, 
Emilia and Alex are the poster children for 
team spirit; J ing, Ana and Alex sunbathe in 
the tropical climate of central Illinois. 
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Back Row: Sara Medendorp, Virginia McCreary, Tory Depew, Ariel Zodhiates, Ruth 
Miller, Shawn Simpson, ling Lu; Front Row: Katie Sutton, Alexandra Zodhiates, 
Katy Love, Ana Jacala. Not pictured: Emilia Garvey and Hanan Jassim. 



Back Row: Erik Wright, Galen Reeves, Charls Terry, Daniel Stichter, Luke 
· Walczewski, Nate Mathews, Matt Woodbury; Front Row: Alex Mitchell, Toby 
Levin, Balint Bognar, Bryan Lung, Jeff Helfrich, and Hormozd Gahvari. 

1 ne noys 
track team 
this year was 
incredibly 
successful. 
Not only did 
both Jeff 
·Helfrich and 
the 4 X 
800m relay 
team (consisting of Helfrich, 
Galen Reeves, Daniel Stichter,_ and 
Charles Terry) make it to state, 
they placed seventh and fourteenth 
respectively. Led by co-captains 
Jeff Helfrich and Nate Mathews, 
the team did very well this year 
including many PRs at sectionals. 
They are sad to see so many strong 
seniors go, but expect new mem
bers to help out a lot. 

(t-b, l-r): Mighty Mozd shows off the 
incredible body he has from lifting all 
those weights; Matt pushes at the end 
thinking of how good it will feel to change 
into normal clothes; See Erik. See Erik 
run. Run Erik run!; Zhubin and Matt finish 
their warm up; Balint gets his eight 
glasses of water a day; The whole team 
does the can-can. 
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i The 1998-99 Baseball squad 
overcame possible extinction 
and pulled together to have a 
successful season. Led by co
captains, senior Luke 
Walczewski and sophomore 
Ben Leff, the team batted, 

stole, and slid their way to a 7-5 season. The team, 
coached by second year coaches Jim Foreman and 
Ken Webb, mainly focused on the fundamentals of 
the game. Senior Sammy Sohn led the pitching bar
rage and new additions Devin Kinney and catcher 
Noah Zych also added to the team's success in the 
outfield and behind the plate respectively. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Coach Ken Webb, Brian Smith, Elliot Ramos, John 
Murdoch, Luke Walczewski, Dan Shapiro, Sammy Sohn, Coach 
Jim Foreman, Noah Zych, Ty Overstreet, Daniel Atherton, Ben 
Leff, Devin Kinney, Dan Grinols. 

(l-r, t-b ): The Department of 
Defense, Luke, Ryan and Sam; 
The Hammer knocks one to the 
gap in left field; Big El shows 
his batting stance before 
clearing the right field fence; 
Super-Sophs Ben Leff (7) and 
Dan Shapiro (24) survey the 
[field; Just another routine out 
lfor senior Sammy Sohn; The 
Big Hurt checks for the signal 
to steal; Noah Zych gives free 
batting instructions. 



(l-r, t-b ): Amara Lisy, Janaki Patel, Katherine Lamb, Sarada Uppuluri, Crystal Zych, Joanna 
Cranston, Emily Wisseman, Jennifer Iversen, Kate Schrepfer, Audrey Miller, Christine 
Manganaro, Morgan Reeder, Melinda Taub, Susan Sefranek, Jenny Bartlett, Ayesha Choudhury, 
Ilina Kuriashkina, Michelle Byrne, Andrea Goodall, Kate Murphy, Stephanie Crofts. 

This year, Girls' Soccer had the best season since the team started three years 
ago, finishing with a 4-9 record (and one moral victory), including the team's 
second ever regional win in a 5-0 victory against Stephen Decatur. This year's 
team played well under the leadership of head coach Paul Weilmunster, and 
assistant coaches C.C. Nance and John Sholar, as well as senior co-captains 
Audrey Miller and Amara Lisy. Miller scored a season high 12 goals, including 
a hat-trick in the regional win and was on the All-Area first team, and Lisy had 
over 100 saves. Next year's team, under the guidance of tri-captains Susan 
Sefranek, Ilina Kuriashkina, and Andrea Goodall, shows great potential, despite 
the loss of seven seniors and the head coach. 

(t-b, l-r): Katewarmsupbefore 
a game; Amara proves once 
again that the shirt does make 
the (wo )man; Schrep defends 
her area with style and grace; 
Cranny winds up to clear the 
ball; Audrey shows her 
strength and the power of 
number 6; Emily is in awe of 
her own talent; Coach Herr W 
remembers to speak English to 
inspire the team. 
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X-Week 
X-Week this year was fantastic. Each class raised money for Matthew House while enjoying a week with music in the 
halls. Each class tried to do something new and innovative this year, starting with the Subbies. The traditional tape race 
was left behind so they could set up a Karaoke party instead. The Freshman had a cakewalk and the even more 
successful, "pay to shoot Ciolli with a water gun." The Sophomores (or rather their Stud. Co. Reps) put together a 
spaghetti lunch complete with garlic bread. The Juniors sponsored a floor hockey tournament, and the Seniors (of 
course) held the annual Senior Auction where the pages to Mr. B's notes sold for $135 to some lucky Freshman guys. 

( t-b, l-r ): Crystal Z enjoys a crepe; Homwztl dances for cake; Crystal 
sings for cake; Anna has the coconut-carmel-chocolate cake; Dan says 
"No I will not come home, Bob!"; Noah and his watergun. 

SK 
The 5K was the same as usual this year. We crawled out of bed, ate our Wheaties, put on our running shoes, 
got out to Crystal Lake at 8:45, and spent half an hour wishing the race was over. We ran because Sally said 
so, and we needed to pass P.E. in order to graduate on time. When it was over we got apples, banarias, 
oranges, bagels, and Powerade which almost made the race seem worthwhile. Joanna Cranston and Ty 
Esler were the overall Uni High winners. 
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(t-b, l-r): Amelia must be getting paid for 
that smile; The girls cling to a parent hoping 
he might save them; Can you hear Chariots 
of Fire in the background as Sean races?; 
The guys try to look tough. 



(l-r, t-b ): David Yang paints the wall 
in Mississippi; Mr. Sutton 
celebrates 11 :02; Seniors after 
their swim in the Beckman fountain; 
Senior Cookout; Look out! Dan is 
high on the roof!; Chris & Ana, 
Salsa Champions; Jimmy!; Fan 
Dinnerty break dances. 
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(l-r, t-b ): ling and David are 
excited to be dancing; 
Cyndra and Dan model 
their souvenir candles; 
Kate and David rule the 
court; Sara wonders why 
Errol is standing in a hole; 
Awww ... lt 's Chris and 
Helen; Tyson and Rob show 
off their dates (Gillian and 
Becca); Chaz is surrounded 
by women; Jeremy and 
Amanda are just having a 
great time. 
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Champaign Country Club, but, contrary to Uni tradition, prom was 
before finals (like most other schools). Everyone looked fantastic 
arriving in everything from their parents' cars to a horse-drawn 
carriage. David Smyth and Kate Techtow were crowned King and 
Queen while Errol Packard and Sara Medendorp were Prince and 
Princess. After the dance, people went to various post-prom fes
tivities held at Jeff Helfrich's house and the Old Orchard bowling 
alley. Many dragged in to top off the evening with breakfast at 
Helen Estabrook's house. It was definitely worth all the hard work 
that was put into creating this "Heavenly" evening. 
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(l-r, t-b ): ling and David are 
excited to be dancing ; 
Cyndra and Dan model 
their souvenir candles; 
Kate and David rule the 
court; Sara wonders why 
Errol is standing in a hole; 
Awww ... It 's Chris and 
Helen; Tyson and Rob show 
off their dates (Gillian and 
Becca); Chaz is surrounded 
by women; Jeremy and 
Amanda are just having a 
great time. 
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l'tiis year's prom was similar to last year's, as it was held at the 
Champaign Country Club, but, contrary to Uni tradition, prom was 
before finals (like most other schools). Everyone looked fantastic 
arriving in everything from their parents' cars to a horse-drawn 
carriage. David Smyth and Kate Techtow were crowned King and 
Queen while Errol Packard and Sara Medendorp were Prince and 
Princess. After the dance, people went to various post-prom fes
tivities held at Jeff Helfrich's house and the Old Orchard bowling 
alley. Many dragged in to top off the evening with breakfast at 
Helen Estabrook's house. It was definitely worth all the hard work 
that was put into creating this "Heavenly" evening. 



Senior Supper , .. 

The Class of 1999 celebrated this year with the annual Senior Supper, organized by the faculty and staff. 
The seniors were treated to a wonderful Italian meal, served to them by their favorite teachers (and princi
pal). They also got to watch the videos they made in their Subbie Drama class and find the perfect place to 
put their sacred handprints. Afterwards, many seniors continued the bonding with an exciting game of 
Capture the Flag in Carle Park. 

(l-r, t-b ): Joe laughs at all the little 
people; Happiness is--Eating free 
food and being waited on by faculty; 
Jeff traces Philippa's hand to make 
sure no one steals her spot on the 
wall; The Senior Madrigals take a 
request; Ms. Linder and Mr. Sutton 
get caught eating the food they are 
supposed to be serving; Rob and ling 
try to find the perfect spot where they 
can put their hands together. 
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We're Outta Here! 
The Commencement Exercises for the Class of 1999 included everything from Lightsabers to roses and 
lots of tears and joy. The beautiful ceremony was opened by Katy Love who gave a speech recounting 
memories of all of her classmates; it continued with the presentation of the Max Beberman award to 
Hamilton Smith. Mr. Butler made everyone cry, and Ms. Laughlin gave a brief but eloquent benediction. 
The final student speaker was Amanda Ochs who reminded the graduates to follow their hearts and pursue 
whatever and whomever they truly love. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Audrey Miller, what 
are you doing now that you 
graduated high school? "I'm 
going to the D.R.!! "; The 
group gets ready in the 
hallway; Philippa helps Katie 
with those impossible collars; 
Schreppy 's almost ready, 
theresjust one thing missing ... ; 
Rob cheeses at the camera as 
Chris pretends not to notice; 
Kurt receives his flower; The 
girls are happy it's all over; 
Hel_en prays she won't trip. · 
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